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Introduction
Jan Wouters and Steven Sterkx

This volume contains a collection of papers which were presented at the Transatlantic Strategy Forum on 
‘The European Union, United States and Global Governance – Major Trends and Challenges’ (3-4 December 2009,
Brussels). As organizer of the Forum, the Leuven Centre for Global Governance Studies would like to thank the various
authors for their contributions and the European Commission’s Directorate-General for External Relations (Relations
with United States and Canada) for its support.

The purpose of the Forum was to contribute to the construction of a shared transatlantic vision of the strategic challenges
the United States (US) and the European Union (EU) are confronted with. Indeed, as the 2003 European Security
Strategy (ESS) states: “The transatlantic relationship is irreplaceable. Acting together, the European Union and the
United States can be a formidable force for the good in the world.” The ESS’ 2008 implementation report added to
this that “[f]or Europe, the transatlantic partnership remains an irreplaceable foundation, based on shared history 
and responsibilities.”

Many strategic challenges, ranging from climate change to nuclear security, are unprecedented in their intensity and
scope. Their global dimension necessitates appropriate global solutions. In his inauguration address President Barack
Obama rightly stressed that “[...] the world has changed and we must change with it.” The key objective of the Forum
and its follow-up was to identify current trends and challenges, and to shed light on (potential) transatlantic responses
and their contribution to global governance of the problems at stake. The volume at hand is part of this effort.

Analogous to the discussions held at the Forum, this collection of papers focuses on five areas of transatlantic 
relations, and is accordingly divided into five parts: (i) peace and security, (ii) human rights and rule of law, (iii) energy
and climate change, (iv) trade and political economy, and (v) migration. 

In Part One on challenges in the field of peace and security, three authors discuss challenges and transatlantic
responses in the field of peace and security. Derek Averre analyzes US and EU relations with Russia. Averre argues
that these relations have recovered, marked by a number of positive developments, following the Georgia conflict in
August 2008. However, this has not led to a paradigm shift in relations. Moscow is seeking to revise aspects of European
security governance and has put forward proposals for a legally-binding European Security Treaty. Averre explains
that Washington and Brussels have little appetite for such far-reaching change, affirming that NATO and the EU,
founded on common values, should endure. The paper examines ways in which the US and EU might engage a Russia
seeking a greater say in European and global affairs and an external environment which helps its modernization 
programme. Josef Braml complements this paper by focusing on the Obama’s administration’s Global NATO perspective.
Braml contends that despite Barack Obama’s electoral ‘change’ mantra, the new US President’s basic foreign policy
strategy is embedded in a tradition of American foreign policy that has been in place for many years. Braml foresees
that, ultimately, the instrumental and selective character of the US’ multilateral strategy will prevail. The US government
under Obama, as its predecessors, will be keen to use multilateral organizations such as NATO in order to promote
and legitimize American interests. Both the transatlantic allies and, in future, democracies in Asia will be asked to
contribute more financial and military resources for attaining a liberal world order. 



The paper concludes that European politics geared toward maintaining the transatlantic status quo will have to adjust
to this fact. Tom Sauer’s contribution looks into the key challenges for the EU and US with regard to nuclear security.
Sauer’s main argument is that while the EU is sometimes perceived as a ‘normative power’, it is the US that is leading
in the field of nuclear non-proliferation and (even) nuclear disarmament. Historically, it was the US that has taken the
initiative for negotiating the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) and establishing the nuclear export-control regimes.
The US also successfully convinced many states (among which South-Korea, Taiwan, Egypt and Libya) that were 
considering a military nuclear programme, not to go down that road. In contrast, the EU (in particular its member states)
always lagged behind the US. The EU was also hopelessly divided on Iraq in 2003, and failed to convince Iran to give
up its nuclear programme since 2003. Sauer adds that even in the field of nuclear disarmament, the major interest
in a nuclear weapons free world comes from the US, especially since the Obama administration, not from Europe.

In Part Two on challenges in the field of human rights and rule of law, this volume in particular looks at EU and
US approaches to two of the most important multilateral human rights institutions, i.e. the International Criminal Court
and the UN Human Rights Council. Cedric Ryngaert’s paper sets out how the negative approach of the US toward
the International Criminal Court has softened considerably over the last few years. The author submits that constructive
engagement with the Court is likely to continue on an ad hoc basis, but that ratification of the Statute of the Court is
unlikely to occur any time soon. Ryngaert also argues that US concerns about the powers of the Court deserve to be
taken seriously, especially the concerns relating to the interaction between the UN Security Council and the Court as
to the determination of aggression. Rene Rouwette’s contribution focuses on the imminent review of the UN Human
Rights Council. Although the review is drawing near, the discussion about the theme has not taken off. Rouwette
agrees that the West needs to be alert to deliberate (Russian) attempts to frustrate the Council’s daily business, 
but this does not mean that it should refrain from thinking about the topic. Nonetheless, although the discussion is
not progressing, several new ideas for the review have been proposed, not least by the US. Rouwette asserts that
Western diplomats, before even thinking about these proposals, need to ask themselves the following question: do we
want to question the institutional framework of the Human Rights Council and risk opening a box of Pandora, or do
we want to focus on institutional improvements within the framework or changes to the political process and the 
behaviour of states and non-state actors?

The Third Part of this volume looks into the pertinent topics of energy security and climate change, and in particular
into EU-US contributions to the multilateral governance of these challenges. Shannon Petry’s paper examines the
EU-US energy security dialogue in multilateral forums and argues that the proliferation of these lieux de rencontre
has, paradoxically, encouraged bilateralism at their margins in order to ensure a comprehensive discussion. The paper
recommends the construction of an umbrella international forum, inclusive of traditional and non-traditional actors, 
to promote efficiency and structured cooperation between producers, consumers and non-state actors. 
Also Thijs Van de Graaf’s paper deals with multilateral energy governance. Van de Graaf contends that the global
energy architecture needs to be updated to better reflect the altering geopolitical and energy landscapes. His paper
looks at the scope for shared views and joint action by the EU and US in this reform debate. In particular, Van de Graaf
reflects on the role of the transatlantic energy forums that were formed in the context of the oil shocks of the 1970s
– the International Energy Agency and the G8 – and examines how they can be adapted. Simon Schunz’ paper 
focuses on the post-2012 reform process of the UN climate regime. In this process, Schunz argues, the historically
significant relationship between the EU and the US remains of importance. Yet, shortly before the crucial 15th conference
of the parties, a deep-rooted transatlantic dissent over key reform items complicates the already intricate search for
compromises. Parting from a comparative analysis of the two parties’ positions, Schunz’ paper highlights central
conflicts and formulates recommendations on how the EU could restyle transatlantic climate relations in the future.

Introduction
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In Part Four on trade and political economy, Jan Van Hove starts by analyzing the current state of affairs in transatlantic
trade. His main finding is that although transatlantic trade is still the most important trade relationship in the world,
manufacturing trade is reduced, notably by the rise of China. Increased Chinese import competition reduces the relative
importance of the US and the EU as their respective trading partners, although transatlantic manufacturing trade
continues to increase in absolute terms. Van Hove’s paper finally shows that these events coincide with a reduction
in the product variety as well as with an increase in the product quality of transatlantic trade. In a second paper,
David Hornsby examines one of the major strategic challenges facing transatlantic relations, namely the regulation
of risk. Much scholarship has emphasized a transatlantic disconnect that can result in trade disputes. However, Hornsby
finds, formal disputes only represent a minority of transatlantic issues. Much of the conflict over risk regulations gets
resolved informally and is facilitated through the SPS Committee (Committee on Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures).
Hornsby’s paper tells a ‘good news story’ of how US and EU policy-makers can resolve differences over risk regulations,
avoiding costly and time consuming trade disputes through elucidating the case of wood-packing material. In conclusion,
recommendations are provided on how to strengthen these informal mechanisms. Tom Delreux discusses a totally
different topic, but one with an enormous impact on the economic relations between the EU and US: the field of aviation
and in particular the 2007 Open Skies negotiations. Delreux’ paper analyzes the constraints and opportunities the
European Commission faced in its relation with the member states during the 2007 EU-US Open Skies negotiations.
The main constraints for the Commission were the high degree of political sensitivity in certain member states, 
the struggle on external aviation competences, and an ambitious mandate. However, Delreux argues, the Commission
was able to overcome these constraints by making use of the following opportunities: closely involving the member
states in its negotiation task, and increasing the cost of no agreement for the member states, not at least by making 
an appeal on European allies, such as the Court of Justice, the Presidency and member states with Commission-like
preferences.

Part Five on challenges in the field of migration contains a paper that deals with the crucial issue of labour migration.
Anja Wiesbrock and Metka Hercog examine the existing legal framework on highly-skilled migration in three EU
Member States, namely the United Kingdom, Germany and the Netherlands, and compare it with that of the US. 
Contrary to general public perception, the findings of this comparative paper show that in terms of policy the EU
Member States are at least as ‘attractive’ for highly-skilled migrants as the US.
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Part One
Peace and Security

1. Introduction

With the South Ossetia conflict in August 2008, Russia’s relations with the West – and indeed the future of the European
security order – reached a crossroads. Against the background of ‘hard’ security concerns over NATO’s intervention
in the FRY (and subsequent recognition of Kosovan independence by many Western powers), unresolved conflicts on
Europe’s periphery, the failure or stagnation of arms control regimes (in particular the Conventional Forces in Europe
(CFE) Treaty), energy disputes and continuing perceived attempts to isolate Russia, Moscow’s bid to revisit – and in
some cases revise – post-Cold War security arrangements presents the US and the EU with a dilemma.

One view is that the West’s efforts should in future be directed towards a ‘transactional’ relationship, defining interests
and seeking compromises, to ensure the stability and security of Europe. This détente-like ‘minimalist’ goal of reducing
mutual antagonism undermines many of the underlying assumptions of the West’s policy towards Russia over the
last two decades. Others argue that, since the US (particularly through its leading position in NATO) and the EU constitute
a ‘community of values’, they must seek a genuine ‘strategic partnership’ with Russia based on common values. 
The dilemma over how best to advance relations with Russia is exacerbated by divisions between the US and Europe,
and indeed between political actors within the US and Europe (likely to persist even after the signing of the Lisbon Treaty).

Despite the controversy over Russia’s invasion of Georgia and recognition of the separatist territories of South Ossetia
and Abkhazia, there appears to have been a return to ‘business as usual’ between Moscow and the West. But Russia’s
leaders continue to restate some of the fundamental ideas – first brought to international attention by then president
Putin’s notorious speech at the high-level Munich security conference in February 2007 – that have emerged in Russian
foreign policy thinking over recent years. These can be summarized as follows: Russia no longer views international
relations through an ideological prism but has learned from the ‘hard pragmatism’ of its partners and will act accordingly;
the West’s political and economic failures, caused by objective processes of ‘deglobalization’, necessitate the refor-
mulation of global leadership on basis of equality and collective leadership of the major powers; contrary to the ‘end
of history’ thesis, in which conflicts would be resolved within the hegemonic framework of a ‘postmodern’ liberal
democratic order, the sovereign ‘Westphalian’ state is re-emerging as the basic unit of the international order; and,
with NATO’s flawed plans for enlargement provoking the South Ossetia crisis and the OSCE enfeebled, the ‘patchy’
architecture of European security governance requires a thorough overhaul, with the basic principles and ‘rules 
of the game’ legitimized anew to create genuine equal and ‘indivisible’ security. 

The US, the EU and Russia: a ‘Strategic
Partnership’ or a New Détente?
by Derek Averre



In Moscow’s eyes, few if any of the differences over key aspects of security governance in the Europe have been properly
addressed. This paper first looks at the respective approaches of the US, the EU and NATO to dealing with Russia and
with security in the wider Europe; second, analyzes President Medvedev’s ambitious proposals for a new, juridically
binding Euroatlantic Security Treaty (EST), which aims to reposition Moscow firmly at the centre of European security affairs,
and what form any response to Medvedev’s proposals might take; and third, considers the impact of Russia’s internal
governance and domestic vulnerabilities on its external policy and on its own future role in European security governance.

2. US-Russia Relations

Any assessment of the likely trajectory of US-Russia relations begins with the new foreign policy approach of the
Obama administration. Against the background of a perceived erosion of US power and its inability to monopolize
global institutions, Obama’s overall aim appears to be to secure US primacy while setting more modest goals and
using different means. According to one academic expert, Obama ‘has implicitly accepted a pluralistic approach towards
democracy and development and a less hectoring style of diplomacy’. The emphasis on ‘universal values’ leading to
a ‘single sustainable model of national success: freedom, democracy and free enterprise’ – trumpeted in the 2002
US National Security Strategy (and contested by Moscow) – has fallen prey to an increasingly anarchic international
system which necessitates an inclusive diplomatic, ‘multi-partner’ approach with what Hillary Clinton has called a
‘blend of principle and pragmatism’ in foreign policy. This approach should be based in ‘power coalitions’ in response
to diffusion of power in the international system; Henry Kissinger has described it as a ‘sort of concert diplomacy […]
in which groupings of great powers work together to enforce international norms […] It is a kind of world order either
without a dominating power or in which the potentially dominating power leads through self-restraint’.1 Criticism of
the US’ partners’ human rights failings or democratic credentials will be muted, with regime type no obstacle to
pragmatic dialogue.

Obama’s pressing of the ‘reset’ button in US-Russia relations has reflected this change of approach. Moscow has been
courted as a ‘great power’ and the return to the strategic arms control table – with the added bonus of a review of
US missile defence plans in Europe – has boosted its standing as a major player at the centre of world affairs. 
While Obama has reiterated US support for the sovereignty of Ukraine and Georgia, the issue of NATO membership 
for these countries has been downplayed. 

This emphasis on pluralism, collective approaches to international relations in a multipolar world and muted criticism
of its partners’ domestic governance could virtually have been borrowed from Russian foreign ministry communiqués.
Certainly, expectations are being set high in Moscow; the Medvedev administration has seized upon the shift in Obama’s
foreign policy thinking, seeing it as based on a ‘philosophy of collective action […] the need for joint analysis and
elaboration of decisions and their implementation […] President Obama has an absolutely clear understanding that 
it is necessary to attract the intellectual resources of all other states which may contribute to drawing up a strategy’. 

Two questions arise. The first is whether Obama will be consistent in his foreign policy approaches. In terms of immediate
priorities, he has a huge pile of issues in his in-tray; Russia, apart from strategic arms control and some WMD proliferation
and terrorism issues, is not at the top of the agenda. In the longer term, it remains highly doubtful whether Washington
really regards Russia as a global actor and is prepared to share decision-making on key issues. As happened in Clinton’s
Democrat administration, partnership with Russia may again suffer from a resurgence of criticism of its domestic
governance; Russian commentators may well be correct in thinking that the values agenda will continue to be a key
factor in US policy, and that Washington will continue to support democratic sovereign governments in Ukraine and
Georgia in the face of pressure from Moscow. 

Part One: Peace and Security
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The second question is that, even if Obama desires a better relationship with Russia, can he deliver? There is at best
a partial political and intellectual vacuum in US foreign policy towards Russia which grew during the Bush administrations;
at worst, there is antipathy among sections of the US policy establishment. One Washington-based Russian commentator
has noted that attitudes towards Russia in the US Defense Department have hardened as a result of the South Ossetia
crisis and the gas dispute with Ukraine. Even members of Obama’s ‘Russia team’ such as Michael McFaul have been
brutally critical of Putin’s policies – policies which the Medvedev administration has largely continued. Obama himself
has pointed to the lack of bureaucratic capacity in the US government which tends to hinder progress. This partial
vacuum – in many respects mirrored in the Russian political establishment’s approach to the US, as discussed below –
has frequently been filled by anti-Russian conservative Cold Warriors and by US NGOs with a political agenda which
in some cases can be traced back to Soviet times. There is an urgent need for a US policy community, and indeed a wider
‘epistemic community’, which is in favour of and is encouraged to develop consistent long-term engagement with Russia.

Progress on specific issues on the US-Russia agenda has been made. The new strategic arms control agreement,
negotiated to replace START-1, leaves several issues uncertain but at least provides a basis for an improvement in
relations. Moscow welcomed Obama’s decision to review missile defences in Europe but is still emphasizing the link
between offensive and defensive capabilities – in its view, the conceptual basis for strategic arms control was weakened
when the US abrogated the ABM treaty – and is concerned about the scope and range of ‘mobile’ missile defence
systems being proposed by the US. The parameters for any joint US-Russia missile defence system are still vague,
with the US only committed to carry out joint analysis of ballistic missile challenges. There is also concern over high-
impact non-nuclear strategic weapons, possibly located in space, which have never been subject of arms control.

On important non-proliferation issues there are also shared interests. Russia, while insisting on the UN-mandated process
with the key involvement of the IAEA in Iran, has accepted that Tehran has some questions to answer about the nature
of its nuclear programme. Moscow’s policy has been to get the US, Europe, Russia and China working together in
support of IAEA track negotiations, rather than thwarting them by hastily introducing sanctions, but Medvedev has
pointedly not excluded the prospect of sanctions. The solution offered by Moscow and supported by the US and the
IAEA, whereby LEU is imported into Russia, reprocessed into HEU and re-exported to Iran, has not been accepted by
Tehran. There is also genuine concern in Moscow over the recent lack of progress of the six-party group on North
Korea while the latter’s nuclear and missile tests continue. 

Although there remains much to be done on developing common definitions of and approaches to terrorism, Moscow
is broadly supportive of US involvement in Afghanistan and has signed up to an agreement to allow the transit of US
military cargoes through Russia to Afghan territory. Beyond that, compared with US concerns, the Middle East does
not feature as prominently in Russian foreign policy priorities; Moscow’s attempt to initiate dialogue with Hamas and
other radical Islamist movements while boosting relations with Israel appears to have been a mistake – and in fact
may have sent confusing messages to domestic Islamic communities in Russia – while also damaging the possibility
of reaching consensus with the EU on defining what constitutes terrorism.

Positive developments have been reinforced by the establishment of a bilateral US-Russia presidential commission,
chaired by Hillary Clinton and Russian foreign minister Sergei Lavrov, with working groups dealing with a wide range
of issues: nuclear energy and nuclear security; arms control and international security; foreign policy and battle against
terrorism; countering narcotics proliferation; development of trade and business relations; energy and the environment;
agriculture; science and technology; cooperation in space; health care; emergency situations; civil society; and educational
and cultural exchanges.
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3. Security in Europe

Even if the term was not used explicitly, there has also been a ‘reset’ in relations between Russia and Europe over
the last year or so. Six rounds of talks about the new EU-Russia agreement to replace the 1994 Partnership and 
Cooperation Agreement, the legal basis for the relationship, have been held and a positive assessment of progress
has been made by Russian officials; the most recent summit elicited encouraging talk of a ‘partnership for modernization’
and the launch of a framework for talks on the crucial issue of crisis management. Moscow has repeatedly emphasized
its desire to deal with an EU which ‘speaks with one voice’. Relations with the major powers of ‘old’ Europe appear 
to have been smoothed over. Close and businesslike relations between Moscow and Berlin were re-emphasized, 
and disputes played down, at the meeting with Chancellor Merkel in July and very recently with the new German 
foreign minister Westerwelle. Extensive talks are also ongoing with France on a bilateral level on a whole range of 
security issues, in which the emphasis is firmly on Moscow’s role as a major power. A recent article, jointly authored
by Lavrov and Italian foreign minister Frattini, expressed ideas very close to the hearts of Russia’s governing elite:
changes in European and global politics, and new security challenges, demand a ‘new world order [founded on] a
common European home’, with enhanced Russia-NATO relations based on equality and a political as well as economic
strategic partnership between Russia and the EU, a new architecture for European security based on collective 
leadership and interaction among regional organizations across the wider European space.

So is the idea of a ‘united Europe from the Atlantic to the Pacific’ – the fond hopes generated during the Gorbachev
era – back on the agenda? More likely we are witnessing a new realism on the part of the major European powers,
sobered by the South Ossetia conflict – the logical conclusion of Putin’s Munich doctrine – constrained by the global
economic crisis and concerned about wider economic and security developments. Europe’s keen interest in trade
and energy deals is bound to keep relations on an even keel, but a more coherent EU strategy, let alone a Europe
‘speaking with one voice’, is unlikely in the near future in view of the deep reservations among political elites in 
the new member states of central Europe, as well as some of the older member states. 

Agreement on energy cooperation was reportedly reached at the recent EU-Russia summit but the complex problems
of energy supplies may well resurface again. As James Sherr argues, Europe’s dependence on Russian energy is
often exaggerated and ‘concentrating the EU’s efforts on the construction of elaborate pipeline projects bypassing
Russia is less likely to produce a strategic solution than a strategic diversion’. Ultimately it is up to Brussels both to
diversify and to develop capacity and cohesion in making interdependence with Russia work, not least by involving 
itself more closely in Russia’s energy trade with Ukraine.

Key to the relationship is the shared neighbourhood. Although the EU mission in Georgia is welcomed by Russia as
guarantee of restraint on use of force, Moscow has placed limits on its mandate and has criticized Brussels for demanding
a role for EU in the separatist territories. The termination of the UN and OSCE missions in the region was insisted on
by Moscow due to their refusal to recognize the independence of South Ossetia and Abkhazia. There is continuing
concern over the US’ intention, announced by Joe Biden, to continue military aid to Tbilisi and over Ukraine’s part in
providing arms to Saakashvili. The deterioration of Russia’s relations with Ukraine, reflected in the infamous exchange of
letters between Medvedev and Yushchenko and exacerbated by ‘revisionist’ Ukrainian interpretations of the history 
of the Stalin period, has spilled over from disputes over energy and trade issues into the security realm, including on
the Black Sea Fleet agreement; the election of the new president, Viktor Yanukovich, has led to an improvement in
relations but there remains much to be done to cement a lasting strategic relationship between Russia and Ukraine
which guarantees the latter’s full sovereignty. 
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The perennial issue of how to make the NATO-Russia Council (NRC) work is still firmly on the agenda. Moscow’s emphasis
on changing the ‘exclusive’ NATO-centric European security order has been accompanied by concerns over NATO’s
preparedness to use force – arguably now unlikely in Europe, but the Kosovo issue is still crucial in Moscow’s thinking –
and over its intention to acquire functions in energy security and cyber defence. There has recently been some 
positive movement; the constructive tone adopted by the new NATO Secretary-General Fogh Rasmussen was followed
by a positive reaction by NATO to Russia’s CFE proposals. There has been no ground-breaking shift, however; Moscow’s
warning to NATO not to ‘support so-called partners [in the shared neighbourhood] on the basis of exclusively ideological
preferences’ places the accent on common interests, not values. Moscow has criticized the NRC for ignoring the crisis
in South Ossetia and called for a return to the spirit of the Rome Declaration which accompanied the establish ment of the
NRC. The Russia-NATO relationship may well not survive a third rebuff after the failure of the Founding Act and Per-
manent Joint Council of 1997 and the limited success of the NRC since 2002. 

Is there the political will – a phrase repeatedly used by commentators both in Europe and Russia in the post-‘reset’
period – to overcome the stereotyped thinking and institutional inertia that has characterized relations between Europe
and Russia? This must be open to doubt; Solana, unsurprisingly, and Merkel and Sarkozy have all emphasized the
durability of the current institutional order in Europe. Will it take a crisis of greater proportions than South Ossetia 
before Europe and Russia sit down to negotiate key points of European security? In a recent article (published in the
Russian daily Novaya gazeta) former external relations Commissioner Chris Patten argued that, while Europe will never
become a ‘superpower’, it needs to act on its own doorstep without waiting for the US. In other words, we are now
firmly in the post-Atlanticist era where Europe needs to take on more responsibility for regional security governance.

Authoritative Russian commentators are, at best, ambivalent about the prospects for deeper engagement and, at worst,
are much more negative than the governing elite. They contend that the basic positions of Russia and NATO differ so
there are no prospects of substantive progress, with the pledge of accession for Ukraine and Georgia still in place;
they perceive the EU’s Eastern Partnership is part of Europe’s ‘geopolitical’ project; and they see deep hostility to Russia
in US political circles. The position of even moderate commentators appears to be hardening. Pro-Europeans have
characterized EU-Russia relations as being in a ‘political and intellectual cul-de-sac’ and described how disappointment
with ‘a weak and two-faced Europe’ has marginalized progressive forces in Russia. The usually moderate chairman
of the State Duma international affairs committee, Konstantin Kosachev, has vigorously defended Russia’s actions in
South Ossetia and in the energy crisis with Kiev and has criticized the West for presenting these issues as a conflict
of values instead of condemning Saakashvili’s geopolitical ambitions and Ukraine’s pursuit of ‘dirty money’.

4. Medvedev’s Proposals for a European Security Treaty

Before examining the EST initiative we ought to take a step back and look at Russia’s security situation. It is vulnerable
and isolated, a strategic nuclear power but with no full-blown military allies. It relies on limited and patchy regional
organizations which if anything mask deep political, security and economic (and to an extent also social and confessional)
fault lines in a fragmenting and unstable post-Soviet space. It has tense relations with one key neighbour, Ukraine, openly
hostile relations with another, Georgia, and ambivalent relations with other rising sub-regional powers such as Kazakhstan.

Moscow faces the choice of either going it alone – ‘fortress Russia’ – or mitigating these security deficiencies via 
engagement with the leading powers. The choice is unambiguously in favour of the latter course. Despite its inconsistent
policies, the European orientation of Russia has been consistently pursued through the Putin years and into Medvedev’s
presidency. Medvedev, though critical of the West’s ‘double standards’ and flawed interpretation of the international
rules of the game, has affirmed that Moscow does not intend to exploit the ‘legal vacuum’ but seeks to articulate
new norms acceptable to all.
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This paper argues, in contrast to much conventional opinion, that Moscow is keen, indeed almost desperate to engage with
the West: its concerns lie much more in avoiding the ‘fragmentation of the common European space’ rather than in simply
establishing ‘spheres of influence’ (for which it lacks the resources anyway). Moscow seeks inclusion in European security
governance for countries and territories which are excluded from NATO’s ‘juridical space of indivisible security’; its proposed
solution lies in an inclusive, juridically binding agreement which covers the entire European space – hence the EST initiative.

Medvedev’s ambitious but rather vague initial proposals have since been fleshed out in four ‘blocks’ of issues and
submitted to the heads of NATO, the EU and regional organizations in the post-Soviet space. The first block covers
the fundamental principles of relations between states – sovereignty, territorial integrity and independence, non-
 interference in internal affairs, equality and rights of peoples to determine their own fate, and the unified interpretation
and observance of these principles: no security at expense of others, no actions of military alliances or coalitions which
weakens the unity of the common security space, no development of military alliances which harms security of other
members of the treaty, respect for any state’s right to neutrality, no state or international organization to have exclusive
right for peace and security in the Euroatlantic area. Second are the basic principles of arms control regimes, confidence-
and security-building measures (CSBMs) and reasonable military sufficiency. The third focuses on the principles of conflict
settlement; the rules to be employed in crisis situations should be in accordance with principles of the UN Charter, with no
resolution of conflicts by force, agreements to be reached between conflict parties and the protection of civil populations
in conflict zones, including their humanitarian and social and economic needs. The fourth covers interaction between
states on new threats and challenges.

More specific proposals include a programme of immediate action in the area of arms control and CSBMs, including
the modernization of the Vienna Document on CSBMs in the military sphere, extending to rapid reaction forces and naval
military forces; a special section proposed for incorporation into the Treaty on the basic principles, criteria and problems
in sphere of arms control has been drafted and distributed by Moscow. Russia has also put detailed draft proposals
on the CFE Treaty, in Moscow’s eyes the ‘cornerstone’ of European security, in a memo to the Joint Consultative Group.

In terms of content the EST proposals have been dubbed ‘Helsinki-2’ by Russian officials but in fact they focus almost
exclusively on the political-military issues which formed much of the agenda in the 1990s, rather than human rights
as the basis for societal and individual security. Helsinki-lite thus may be a more accurate description. Moscow also
appears intent on revisiting the 1990s, when it sought a European Security Charter, eventually abandoned in favour
of attempting a special relationship with NATO; it seeks to return to the principles enshrined in the Platform for 
Co-Operative Security adopted at the OSCE Istanbul 1999 summit, whose principles and political commitments are
very close to those proposed by Moscow for the juridically binding EST, and to the Paris Charter for a New Europe. 
The one difference is that, faced by the reality of an enlarged NATO and EU, Moscow accepts that the OSCE can 
no longer provide the institutional basis for a European security pact. 

Whether Medvedev’s proposals can be turned into a ‘Helsinki-plus’, with principles – including humanitarian ones –
updated and reaffirmed to reflect evolving conceptions of security in Europe is open to some doubt. Moscow’s aim appears
to be to freeze the post-South Ossetia status quo, including territorial borders; its state-centric agenda of sovereignty/ 
self-determination, rules on intervention and the use of force appear mainly designed to prevent a repeat of NATO 
intervention in the FRY and ensure a voice and a veto for Moscow in regional security conflicts across the continent,
especially in the shared neighbourhood. The current international situation may differ from the 1990s, with a less confident
and ‘messianic’ US, a more realist Europe and a more confident Russia prepared to debate principles and norms; however,
the security agenda, while containing some unresolved issues of the immediate post-Cold War period, has moved on.
The institutional architecture envisaged by Moscow to implement the treaty proposals – which would constitute a massively
complex undertaking – is unclear. Many of the conceptions and principles identified by Medvedev are contradictory
and subject to such contestation (and in some cases are used selectively by Moscow itself) that agreement would be
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difficult to achieve. To give just two obvious examples, years of negotiations via the Contact Group did not lead to a
mutually acceptable solution to the issue of Kosovo’s status; and even the establishment of the CFE Treaty, itself legally
binding, has not proved an infallible basis for cooperative security.

There appears to be little appetite for Medvedev’s proposals in Washington. A treaty that would stop any further 
enlargement of NATO, even if this is not immediately in prospect, would be unacceptable. Indeed, a joint article by
Merkel and Sarkozy article has affirmed that NATO and the EU are alliances founded on common values and take on
increased importance in the current context of global crises. 

A juridical agreement is therefore unrealistic. However, a coherent strategy for engagement with Russia might consist of
the following. First, securing the ‘minimalist’ agenda by focusing attention on the main issues which form the basis for
disagreement and dealing with them within specific dialogue formats, such as the CFE Treaty process and the NRC.
Second, focusing on the more constructive aspects of Russian foreign policy, and using them to draw Russia into 
dialogue on wider aspects of security not covered in the ‘minimalist’ agenda (for example, the EU’s role in Georgia) –
in effect, mitigating the Russian ‘narrative of exclusion’. Third, taking seriously Russia’s potential as a ‘force for good’
and engaging it more fully in global security challenges, making it part of the solution rather than part of the problem
in order to deliver ‘global pubic goods’; the principle of ‘joint ownership’, with incremental progress on joint decision-
making, should wherever possible underpin engagement. Again, this complex and resource-sapping agenda would demand
the involvement of key decision-makers on both sides, exercising the kind of political will and intellectual flexibility
that was present in the period at the end of the Cold War but which has been only sporadically in evidence since.

5. Russia’s Domestic Vulnerabilities

Two narratives are in operation in Russia’s foreign policy: geopolitics and modernization. In the former, Russia, relying heavily
on symbols of the past, will look after its national interests by preserving its own identity and not become part of the West;
the sovereignty of independent states is the bedrock of the international system. In this narrative, Russia’s differing
trajectory of development reinforces a sense of alienation from the West; the emerging paradigm, in the perception
of Russia’s political class, is ‘not only the plurality of centres of power, but also the plurality of development models’.

But the geopolitical challenges faced by Russia are more than matched by the challenges of modernization which are
just as crucial to Russia’s security. Several analysts have argued that a ‘monumental effort’ is needed in order ‘to upgrade
[Russia’s] economic clout, technological prowess and societal appeal before it can claim the status of a world-class
power’2 (Trenin, Foreign Affairs, 2009). Recent speeches and articles by Medvedev have consistently focused on 
the development of an innovative economy as ‘part of a culture based on humanistic values’ and the ‘progress of political
systems’; the need for an effective foreign policy as a resource to underpin and support modernization is explicitly
acknowledged. It remains unclear whether Medvedev’s idea of modernization, which seems to be rooted in a narrower
technocratic, top-down approach, will bring the broader social and political reform needed to underpin it. The corporatist
fusion of power and business is a fundamental problem with no immediate solution.

In spite of these challenges, and doubts over whether there would be elite and popular understanding of and support
for radical change, the present leadership is at least trying to construct a narrative of renewal and modernization. That the
narrative is firmly linked with the strong state model is not necessarily a bad thing; the question that needs to be considered
is what kind of state – arguably a question facing the governing elites of all the major powers, not just Russia. 
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A more encouraging and equitable external framework, sponsored by the US and the EU, with European and international
institutions recalibrated to reflect the global distribution of political and economic power and conceived on an inclusive
basis, would impact – albeit gradually – on Russia’s domestic politics, and on economic and social relations. 
The ‘partnership for modernization’ proposed at the recent EU-Russia summit is an encouraging idea but must not
remain merely a slogan; it may well reduce Moscow’s emphasis on differing developmental models and mitigate its
political pathologies and structural economic weaknesses. 

One final point: Biden’s argument in a controversial interview with the Wall Street Journal in July 2009 – that Russia's
economy is ‘withering’ and that this trend will force the country to reach accommodation with the West on a wide range
of national security issues – made the right diagnosis but reached the wrong conclusions: this view risks repeating
the approach of the 1990s, when the failures of the Soviet system led the West to believe that Russia was ready to
follow in its slipstream, leading directly to the current impasse. Any ‘reset’ of relations must mean rethinking the
legacy of the last two decades and formulating a different approach. 

6. Conclusions

A quite tumultuous post-South Ossetia period – with the global financial crisis, the launch of the Eastern Partnership,
Obama’s inauguration and the ‘reset’ of relations with Russia – masks a lack of substantive movement on key issues,
a kind of détente in ‘big’ politics accepted by the West, with fundamental differences glossed over in favour of limited
pragmatic engagement. At a time when the global security agenda and domestic concerns are putting Western governments
under pressure, it is difficult to maintain capacity and focus on Russia, perceived as a second order problem. In Russia
itself the paralysis in domestic politics – perhaps a result of the Medvedev-Putin ‘tandemocracy’, or of the economic
crisis having exposed evidence of failures of modernization – has spilled over into inertia, or at least tacit agreement
on a ‘time-out’ in foreign policy. 

But what comes next? The risk must be that the ‘minimalist’, détente-like agenda will drag on through a long period
of formal but unworkable framework settlements, partial resolutions and delayed action on urgent issues, including
the resolution of ‘frozen’ conflicts. ‘Business as usual’ may mean pragmatic horse-trading within a structurally weak
international system with no indisputable leaders, variable impact of the ‘rising powers’ and the ultimate failure of the
values-based approach of first two post-Cold War decades. 

The potential gains of a concerted and coherent attempt on all policy fronts are considerable, however. The institutional
framework exists and, though it requires recalibration, Moscow is not committed to its wholesale dissolution. There are
substantial shared US and Russian interests in global economic and security issues. With the EU, there is still a Russian
narrative of ‘everything but institutions’ which, despite inevitable – and in fact normal – conflicts of interests in trade,
may provide the basis for strategic rather than short-term gains and assist materially in Russia’s modernization. A changing
NATO, with more political direction from its member states in terms of its Russia policy, might indeed share a platform
for cooperative security with Moscow and other major powers and organizations in Eurasia. The most intractable problems
may well reside in the shared neighbourhood; any response to Medvedev’s EST initiative must draw Russia into 
substantive dialogue on the principles governing sovereignty and self-determination, conflict resolution and the use
of force. They should be backed up with dialogue on a range of ‘soft’ security issues between Moscow and the EU,
which should bring the Eastern Partnership closer to the EU-Russia common spaces agenda.

To repeat: at a time when global security agenda and domestic concerns put governments under pressure, the US and Europe
must maintain capacity, coherence and focus in dealing with Moscow. Lavrov has expressed ‘cautious optimism’, but this comes
with a warning: after the failures of the first two post-Cold war decades, we cannot allow ourselves yet another false start.
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1. Global Responsibility

Obama’s election campaign statements were not much different from those of his rival Senator John McCain. To be sure,
the contender of the Republican Party more openly promoted a ‘worldwide league of democracies‘. According to 
McCain, this ‘core of an international order of peace based on freedom’ should ‘act where the UN fails to act, to
relieve human suffering’.1 However, these ideas originated in the Clinton administration and have been promoted
ever since by Democrats, in particular by experts in think tanks close to the Obama camp. 

An ‘alliance of democracies’ – which in some observers’ view already exists in form of a ‘global NATO’ – could compete
with the United Nations or offer an alternative forum, if efficiency, legitimization, and thus, burden sharing needed to
be combined in the future. Such an alliance of genuinely democratic states would be accepted by the American public,
and it would also provide Europeans ‘a powerful vehicle’ to assume ‘broader responsibilities for tackling global problems’
– according to the strategic reasoning of experts of the Brookings Institution and the Council on Foreign Relations.2

A prominent proponent of this concept, Ivo Daalder, was nominated by the Obama administration to be the US 
Ambassador to NATO. Moreover, Obama’s decision to keep his predecessor’s Secretary of Defense, namely Robert Gates,
on the job, and to bring James Jones – a former NATO commander3 and foreign policy advisor to John McCain’s
election campaign – on board as his National Security Advisor provide additional hints that there is a broad bipartisan
foreign policy consensus. Rather than indicating ‘change’, the new president’s personnel choices signal continuity.

2. Traditional Foreign Policy Orientation

Throughout history, the United States’ foreign policy mission has been changing on a continuum ranging between the
two poles of isolationism on the one end, and missionary zeal on the other end of the spectrum. Henceforth, American
‘exceptionalism’4 has manifested itself in different ways: sometimes, the ‘almost chosen nation’ (as Abraham Lincoln
put it), the ‘city upon a hill’ (from Puritan pioneer John Winthrop’s perspective) self-sufficiently served the world as a
shining role model. At other times, and more often so, America sought to proactively change the world, either with
diplomatic means or military force – in a multilateral or in a unilateral manner.5
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The relative strength of these different schools of thought has been changing over time. A typology, applying two variables
(each with two possible attributes), illustrates the spectrum and variation of positions in the United States’ foreign policy
discourse (see table 1). Thus, one can distinguish two ideal types of basic attitudes: an ‘internationalist’ and an ‘inward-
looking/isolationist’ one. These different orientations are articulated both in the ‘conservative’ and ‘liberal’ camp.6

Table 1: Different ‘National Interests’ / Foreign Policy Orientations in the United States

Main Orientation Internationalist Inward-looking/Isolationist

Variety Conservative Liberal Conservative Liberal

Major Motivation/ Balance of power Creation of a peaceful Defence of ‘basic Defence of ‘America’s
Interest guarantees peace ‘liberal world order’ American interests’; social order’,

between nations; with democratic states; strategic independence/ apprehension that
danger of over- advancement of free ‘no entangling resources used for
stretching one’s trade; interventions also alliances’; maintaining international 
(political) resources for ‘humanitarian’ and the ‘domestic engagement/military
calls for proportional ‘moral/ religious’ capitalist order’ and interventions may
engagement – only in reasons – when human a balanced budget; then not be available 
the face of an rights or religious in favour of free trade,7 for domestic social 
imminent threat, freedom are but against costly programs; against
when the ‘vital interest’ concerned military engagement costly interventions
is at stake and free trade

Ideal-typical Pragmatic Realists Idealists, such as Libertarians Traditional Liberals/
Representatives 1. Progressives/ ‘Old Liberals’

‘New Liberals’ 
(for multilateral 
engagement), or

2. Neo-conservatives 
and Theo- 
conservatives/ 
Christian Right
(unilateral approach)

Protagonists Brent Scowcroft, 1. Vice President Republican Study Trade unions
in the Henry Kissinger, Joseph Biden Committee (RSC) 
Political Debate Senator Chuck Hagel in Congress

2. Richard Perle, Cato Institute Institute for Policy 
and Senator Sam Studies
Brownback, 
respectively
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While the former US Senator from Illinois propagated ‘change’ in his election campaign, Barack Obama’s foreign policy
orientation fits in a long-term paradigm of traditional US foreign policy making. Although on both ends of the political
spectrum – on the one hand libertarian Republicans and on the other hand Democrats with close ties to unions –
have been arguing, albeit for different reasons, against America’s international engagement: the former, libertarian
Republicans, worried about the ‘domestic capitalist order’ and the growing budget deficit, criticize costly military 
engagement. The latter group, traditionalist Democrats with close ties to the unions (so called ‘Old Liberals’), are defenders
of ‘America’s social interests’ and suspicious of international or militarist missions draining resources for domestic
social purposes. However, the dominant mainstream thinking of US foreign policy making shares a liberal hegemonic
world view, according to which the United States needs to shape world order to advance its values and interest.8

Different groups propagate different means to reach this aim. After the neo-conservative inspired unilateral Iraq war
manifested the limitations of American (military) power, by the time of George W. Bush’s second term, voices favouring
more multilateral approaches have been gaining the upper hand.9 While especially during Bush’s first term the Unites
States’ mantra was ‘unilateral as far as possible, multilateral if necessary’, the newly elected Obama administration
pronounced a different logic of action: ‘We’ll work in a partnership whenever we can, and alone only when we must.’
Henceforth, the new US government seems not to be afraid that international alliances and organizations diminish
America’s power. By contrast: ‘We believe’, declared US Vice President Joseph Biden (2009) at the Security Conference
in Munich, ‘they help advance our collective security, economic interests and our values.’

3. Instrumental Multilateralism

After the failures of the Bush administration’s ‘go it alone’ approach, President Obama intends to lead the US back to
the path of multilateral virtues. However, Europeans should be aware that in the United States the meaning of ‘multilateral’
differs markedly from European understanding. In the US, ‘multilateral’ has always had an instrumental connotation.10

Multilateral organizations, such as the United Nations or NATO, were created to help implement American interests
and visions of world order, and thereby share the costs and burdens with beneficiaries and free riders.

These attitudes of elites also correspond with the American publics’ preferences: a majority (59%) of Americans –
which has remained stable over the years – sees NATO still essential for their country’s security. Yet an even bigger
majority (82%) says that NATO countries should contribute troops if the alliance decides to take military action. 
Even when they do not contribute troops, all NATO countries should share in the financial costs.11 From an American
perspective, especially Europeans should be more forthcoming in this regard.
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4. Agenda for NATO’s Renewal

Even though US Vice President Joseph Biden (2009) – as the representative of ‘a new administration’ – announced
in his speech at the Security Conference in Munich ‘a new day’, he proposed an agenda to ‘renew NATO’, which is
more or less similar to the previous government’s pronounce ments: NATO’s main task remains the collective defence
of its members. Yet, in order to successfully cope with ‘new threats’ and ‘new realities’ of the 21st century, the alliance
partners are required to show ‘new resolve’ and provide ‘new capabilities’. In particular, the alliance needs to improve
its resources to globally hedge the proliferation of the most dangerous weapons, fight terrorism, ensure cyber and
energy security, and to act more effectively within and outside the alliance’s borders. To counter Iran’s increasing 
capabilities, missile defence ought to be improved. A precondition for this – and this was a significant variation of 
the Bush administration’s pronouncements – is that the technology works and is cost efficient. Equally remarkable
was Biden’s announcement that America would make this reassessment in cooperation with its NATO allies and Russia.

In short, from an American perspective, it remains a challenge for the transatlantic alliance to see the new threats,
and to confront them effectively and efficiently – when necessary with the cooperation of like-minded and interested
partners within and outside Europe.

5. New Threat Perception

While recent hostilities between Russia and Georgia, as well as the competition for scarce energy resources, were
reminders of traditional security threats, today’s security experts in the United States are less preoccupied with potential
wars between states. The terrorist attacks of 11 September, 2001 shifted the focus on non-state actors, especially
on asymmetric dangers attributable to fragile states threatening the ‘vital security interest’ of the United States.
Bruce Riedel, a former CIA expert, whom National Security Advisor Jones charged with elaborating a comprehensive
strategy for Afghanistan and Pakistan, already in October 2008 illustrated his worst case scenario, namely the possibility
that – in addition to Afghanistan – Islamist radicals manage to exploit another failing state: ‘A failed state in Pakistan
is the worst nightmare America can imagine in the 21st century’.12

Pragmatist realists – who used to define the national interest more narrowly and worried that ‘nation building’ would
cause America to ‘overstretch’ its military and political resources and, thus, endanger ‘national military readiness’
when ‘vital interests’ were at stake – have come to share the views of neo-conservatives13 and liberal internationalists:
failing states matter – fragile and failing states also pose a national security risk for the USA.14

Henceforth, it is necessary to cope with threats emanating from porous structures of fragile and failing states. For this,
a states’ sovereignty is conditioned on its ‘responsibility to protect’15 its own population from mass killings, genocide,
or other severe violations of human rights. Moreover, each state must ensure that its territory does not give a harbour
to agents posing severe risks for other nations.
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6. New Raison d’Être

For the international community, ‘conditional sovereignty’ implies a right, if not a duty, to intervene, when a country is
not able to live up to its ‘responsibility to protect’. While this important basic principle has been agreed upon in gen-
eral,16 it still needs to be translated in more concrete real world terms.

Foremost is the question whether it is the exclusive right of the UN Security Council to legitimize such an infringement
upon the inner affairs of a country. American security experts have been pointing out that the Security Council has –
in cases such as Rwanda, Kosovo, or in the Western Sudanese province of Darfur – repeatedly not lived up to its task.17

Such experiences should have taught Western democracies to act if necessary without UN approval.18 From this 
perspective, the original precedent was created in Spring 1999 with the war in Kosovo, namely NATO’s ‘humanitarian
intervention’ in Yugoslavia against the regime of Slobodan Miloševi´c, after a Russian veto threat in the Security
Council prevented a UN mandate for military intervention.

The Princeton Project on National Security, a bipartisan working group including members of different foreign policy
schools of thought, recommended a ‘Concert of Democracies’ which could provide ‘an alternative forum for liberal
democracies to authorize collective action, including the use of force’, if the United Nations cannot be reformed. 
According to the working group headed by Anne-Marie Slaughter – who was one of Obama’s senior foreign policy
campaign advisors, and in January 2009 was nominated by Secretary of State Hillary Clinton to be Director of Policy
Planning for the State Department – such a multilateral forum would in particular be necessary ‘in cases where the 
use of the veto at the Security Council prevented free nations from keeping faith with the aims of the U.N. Charter’.19

In the same line of thinking, Will Marshall20 from the Democratic Leadership Council – the think tank of presidential
candidate and later President Bill Clinton – suggested in his ‘Memo to the New President’ Obama, to transform 
NATO from a North American-European pact into ‘a global alliance of free nations’. Integrating democracies such 
as Japan, Australia, and India not only would improve the legitimacy of global interventions, but also augment the
necessary personnel and financial resources of the alliance.

7. More Capabilities and Resources

NATO is expected to face transnational threats where they originate. To this end, NATO also needs to ‘externalize’ 
security outside its borders. A comprehensive spectrum of tasks of such a ‘globalized NATO’ encompasses disaster
management, energy security, combating pirates, peace keeping as well as robust military missions.
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16 The principle of ‘responsibility to protect’ was initialled 2005 with the United Nations’ World Summit ‘Outcome Document’. However, the Bush 
administration succeeded in replacing the term ‘obligation’ with ‘moral responsibility’ and ‘readiness’ to act, in order to prevent any legally binding
responsibility for the United States. Moreover, language was deleted that would have pleaded the five permanent members of the United Nations 
Security Council to give up their veto rights in the context of such interventions.

17 Hill, C. (2005) How to Save the United Nations (If We Really Have To). Hoover Digest, (Winter) 1 (prior publication in the Wall Street Journal, 
7 December 2004).

18 Daalder, I. and Lindsay, J. (2004) An Alliance of Democracies. Our Way or the Highway. Financial Times, 6 November; Haass, R. N. (2005) The Case
for ‘Integration’. National Interest, Fall 2005: 22-29.

19 Ikenberry, G. J. and Slaughter, A.-M. (2006) Forging a World of Liberty under Law. Princeton University (The Princeton Project Papers), September,
http://www.princeton.edu/~ppns/report/FinalReport.pdf, accessed 30 May 2009.

20 Marshall, W. (2009) Taking NATO Global. Memo to the New President. Washington, DC: Democratic Leadership Council, 15 January.



US President Bush in May 2003 declared the ‘mission’ in Iraq to be ‘accomplished’. However, shortly thereafter, 
the superpower has been running an increasing risk to lose the war, the Bush administration needed to fundamentally
change its strategy. The State Department, whose preparations were disregarded during the preparation and execution
of the military manoeuvre lead by the Pentagon and White House, has gained a better position to input its reconstruction
planning: to effectively counter the ‘insurgences’ and create lasting stability, it was deemed indispensable that the
military’s security efforts go along with establishing government structures and economic development. For this, 
it was also necessary to reallocate competences and resources within the governmental structure of the United States.21

Since September 2005, NATO forces also contribute to the training and equipment of Iraqi police and security forces,
within, or – as it is the case with German training efforts – outside Iraqi borders. Moreover, there have been 
considerations to expand the alliance’s training missions to cover the broader Middle Eastern region.

While some voices, especially in the Pentagon, still doubt whether the US military and NATO forces are trained and
equipped for such ‘hybrid missions’22, the new US President Obama ordered a ‘strategic review’ for the Afghanistan
theatre. Pursuant to the new ‘comprehensive’ strategy, which also includes Pakistan, military and civilian resources
are going to be applied by the alliance partners in a solidary manner.23 In February 2009, prior to the defence ministers’
NATO meeting in Krakow, US Defense Secretary Gates again urged some of his European colleagues to supply more
soldiers and civilian reconstruction efforts. He also reiterated his demand to put in action NATO’s Response Force
(NRF). Several NATO members, among them Germany, have been declining these demands. France, which at the
NATO summit in April 2009 in Strasbourg/Kehl declared its full integration into NATO’s military structures, also made
it quite clear that it was not willing to send more troops to the Afghan theatre.24 Some US experts have already 
expressed their worries that France’s reintegration rather improves independent European defence structures at 
the expense of NATO’s capacities.25

From an American perspective, Europeans have for a long time been straining solidarity within NATO.26 Especially
most Europeans’ limited capabilities, which were attributed to decreasing military expenses and a lack of coordination,
have been a constant bone of contention.27 Sooner or later, a division of labour would solidify – with the US and a
few more allies with the necessary political will and means would lead military missions, while most Europeans
would be charged with long-term efforts of political and economic reconstruction.28
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21 Krasner, S. and Pascual, C. (2005) Addressing State Failure. Foreign Affairs. 84 (July/August) 4: 153-163; Pascual, C. (2006) Interview on 
Interagency Dialogue. Joint Force Quarterly, 42 (Summer) 3: 80-85.

22 American led ‘Provincial Reconstruction Teams’ (PRTs) in Afghanistan have been criticized for their overreliance on military personnel, which are not
qualified for reconstruction and economic development; see for example US Department of Defense et al (2006) Provincial Reconstruction Teams in
Afghanistan – An Interagency Assessment. Washington, DC, June 2006.

23 Biden, J. (2009) Remarks by Vice President Biden at the 45th Munich Security Conference on 7 February 2009, 
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27 Carpenter, T.G. (2009) NATO’s Welfare Bums. National Interest Online, 19 February, http://www.nationalinterest.org/Article.aspx?id=20880, 
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Despite this functional differentiation, each alliance member is supposed to shoulder a fair share of the burden. 
This can be implemented through ‘common funding’,29 or other methods to split the costs more even handedly.30

To this end, more efficient voting mechanisms are necessary. In particular, the consensus requirement is considered
to be an obstacle to swift decision making necessary when sending the NATO Response Force (thus has been the
assessment of former SACEUR and current US National Security Advisor James Jones).31

8. Improving Cooperation...

Given the difficulties in mobilizing the necessary resources within the alliance, the United States will continue to
press on that NATO cooperates with willing and capable partners in and outside the alliance area. 

...With the EU

In order to more efficiently use limited resources, US security experts have been recommending that European allies
coordinate their resources.32 The creation of the European Defence Agency (EDA) was welcomed as a first step in the
right direction to optimize EU member states’ individual defence budgets.

Even expectations that European governments improve the development of civil capacities within NATO are low.
Therefore, the United States have been suggesting that NATO may use those civilian capacities which EU member
states have already been creating within the EU framework.33 This pragmatic recommendation turns the ‘Berlin plus’
debate in the opposite direction, by asking what the European Security and Defence Policy (ESDP) is capable of 
assisting to NATO, and thus, improve cooperation.34

...With Russia

Scarce resources may also lead former Cold War antagonists to cooperate. US Vice President Biden’s announcement
to examine – in coordination with NATO allies and Russia – the predecessor, namely Bush government’s missile defence
plans by means of technological and financial criteria was a first indicator that the United States is ready to ‘reset’ its
relations with Russia.

The need to deal with Moscow to stabilize the fragile security situation in Afghanistan became even clearer when Kyrgyz
President Kurmanbek Bakiev on 3 February, 2009 – after meeting with Russian President Putin and receiving assurances
from the Kremlin that his country would be granted a US$ 2 billion loan, as well as US $ 150 million in other aid –
announced plans to close Manas air base, the only remaining US base in central Asia.35 The timing of the former Soviet
republic’s decision could not have been worse, since US President Obama had ordered a build-up of 17,000 US troops
in Afghanistan. NATO has already been trying to expand its supply routes to Afghanistan via the northern countries of
central Asia following a series of devastating attacks on truck convoys from Pakistan in the Khyber Pass border region.
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29 So far, as said by the principle ‘costs lie where they fall’, nations providing troops are also covering the expenses.
30 Hamilton, D. et al (2009) Alliance Reborn. An Atlantic Compact for the 21st Century. The Washington NATO Project, Washington, DC, February.
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The United States might as well consider using Russian territory to supply American and coalition forces in Afghanistan.
Russia has offered its territory to transport non-military supplies to Afghanistan. Its willingness to also permit the
transition of military equipment depends on the price Washington is willing to pay.36

To be sure, the North Atlantic alliance will rhetorically clinch to its credo, according to which countries of the Euro 
Atlantic area are free, i.e. without Russian veto power, to choose their allegiances and memberships.37 However, 
for important issues, such as the stabilization of Afghanistan and countering Iran’s nuclear ambitions which require
Russia’s cooperation, the US is likely to pay a double price: for the time being, plans for stationing components of the
missile defence system in Poland and the Czech Republic will be postponed or coordinated with Russia. In addition,
the US will not keep pushing to enlarge NATO eastwards, leaving Georgia and Ukraine somewhat out in the cold.38

According to news reports by the New York Times39, President Obama offered a deal to his Russian counterpart: 
to jointly examine missile defence and to figure out ways to supply American and coalition forces in Afghanistan. 
The NATO meeting of foreign ministers on 5 March, 2009 in Brussels resulted in more points of contact: the new 
US Secretary of State Hilary Clinton pushed for resuming talks with Moscow, which after the war in Georgia were
suspended due to the pressure of the Bush government.40 Hence, the foreign ministers of the 26 NATO countries 
decided to recommence the formal consultations of the NATO-Russia Council. For US Secretary of State Clinton this
mechanism for dialogue could serve as a ‘platform for cooperation’ on issues which are in NATO members’ interest,
such as the ‘transit to Afghanistan or non-proliferation’.

...With Countries outside NATO Area

In order to institutionalize the link with states outside NATO area which are willing and capable to contribute in a 
substantial manner to single missions, the US has been advocating a Security Provider Forum. Already in 2004, 
then US Ambassador to NATO, Nicholas Burns, brought the issue of enlarging an alliance of democracies on the
agenda.41 Henceforth, through close links (via ‘a global network’, yet short of membership) with like-mined democracies –
in particular Japan, South Korea, India, Australia, and New Zealand – the transatlantic alliance should be interlaced
with ‘strategic partners’ in the Pacific area. 

NATO has already been entertaining bilateral cooperation partnerships, diverse approaches that need to be formalized.
Since 2005 and 2006, the alliance has exchanged classified information with Australia and New Zealand, respectively.42

Both countries have also contributed to NATO missions in Afghanistan. NATO has developed a strategic dialogue with
Japan and India. Some of the most cooperative countries, such as Australia, Japan and South Korea, have already
contributed military (in the case of Australia) or logistic support in the fight against terrorism.
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America’s new Secretary of State Clinton43 also looks forward to ‘strengthening the alliances that have stood the test
of time’, thinking above all of ‘NATO partners’, and ‘allies in Asia’. In particular, America’s alliance with Japan – based
on ‘shared values and mutual interests’ – ‘is a cornerstone of American policy in Asia’, key to maintaining peace and
prosperity in the Asia-Pacific region. The United States also cultivates ‘crucial economic and security partnerships’
with South Korea and Australia. In addition, it seeks to build on its economic and political partnership with India, 
‘the world’s most populous democracy and a nation with growing influence in the world’.

The blueprints of Anne Anne-Marie Slaughter, who was nominated to be Director of Policy Planning for the State 
Department, explain how these two different blocks, European and Asian, can be linked. According to Slaughters’
collection of ideas, NATO should reinforce partnerships with liberal democracies in Asia, in order to create one of
several, formal and informal, multilateral forums, which help to create a new networked liberal world order.44

9. Conclusion and Outlook

In substance, the traditional US strategy of instrumental or selective multilateralism will remain in operation. The new Obama
government, as well, will seek to promote and legitimize American interests through multilateral organizations.45 If need be,
the superpower’s foreign policy goals can be implemented by other means, if necessary unilaterally, or with chosen partners,
i.e. coalitions of the willing.46 According to the concept of multi-multilateralism or competitive multilateralism, different
multilateral organizations and institutions are called upon to compete for America’s attention. Thus, for each specific task at
hand, the superpower can choose and pick the best suited instrument from a broader array of multilateral service providers.

Since 11 September, 2001, stabilizing fragile and failing states is generally seen as a top priority for American 
security policy. To cope with these vital security issues worldwide, especially NATO allies are trusted to accomplish
peace keeping and peace building. 

However, if Americans’ perception, namely to be left alone in crisis areas like Iraq and Afghanistan, is going to deepen,
and the security situation there should continue to deteriorate, the American elites’ and publics’ resolve to stay involved
(especially in form of peace keeping missions) could be further weakened. In February 2009, in the context of President
Obama’s decision to increase troop levels by 17,000 soldiers in Afghanistan, Michael O’Hanlon, the Brookings Institution’s
top security expert, has already warned that Americans one day may judge the situation differently and ask whether
the costs are really justified and might challenge the assumption that the war in Afghanistan is in the vital security 
interest of the United States (see O’Hanlon quoted in: Page and Vanden Brook).47

While Republicans in Congress almost unanimously (91%) were in favour of the troop ‘surge’, Democrats are less
supportive of their Commander in Chief: a third (34%) of Democratic Senators and House Members disapproved of
President Obama’s foreign policy course, while additional 9% were undecided.48
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The Congressmen’s Positions Represent the Ambivalent Attitudes of the General Public

On the one hand, a majority of Americans still think that the war in Afghanistan is necessary to win the war against
terrorism. On the other hand, however, only a third of the American public supported the President’s decision to send
more soldiers to Afghanistan, a third would have preferred to keep the existing troop level, while a third rather would
have wanted the President to bring home US soldiers.49

With problems in Iraq increasing, Obama’s predecessor had already been forced to react to the diminishing support
on the political home front. Yet for President Bush passivity and withdrawal were not an option: ‘We choose leadership
over isolationism‘, was George W. Bush’s message to his countrymen.50 Instead, Bush sought to win international 
cooperation to proactively deal with the problems – which, to be sure, he has caused and aggravated himself by 
his ‘war of choice’ in Iraq. 

President Obama – who in the election campaign had a leg up against his Democratic rival Hillary Clinton and the Republican
contender (and staunch supporter of the war) John McCain by demanding that American soldiers be withdrawn from
Iraq – now has a double challenge: on the one side, he needs to maintain stability in Iraq, which may have resulted from his
predecessor’s troop surge.51 On the other side, he needs to counter the deterioration of the security situation in Afghanistan.

The Government Accountability Office52 already alerted that the dire budget situation and Congress’ duty to check
and balance the executive would make it necessary for the Commander in Chief to find a way with his new security
strategy to cost-effectively balance the competing demands for resources in Iraq and Afghanistan.

Barack Obama already knew that this task would be enormous when he addressed his fellow ‘citizens of the world’
in July 2008 at the Victory Column in Berlin. Even as a presidential candidate, he reminded European allies of their
moral obligation. Assuming his responsibility as the President of the United States, he will send an even clearer 
message to Europeans to share the burden for our common security.

The domestic and fiscal pressure, severed by the financial and economic crisis, will force a transatlantic debate about
‘burden sharing’. President Obama’s fellow party member Nancy Pelosy, the Speaker of the House of Representatives,
already indicated during the congressional debate about the ‘Af-Pak’ (Afghanistan and Pakistan) strategy that NATO
allies should contribute more to the common efforts (Pelosi quoted in Epstein).53 The Chairman of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee, John Kerry54, also publicly demanded from European NATO allies to ‘shoulder a bigger burden’
and contribute ‘more combat troops with fewer restrictions’.

European allies will soon have plenty of opportunities to put the money where their mouth is in terms of ‘effective
multilateralism’, be it with sending more combat troops in Afghanistan with less caveats, or by contributing more 
financial contributions for the stabilization and reconstruction of Iraq, Afghanistan and the development of Pakistan.
The US government led by its President Obama will make sure his predecessor’s ‘coalition of the willing’ will evolve
into a coalition of the competent and capable.
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Since 1945, the world has entered the nuclear age. The odds are that the international community will keep struggling
with the nuclear challenge for a long-time. Major controversies about the management of this threat remain, even between
allies like the US and Europe.

The purpose of this paper is threefold: first, we would like to sum up US and EU threat assessments with respect to
nuclear proliferation. Second, we will compare the nuclear non-proliferation and nuclear disarmament policies of both
actors in more detail. Third, and lastly, we will formulate some policy recommendations on how the transatlantic 
partnership can strengthen the security of the Atlantic Alliance and the rest of the world in the domain of nuclear 
disarmament and non-proliferation.

1. Threat Assessment

If there is one threat that is rather undisputed, it is the further spread of nuclear weapons. Apart from some Einzelgangers or
provocateurs in the academic world, especially in the US1, there is more or less a consensus in the worldwide arms
control community and among policy-makers that nuclear proliferation is a threat to international (including American
and European) peace and security. According to the UN 2004 High Level Panel on Threats, Challenges and Change,
‘the nuclear non-proliferation regime is now at risk because the lack of compliance with existing commitments, 
withdrawal or threats of withdrawal from the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons to escape those
commitments, a changing international security environment and the diffusion of technology. We are approaching 
a point at which the erosion of the non-proliferation regime could become irreversible and result in a cascade of 
proliferation’.2 Also the UN Security Council – even represented by the heads of state, first in January 1992 and 
recently in September 2009 (led by the American President Barack Obama, who had personally taken the initiative) –
has defined nuclear proliferation as a threat to international peace and security. The UN Security-Council therefore can
handle proliferation of weapons of mass destruction under Chapter 7 of the UN Charter. 

Also in the US and Europe, nuclear proliferation is regarded as a danger. The US National Security Strategy of 2006,
for instance, warns that ‘the proliferation of nuclear weapons poses the greatest threat to our national security’.3

The same applies to the EU. In its first Security Strategy (2003), the EU mentioned nuclear proliferation as one of 
the five major threats to European security, and ‘potentially the greatest threat to our security’.4

Nuclear Non-Proliferation and Nuclear
Disarmament: Key Challenges and 
EU-US Cooperation 
by Tom Sauer

1 The best example is Kenneth Waltz. Kenneth Waltz, ‘More May Be Better’, in: Scott Sagan and Kenneth Waltz, The Spread of Nuclear Weapons,
W.W.Norton & Company, 2003, p.3-45.

2 A more Secure World: Our Shared Responsibility, Report of the High-Level Panel on Threats, Challenges and Change, UN, 2004, p.39.
3 US National Security Strategy, 2006, Washington DC, p.19.
4 A Secure Europe in a Better World, European Security Strategy, 2003, Brussels, p.3.



2. US and EU Nuclear Non-Proliferation and Nuclear Disarmament Policies

We should make a distinction between nuclear non-proliferation and nuclear disarmament policies. With respect to
non-proliferation, we make a further distinction between non-proliferation policy in general and concrete policies with
respect to specific proliferators.

Nuclear Non-Proliferation Policy in General

The existing nuclear non-proliferation regime, with the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) at its core, is basically
the result of US, and to a lesser extent Soviet, diplomacy. At different moments in time, it was the US that took the
lead and the rest of the world (including Europe) followed, read had to follow. Nuclear non-proliferation can therefore
be regarded as one of the many examples of the Pax Americana. 

Early US hallmarks to prevent proliferation are the secrecy that surrounded the Manhattan Project, the McMahon Act
in 1946 (which led to the removal of other nationalities from the existing atomic cooperation projects, although it had
the opposite effect, leading on its turn to nuclear weapons programs in other states), the establishment of the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in 1957, the NPT in 1968, the creation of the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG), the introduction
of full-scope safeguards in the 1970s, and the 1978 Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act by the Carter Administration,
which went further than the NSG Guidelines.

Europe always ran behind. When the European Community (EC) member states, for instance, decided to ratify the
NPT in the mid-1970s, the US was already pushing for stricter controls in the framework of the Nuclear Suppliers
Group (NSG). When the EC member states agreed with the NSG Guidelines, the Carter administration further hardened
its non-proliferation policy, something that was much disliked in Europe. More in particular, the European states at
that time wanted to keep the option open of reprocessing, acquiring breeding reactors, and selling nuclear materials
and know-how abroad. The European countries succeeded to oblige the American President to use his presidential
waiver each year for the EC in relation to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act. 

In the 1970s, nuclear business took place for instance between France on the one hand and Iraq and Pakistan on
the other, between Belgium and Libya, and between Germany on the one hand and Brazil, Argentina and Iran on the
other. Harald Müller points also to positive consequences of this state of affairs: ‘By the mid-1970s an important
West European goal was achieved: the establishment of European countries – France and the FRG – as reliable and
strong exporters on the international market. Ironically, this achievement, which has often been described as a serious
blow to US non-proliferation policy, may have opened the way for a more concerned and self-confident non-proliferation
policy by the West Europeans’.5 Pierre Lelouche seems to agree: ‘the Europeans also had to learn, often reluctantly,
to live with the political responsibilities that came with that new role’.6

When the EC gradually established its own non-proliferation policy in the 1980s and 1990s, for instance by setting
up a Working Group on Non-Proliferation within the framework of the European Political Cooperation (as a result of 
a British-Dutch initiative) and by pushing through the Additional Protocol in the IAEA in the 1990s, the US on its turn
changed the analytical framework by introducing the concept of “counterproliferation”. The latter placed more emphasis
on military instruments in the fight against proliferation, like the one envisaged in the Bush doctrine of preventive 
attacks, of which the Iraqi war in 2003 can be regarded as a concrete example. One can even make the case that
such attacks already took place under the Clinton administration. In the summer of 1998, President Clinton ordered 
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a cruise missile attack on a Sudanese chemical plant that was allegedly producing chemical weapons, as a reaction
to the bombing of the American embassies in Kenya and Tanzania. The US (together with the UK) bombed Iraq in 
December 1998 because Iraq was not in compliance with disarmament obligations under UN Security Council 
resolutions, at least according to the US and the UK.

This military approach hopelessly divided the EU. Even British conservatives (!) like Chris Patten, at that time European
Commissioner for External Relations, criticized the “axis of evil” concept that was used by President Bush in his 2002
State of the Union. One year later, the split between the “old” and “new” Europe with respect to a possible preventive
attack of Iraq was gigantic. The growing frustration in Europe with the Bush policies themselves and with the absence of a
reliable alternative on behalf of Europe was the major driver behind the first European Security Strategy in 2003.
Less known is that the EU at the same time wrote a 12-page Strategy Against Proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction.7

In short, each time the European states seemed to catch up in the field of non-proliferation, the US moved to a higher
gear.8 Positively phrased, the US can be regarded as one of the main drivers behind the intra-European cooperation
on non-proliferation.

Nuclear Non-Proliferation Cases

Let us now have a look at individual proliferation cases, and more in particular to the presence and effectiveness of
the US and EU in these cases. The US has been most of the time the dominating actor, and on many occasions also
a) either convinced the proliferator to halt its nuclear program, or b) at least helped to contain the program, or c) at
the very least tried to negotiate. Early examples of the first category (a) are Taiwan, South Korea, Egypt, Brazil, 
and Argentina. Recent examples are the removal of the Soviet nuclear weapons from the soil of Kazakhstan, Belarus, 
and Ukraine after the demise of the Soviet Union. The latest positive example is the agreement with Libya to halt its
weapons of mass destruction programs in December 2003, something that was negotiated together with the UK. 
Although Iraq was a clear example of failed coercive diplomacy, it can be regarded as a positive example of counter -
proliferation, at least from a military point of view.

An example of the second category (b) is the Nunn-Lugar Program, later on called the Cooperative Threat Reduction
Program, vis-à-vis Russia. It aims at securing the so-called “loose nukes” as well as the fissile material (highly enriched
uranium and plutonium) on the territory of Russia, both with financial and logistical means. While the program sometimes
ran into bureaucratic difficulties, it has secured 70% of the dangerous installations.9 From a geographical point of view,
one could have expected that Europe would have taken the lead. That was not the case. Whereas the EU spent 600 mn $
in the 1990s to prevent “loose nukes”, the US spent 7 bn $. This fits into our general proposition that Europe lags
behind the US on non-proliferation. Pakistan is a similar case. The US is apparently much more worried about the
Pakistani nuclear weapons arsenal than the EU, and also tries to help Pakistan in this regard (although this support 
is not always received with open arms). On other occasions, the US did not succeed either, but at least had tried
through negotiations, like in the case of North Korea (= category c).
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The concrete nuclear non-proliferation efforts on behalf of the EU or individual EU member states, let alone the results,
are much less impressive than those of the US. There are simply no cases in which Europe has convinced another
state to give up its weapons of mass destruction. There are not even examples where the EU or EU member states
have substantially helped to contain the threat of proliferation (except the UK with respect to Libya). There are some
EU projects in Russia, but they came much later than those of the US, and they are smaller (see above). The EU is
also more or less absent in Pakistan. And apart from being a partner in KEDO in the second half of the 1990s the 
EU is also absent in North Korea. After 2003, there were a couple of nice intentions formulated. For instance, 
after North Korea’s announcement to withdraw from the NPT in January 2003, the EU Council of Ministers agreed 
on sending Javier Solana to North Korea on the understanding that he would be received by President Kim Il-Yong.
North Korea did not agree to this condition, and the visit did not take place. In March 2003, as a result of a proposal
by the then Belgian Prime Minister Guy Verhofstadt, the European Council agreed to organize a summit with North
Korea’s neighbours. Due to some scepticism among lower bureaucratic levels inside the different EU capitals because
the summit would not include the US and because Japan expressed little interest, the proposal did not even make it
to the implementation phase.10 As already stated before, Europe was hopelessly divided in the case of Iraq.

To conclude, as Camille Grand already remarked in 2000: ‘while the Europeans are in principle united in their opposition
to the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, they seldom seem capable of agreeing to use their political and
economic, even strategic weight in order to put pressure on countries that are known to produce or are potentially
capable of producing such weapons’… ‘It really is easier to fall back on the defence of national interests and traditional
postures, pandering to public opinion, than to seek a dynamic consensus that relies on solidarity that is more difficult to
create’.11 A decade later, his conclusion is still relevant.

The only case in which Europe took its responsibility is Iran from 2003 onwards, also because the US was not willing
to negotiate (at least until the Obama administration). It is no coincidence that at that time the EU was writing its first
Security Strategy. Iran became the test-case for the EU that wanted to become a responsible geo-strategic actor, or at
least perceived as such.12

The EU-3 – Germany, the UK and France – negotiated an Agreement with Iran in October 2003, something which
was not without grumbling supported by the other EU member states. At first sight, this agreement was a success.
Iran agreed to suspend its uranium conversion and to sign the Additional Protocol of the IAEA. However, it became
immediately clear that both parties differed on the interpretation of the agreement. In addition, Iran did not declare
everything it was supposed to declare. The agreement fell apart. This story repeated itself in 2004. The EU-3 negotiated
a new agreement with Iran in November 2004, but also that one did not stand. 

From that point onwards, the EU switched from a rather soft to a harsh approach. Diplomacy became coercive diplomacy
with deadlines, ultimatums, threats with economic sanctions, and finally the use of economic sanctions as a result of
UN Security Council resolutions. It was by the way the EU that had moved the Iranian file from the IAEA to the UN in
the beginning of 2006. On the other hand, we should not exaggerate the extent and impact of these economic sanctions.
Trade between the EU and Iran continues to be substantial, running in the billions of dollars per year. Forty percent of
the Iranian imports comes from the EU (but constitutes on its turn only 1% of EU trade).13
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Unfortunately, it seems that the European diplomatic efforts vis-à-vis Iran will not succeed. The argument that Europe
at least tried (in contrast to the US) is not very convincing. Would Europe have tried in case it had known in advance
how difficult it would be to convince Iran? It is my impression that the EU-3 in 2003 have underestimated Iran’s 
motivation and overestimated their own power. How can we explain this naivety? One explanation are the circumstances
that I have mentioned before: the EU wanted to restore its image after the Iraqi debacle as soon as possible. The EU
seemed blind for the drawbacks. Another – complementary – explanation is Eurocentric thinking, namely the belief
that if we Europeans (finally) act together and tell others what to do, these others will agree. I am not sure whether
the EU-3 have tried to imagine themselves being situated in a very unstable region, having been attacked with missiles
and chemical weapons by neighbours in the recent past, having seen their own government overthrown by the US in
the past, and having heard the then US government telling you that you belong to the “axis of evil”. If the EU-3 had
shown more empathy, they probably could have imagined that Iran felt a need to have nuclear weapons, and that it
would be extremely unlikely that Iran would give up its decades long effort to acquire nuclear weapons. Further, two of
the EU-3 have nuclear weapons themselves and the third one has nuclear weapons from somebody else on its soil.
Has anybody thought through the fact that their ‘don’t build nuclear weapons!’ message was a little bit hypocrite?
Last but not least, the only carrot that possibly could have worked were security guarantees, something only the US
was able (but not willing) to provide at that time. In short, one can make the case that Europe’s credibility as a 
geo-strategic actor has not grown, but diminished due to the failure in Iran. 

To conclude, the US always took the lead with respect to nuclear non-proliferation, except in the case of Iran. 
With respect to Iran, the EU took its responsibility, but was not effective. As a result, the overall picture of EU’s 
nuclear non-proliferation policy is bleak.

It is not only that the EU is always behind the US. In the few cases that the US was inconsistent with its own policy,
the EU did not stand up to defend non-proliferation, but quietly followed the US in the wrong direction (from a non-
proliferation point of view). The case that should be mentioned in this regard is India. India is a non-proliferation outlier,
one of the few countries in the world that together with Pakistan and Israel never signed the NPT. India even built 
nuclear weapons, contrary to the agreements with its nuclear suppliers. While the US (and later on European) reaction
to the Indian “civilian” test in 1974 consisted in boosting the non-proliferation regime, the reaction of the US to the
1998 Indian tests was less consistent. After having imposed economic sanctions, President Clinton visited India 
already in 2000. Not much later, the American sanctions were discontinued.

Amazingly, the Bush administration signed an agreement with India, in which it promised the transfer of nuclear know-how
and nuclear materials without a full-scope safeguards clause, without the guarantee that India would not build up 
its nuclear weapon arsenal with the new supplies, and without the guarantee that India would halt nuclear testing.
This agreement goes both against the letter and the spirit of both the NPT and the whole nuclear non-proliferation regime.

The EU member states could have blocked the deal in the NSG, but declined to do so. The reason is that EU member
states like France are themselves interested in supplying India, and did not endanger the transatlantic solidarity that
was still recovering from the 2003 divide.
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Table 1: Presence and efficiency of nuclear non-proliferation efforts by US and EU

EU US

Absent North Korea, Pakistan /

Present, but late and minimalistic Russia Iran

Present, but divided Iraq ‘03 /

Present, united, but ineffective Iran North Korea

Present, and effective / In the past: Taiwan, South Korea, 
Egypt, Argentina, Brazil.

Recently: Ukraine, Belarus, 
and Kazakhstan (1994); Russia 
(1990s); Iraq (1991); Libya (2003)

Nuclear Disarmament Policy

While more and more experts and policy-makers, also in the existing nuclear weapon states, are of the opinion that
the costs of nuclear weapons (especially proliferation) are becoming bigger than their benefits (security and prestige),
others are still not convinced. On this, intelligent people may differ. 

However, while the debate in the past was between the peace movement and the disarmament community (e.g. the late
Arms Control and Disarmament Agency in the US) on the one hand, and the foreign policy and defence establishment on the
other, the first group has recently got the support of conservative experts and policymakers from the foreign policy and
defence establishment, again more from the US than from Europe. Remarkably, they not only advice to make deep cuts,
but they regard a world without nuclear weapons as the only realistic answer to manage the problem of nuclear proliferation.

It may be useful to clarify the logic and the underlying assumptions of those who plead for nuclear elimination:

(a) it is not that nuclear weapons are destabilizing per se; nuclear weapons may be stabilizing (deterrence);
(b) but the latter is not a given; nuclear weapons may be (perceived as) destabilizing, and be used (again), either in

an authorized way (after escalation and after false alarm), or in an unauthorized or accidental way, depending on
the nature of the political regime;

(c) the nature of the political regimes that are currently proliferating is problematic, either because they are less 
stable than the formal nuclear weapon states (Pakistan, Iran, Egypt), and/or have linkages to internal or external
Muslim extremists (Pakistan, Iran, Saudi-Arabia, Egypt), and/or actively export nuclear materials and know-how
(North Korea, Pakistan);

(d) nuclear terrorism, in particular, is dangerous as these non-state actors explicitly want to acquire nuclear weapons
for using them militarily, not politically;14

(e) nuclear proliferation is inherent, also because the existing nuclear weapons states (and nuclear alliances like
NATO) keep repeating how useful these “weapons” are (for deterrence or for prestige);

(f) there is no fundamental way to keep states from proliferating; both preventive attacks and regime changes are 
illegal and not durable solutions;
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(g) the choice is between living with more nuclear weapon states and a radical alternative, namely no nuclear weapon
states, which has the benefit that there will be less incentives for states to go nuclear, and that it will become
harder for proliferators to acquire nuclear weapons due to the moral-political climate as the well as the intrusive
verification mechanisms that can be established because all states will be functionally equal (in contrast to the
discriminatory regime of today), and harsh sanctions in case of non-compliance, whose implementation 
will be more likely because of the absence of the two-standards regime of today; 

(h) nuclear elimination is required by the international legally binding NPT treaty;
(i) to conclude, nuclear elimination is the best option, given the costs and benefits of nuclear weapons in the 

post-Cold War period.

Since the end of the Cold War, different waves of support for the idea of nuclear elimination can be distinguished: 
a first wave joined the disarmament community right after the Cold War, when the USSR literally imploded and the
Warschau Pact halted to exist. Examples include Paul Nitze (former US arms control negotiator, and Director of the Policy
Planning Staff in the State Department, and generally regarded as a hawk), General Lee Butler (former Chief in 
Command of the US Strategic Air Command (CINCSAC) at the end of the 1980s and the beginning of the 1990s), General
Charles Horner (while in office as US CINC SPACECOM, and former head of the air operations during the 1991 Gulf War).

A second wave saw its origins after 9/11. Examples are Hans Blix (former IAEA DG and UN inspector in Iraq), 
Mohamed El Baradei (the acting IAEA DG, who received the Nobel Peace Prize for his nuclear disarmament efforts 
in 2005), and Jean-Luc Dehaene (former Belgian Prime Minister who joined the Mayors for Peace). 

But probably the most influential is the third (and up to now latest) wave. It basically started with an opinion-article in
the (conservative) The Wall Street Journal on 4 January 2007 by a bipartisan group of four wise men from the inner
circle of the US foreign policy establishment: Henry Kissinger (former NSA and Secretary of State under Nixon and
Ford), George Schultz (former Secretary of State under Reagan), William Perry (former Secretary of Defence under
Clinton) and Sam Nunn (an influential member of US Congress). The original idea came from Max Kampelman, former
ambassador under Reagan, and good friend of George Schultz. This initiative has been supported later on by similar
‘gangs of four’ in the UK, Italy, Germany, Poland, Norway, and the Netherlands.15 Conferences on nuclear elimination
have been set up at the Hoover Institute, Harvard University and in Oslo (Norway) in 2008/2009 where the US ‘four
horsemen’ were present to further discuss the case for nuclear elimination. New initiatives have seen the daylight
like the Global Zero Initiative in December 2008. Interestingly, it should be noticed that many of these new abolitionists
and new initiatives have their origins in the US, more than in Europe.

More fundamentally, this growing support for nuclear elimination has also been taken up by governments. In 1998
the so-called New Agenda Coalition (NAC) was established, consisting of the following states: Brazil, Egypt, Ireland,
Mexico, New Zeeland, Slovenia, South Africa, and Sweden. Each year, the NAC has introduced disarmament resolutions
in the UN General Assembly that have attracted more and more support over time (unfortunately, at the same time
doing more water in the wine as well). Beside the NAC, Australia took the initiative – as a result of the French nuclear
tests in the region – to assemble a group of wise men from all over the world to write an influential report, the so-called
Canberra Commission (1996). 
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But the biggest move forward is the serious interest of President Barack Obama – both personally and by his 
administration – in the topic of nuclear disarmament and nuclear elimination. The speech that President Obama 
delivered in Prague on the 5th of April 2009 can already be qualified as historic. Never before an American president
made clear in so many and unambiguous words that the only solution in term is a world without nuclear weapons:
‘Some argue that the spread of these weapons cannot be stopped, cannot be checked – that we are destined to live
in a world where more nations and more people possess the ultimate tools of destruction. Such fatalism is a deadly 
adversary, for if we believe that the spread of nuclear weapons is inevitable, then in some way we are admitting to
ourselves that the use of nuclear weapons in inevitable… So today, I state clearly and with conviction America’s
commitment to seek the peace and security of a world without nuclear weapons’.16

In his first year in office, President Obama also announced concrete steps in the direction of nuclear elimination. 
For instance, he altered the missile defence plans of his predecessor, including the plans for a third site in Poland and
the Czech Republic. The odds are that there will be a new START treaty to be signed in December 2009. There may
also be fundamental changes in US nuclear weapons policy as a result of the upcoming Nuclear Posture Review. 

The nuclear weapon state that supports the US most in this regard is the UK. The first indication was a speech delivered
by then Foreign Secretary Margaret Beckett on 25 June 2007 at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace in
Washington DC. Her successor, David Miliband, also wrote an opinion-article on the same lines in December 2008,
and he published a 60-page document on the desirability and feasibility of a nuclear weapons free world in February
2009.17 In practice, the UK diminished the number of its nuclear weapons further, and altered the alert-levels. 
Also Prime Minister Gordon Brown has shown a personal interest in this issue. The decision to renew the Trident, 
in contrast, seems to be a counterargument. This decision, however, may still be reversed apparently, also due to
budgetary concerns.

The absence in this debate of the other EU nuclear weapon state – France – is overwhelming. Similarly, the EU institutions
(under pressure from France?) are very much absent in this debate, except one short paragraph in a speech by High
Representative Solana in Brussels on 22 June 2009.18

To be fair vis-à-vis the European nuclear weapon states, one should mention the fact that there is still a large gap
between the numbers of nuclear weapons of the US on the one hand and that of the UK and France on the other.
Also with respect to the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT), the European nuclear weapon states took the lead 
in ratifying the treaty. The Obama administration plans to ask Congress to ratify the CTBT, but for the time being it 
is unclear whether the administration can assemble enough votes.

Nevertheless, in general, just like in the case of nuclear non-proliferation, it is fair to conclude that the US is leading
with respect to nuclear disarmament (at least since Obama) and that the EU and the EU member states again lag behind.
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3. Policy Recommendations

Based on our analysis, nuclear proliferation can best be contained in a world without nuclear weapons. As long as
there are nuclear weapon states, others will try to imitate them. Nuclear proliferation is inherent, except in a nuclear
weapons free world. This means that the international community should try to reach this goal as soon as possible,
taking into account the pitfalls along the road. At a minimum, that means a combination of a new engagement by the
nuclear weapon states to the goal of nuclear elimination and at the same time concrete steps in that direction. 

First, this engagement on behalf of the nuclear weapon states should be made as concrete as possible. There is no
valid argument why the nuclear weapon states could not start multilateral negotiations for a Nuclear Weapons Convention.
That Convention should on its turn contain a clear timetable towards a world without nuclear weapons. Under this
Convention, just like with the Biological Weapons Convention and the Chemical Weapons Convention, the use of 
nuclear weapons should be outlawed. Their use is not consistent with modern warfare rules (like proportionality;
making a distinction between killing soldiers and civilians; etc).

One recommendation would be that the US would be supported in this fight towards nuclear elimination by as many
states as possible, starting with EU member states, including the UK and France (!). 

Secondly, with respect to the concrete steps, once the START treaty has been signed, the numbers of nuclear
weapons become low enough to set up a multilateral negotiations framework for further reductions. These negotiations
would include the UK, France, Russia and China (and possibly the de facto nuclear weapon states India, Pakistan, 
Israel, and possibly North Korea). 

Another concrete step that can be taken by the US, the UK and France is to start a serious debate within NATO about
the future role of nuclear weapons. The Strategic Concept that is supposed to be rewritten in the course of 2010 is
an excellent opportunity in this regard. The most logical outcome would be that NATO itself halts the nuclear weapons
business, and withdraws the American nuclear weapons from Europe as soon as possible. That is also what the German
government proposes.19 There are simply no strategic or military arguments to keep stationing these weapons in 
Europe anymore. The remaining argument that they are a symbol of the key transatlantic link says a lot about the strength
and weaknesses of that link. The Cold War is over. NATO, if it wants to remain relevant, should adapt itself as well. 

Another recommendation would be not to construct a so-called EU-bomb because this would again legitimize nuclear
weapons, and send the wrong message to potential proliferators.

It is evident that the US and the EU should cooperate on specific proliferation cases (like Iran). However, as my analysis
makes clear, I am afraid that as long as the disarmament steps mentioned above have not been taken, it will be more
or less impossible to convince the highest motivated proliferators. More cooperation in concrete proliferation cases
will strengthen the identity of the transatlantic community, but not the security of the rest of the world, except if nuclear
disarmament is taken serious. 
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Part Two
Human Rights and Rule of Law

In the waning days of the Bush Administration, in late 2008, John Bellinger, the Legal Adviser to the US Secretary of
State pointed out that, fundamentally, the US position vis-à-vis the International Criminal Court (ICC) would not shift
with the incoming Obama Administration, as likewise it had not fundamentally shifted when the Bush Administration
succeeded to the Clinton Administration in 2001.2 In a previous publication on the relationship between the United
States and the ICC, which incorporated relevant events until early 2007, however, I already discerned shifts between
and within administrations.3 I argued that especially the first Bush Administration was remarkably hostile towards the
Court, and engaged in all sorts of actions that tended to undermine the legitimacy and effectiveness of the Court. 
I argued that this approach was radically different from the cautiously constructive approach taken by Clinton, who,
after all, signed the Rome Statute on 31 December 2000 (which the Bush Administration subsequently ‘un-signed’4).
Yet at the same time, an internal shift within the Bush Administration was noticeable, when from 2005 onwards it
softened its tone towards the Court after the UN Security Council referral of the situation in Darfur, Sudan, to the
ICC.5 This referral was accompanied by the soothing of sanctions to be imposed on States cooperating with the ICC,
and even by statements that the US may assist the ICC in relation to specific investigations. 

It is this piece’s argument that the shift towards constructive US engagement with the Court became even marked
during the latter part of the second Bush Administration (2007-2008; Section 1), and, in particular, that the stance 
of the Obama Administration (in accordance with the platform on which Obama ran for office) is so positive that an
optimist may believe that it paves the way for eventual approval of the Rome Statute by the US Senate, and thus US
ratification of the Statute (Section 2). Still, some persistent US concerns, primarily relating to the interplay between
the ICC and the Security Council, will have to be addressed in order to get the US fully on board the ICC process (Section 3).

The United States and Supporters 
of the International Criminal Court:
Warming up to Each Other
by Cedric Ryngaert1
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It is noted at the outset that this piece will not engage in a comparative analysis of the European and the US positions
with respect to the ICC. It is well-known that the European Union has been a staunch supporter of the ICC; its supporting
actions have aptly been described elsewhere.6 This piece will only consider the European position on the ICC to the
extent that it is related to US actions and concerns with respect to the ICC. In this context, the term ‘ICC supporters’,
which is typically used by the US, may be considered as encompassing mainly EU Member States.

1. Position of the Bush Administration in its Later Years

This is not the place to elaborate on the Bush Administration’s hostile attitude towards the ICC. I have done so in a previous
publication, and others have done so as well. In this piece, I want to review the policy shift brought about towards the
end of the second Bush Administration. This foreign policy approach was characterized by increased multilateralism
and internationalism, which also translated into more constructive US engagement with the ICC. Especially the ICC
Prosecutor’s Darfur investigation was strongly supported by the Administration. But also the ICC’s investigations into
the situation in northern Uganda (indictments of leaders of the Lord’s Resistance Army) could count on US support,7

as well as, of course, the Court’s refusal to initiate an investigation in relation to the situation in Iraq. More generally,
an approach of ‘finding practical ways to work with ICC supporters’ or ‘finding a modus vivendi on the ICC’ was advocated.8

This more positive approach initially translated into the elimination of military aid restrictions (‘Foreign Military Financing’)
in respect of States that did not want to enter into an agreement with the US pursuant to which those States undertake
not to surrender US nationals to the ICC (‘bilateral immunity agreement’).9 Clearly, this review was informed by concerns
that the military sanctions which accompanied US ICC policy vis-à-vis other States could ultimately weaken rather
than strengthen global US interests. Economic sanctions under the ‘Nethercutt Amendment’ initially remained in
place, and were even reinstated in late 2007,10 but the Bush Administration granted waivers to a few dozen key 
nations in 2008 and early 2009,11 apparently again for strategic reasons.

As already stated, the Bush Administration took a particularly strong interest in solving the situation in Darfur. Not opposing
the UN Security Council’s referral of that situation (while of course negotiating an exemption from ICC jurisdiction for
US peacekeepers possibly deployed in Darfur)12 was only the first step. The US considered, in addition, requests for
information from the ICC in relation to Darfur.13 And when calls for a Security Council deferral of the ICC investigation 
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and prosecution of the Darfur situation under Article 16 of the Rome Statute were launched,14 notably from African
and Arab capitals, in relation to a possible ICC warrant for the arrest of the Sudanese President Al-Bashir,15 the US
conspicuously abstained from voting in favour of a Security Council resolution renewing the mandate of the peace-
keeping operation in Darfur which mentioned these calls (albeit only in passing).16 In this context, the US has been
quick to deflect attention from the irony that it steadfastly supports ICC action in relation to Darfur while refusing to
ratify the Rome Statute, by pointing out – very rightly so – that the real irony is that States Parties to the Rome
Statute have campaigned against the ICC while a State non-Party, the US, has campaigned in favour of the ICC in 
respect of the Darfur situation.17 Not surprisingly, the Obama Administration has continued US opposition against the
use of Article 16 of the Rome Statute in relation to Darfur,18 although it has ruled out arresting Al-Bashir and surrendering
him to the ICC in case he were to turn up on US territory.19

Also outside the context of Darfur did the Bush Administration in its later years turn the tables on the so-called ‘ICC
supporters’, the European States Parties to the Rome Statute in particular, denouncing them for waging an ideological
ICC battle.20 In particular, it cast the ICC supporters as the villains who were (are) unwilling to cooperate with US openings
vis-à-vis the ICC short of US ratification of the Rome Statute. In so doing, of course, the US whitewashed its own 
ideological and often overblown concerns about the ICC. But it is no doubt true that a policy of ‘agreeing to disagree’
may prove more helpful for the cause of international criminal justice than ICC supporters and doubters digging in
their heels. Fortunately, US bitterness over European intransigence, if founded at all, now seems to have largely 
subsided after the inauguration of President Obama.

2. Position of the Obama Administration 

In their first year of office, the Obama Administration’s mouthpieces of US policy towards the ICC, US Secretary of
State Hillary Rodham Clinton and US Ambassador to the UN Susan E. Rice, have supported far-reaching constructive
engagement with the Court. Interpreting the Secretary of State’s observations on the matter, one is even tempted to
believe that, if it were up to her personally, the US would join the ICC, in the sense of even becoming party to the
Statute.21 US support for the ICC’s work is, in any event, no longer limited to the Darfur investigation, but extends 
to all situations currently under investigation by the ICC Prosecutor.22
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14 Article 16 of the Statute provides that the Security Council, in a resolution adopted under Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations, may request
the Court not to commence or proceed with an investigation or prosecution under the Rome Statute for a (renewable) period of 12 months.

15 The warrant was eventually issued 
16 Resolution 1828 (2008) (‘Taking note of the African Union (AU) communiqué of the 142nd Peace and Security Council (PSC) Meeting dated 21 July

(S/2008/481, annex), having in mind concerns raised by members of the Council regarding potential developments subsequent to the application by
the Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court of 14 July 2008, and taking note of their intention to consider these matters further’).

17 Cf. J.B. Bellinger, III, ‘US Perspectives on International Criminal Justice’, Remarks at the Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy, above n. 2, (signalling
the US hope that ‘a new willingness by ICC supporters to stop fighting their ideological battles and trying to convert the United States and instead to
cooperate with us and address our legitimate concerns’); interview with US Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice, NBC’s Meet the Press, 21 December
2008, available at http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/28337897/ (‘The United States has, by the way, imposed unilateral sanctions in Sudan. We have
been the country that’s been the most active in resisting calls to interfere with the international criminal court investigation of the leadership there,
despite the fact that we’re not members of the international court. So I think we’ve done a lot unilaterally, but we could’ve done a lot more if the 
international community were better mobilized.’). 

18 Cf. statement of the US Ambassador to the UN, Susan Rice, in The Washington Post, 9 February 2009, 
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2009/02/08/AR2009020802191.html.

19 Daily Press Briefing of the US Department of State, 24 March 2009, available at http://www.state.gov/r/pa/prs/dpb/2009/03/120810.htm
20 Cf. J.B. Bellinger, III, ‘US Perspectives on International Criminal Justice’, Remarks at the Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy, above n. 2. 
21 Secretary of State Clinton stating on 6 August 2009 that it is a ‘great regret’ that the US is not a member of the ICC. Cf. E. MacAskill, ‘Clinton: It is a

'great regret' the US is not in International Criminal Court’, The Guardian, 6 August 2009.
22 Cf. US Ambassador to the UN Susan Rice stating on 29 January 2009 that the ICC ‘looks to become an important and credible instrument for trying

to hold accountable the senior leadership responsible for atrocities committed in the Congo, Uganda, and Darfur.’ Statement of Ambassador Susan
E. Rice, US Permanent Representative, to the UN Security Council, 29 January 2009, available at http://paei.state.gov/usun.state.gov/usun/briefing/
statements/2009/january/127018.htm



As we write, it may arguably be difficult to believe that the US would not support the initiation of a new investigation
by the Prosecutor, or his refusal to initiate an investigation for that matter. It remains to be seen, of course, whether
such support will still be forthcoming if US interests are encroached upon, e.g. in case the ICC Prosecutor opens an
investigation into the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territories, and the actions of the Israeli Defence Forces
there.23 After all, when facing her confirmation hearings, Secretary of State Clinton stated that the Administration would
‘look for opportunities to encourage effective ICC action in ways that promote US interests by bringing war criminals
to justice’,24 implying that bringing war criminals to justice does not as a matter of course promote US interests. 

A full review of US policy towards the ICC is planned for early 2010, so that it is too early to make definite statements
on the future US-ICC relationship. It is undeniable, however, that unwavering US hostility towards the ICC has taken an
end, and that, while ratification of the Rome Statute may at present still appear somewhat fanciful, the US views the
ICC as a useful instrument of a US foreign policy imbued with a healthy dose of both realism and morality. Most notably,
economic and military sanctions against States that do not want to enter into or do not comply with ‘bilateral immunity
agreements’ have been extinguished,25 and UN statements and resolutions can henceforth mention the ICC (something
which the Bush Administration had always opposed).26

It is expected that, like the Bush Administration in its later years, the Obama Administration will assess ICC situations
and cases on a case-by-case basis, and support them, or not, accordingly. Only when a critical mass of supportable
ICC situations, cases, and judgments has been reached, the introduction of an ICC Statute ratification bill in the US
Senate may be considered.27 In the meantime, the United States may possibly want to participate as an observer in
the meetings of the Assembly of States Parties to the Rome Statute.28

3. Assessing the Merits of Abiding US Concerns about the ICC – the Centrality of the
UN Security Council

The concerns of the US about the ICC in the run-up to, at, and after the Rome conference are well-documented. It is
not the place to revisit them all in detail here. I propose to limit the analysis to US concerns that could possibly be
satisfied without reneging on the compromise as hammered out at the Rome conference. After all, it is highly unlikely
that the Rome Statute will be amended for the sole purpose of accommodating US concerns. In contrast, there are 
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23 See for the Palestinian authority’s declaration to voluntarily accept the ICC jurisdiction on an ad hoc basis on 22 January 2009: 
http://www.icc-cpi.int/NR/rdonlyres/4F8D4963-EBE6-489D-9F6F-1B3C1057EA0A/280603/ICCOTP20090122Palestinerev1.pdf.

24 Statement of US Secretary of State Clinton, in response to written questions by the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, cited in W. Pincus, ‘
Clinton’s Goals Detailed, Washington Post, 19 January 2009. 

25 The option of imposing military sanctions had already been repealed by the Bush Administration. By signing into law Public Law no. 111-8 on 
11 March 2009, President Obama also repealed the remaining economic sanctions that could be imposed under the ‘Nethercutt Amendment’ 
(Economic Support Funds). 

26 Speech of Susan Rice at New York University, 12 August 2009, available at http://www.law.nyu.edu/news/RICE_UN_SPEECH. See on the Bush 
Administration’s stance: J.B. Bellinger, ‘The United States and the International Criminal Court: Where We’ve Been and Where We’re Going’, Remarks to
DePaul University College of Law, Chicago, IL, 25 April 2008, available at http://www.state.gov/s/l/rls/104053.htm (‘[F]or three years we have urged
ICC supporters to include language in the annual UN General Assembly resolution on the ICC acknowledging the decisions of some states not to become
parties to the Rome Statute.’). It is noted, however, that a reference to the ICC found its way into UN Security Council 1820 (2008), recalling in one
of its preambular paragraphs ‘the inclusion of a range of sexual violence offences in the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court’.

27 Compare J.B. Bellinger, ‘The United States and the International Criminal Court: Where We’ve Been and Where We’re Going’, above n. 26 (‘All parties
need to give the ICC more of an opportunity to perform in a judicial role before attempting to make significant assessments of the ICC as a judicial
institution.’). It is worth noting that a number of US Congressmen (for a good understanding: these representatives are not senators) have supported
the ICC’s issuance of a warrant for the arrest of the Sudanese President Al-Bashir. Cf. statement of Rep. Patrick J. Kennedy (D-RI), 4 March 2009;
statement of Congressman Donald M. Payne (D-NJ), 13 March 2009; resolution introduced by Rep. Alcee L. Hastings (D-Fla) commending the ICC
for issuing the said arrest warrant, 13 March 2009.

28 Observer status for States non-Parties is set out in the Final Act of the Rome Conference, A/CONF.183/10 17 July 1998, which is a document that
is separate from the Rome Statute, and which is not ‘unsigned’ by the US See also A. Coppin, ‘Status of the US Signature of the Rome Statute of the
International Criminal Court’, in fine, http://www.amicc.org/docs/US_Signature.pdf.



some contentious issues that can be addressed by re-interpreting the Statute, or by following up on provisions the
application of which is deferred to a later date (next review conference). Not surprisingly, the contentious issues in
which the US takes a particular interest relate chiefly to the relationship between the ICC and the UN Security Council.
As the Legal Adviser to the US Secretary of State, John Bellinger, recently noted, ‘preserving the role and authority 
of the UN Security Council has been a consistent and central concern of the United States from the earliest days of
discussions about an international criminal court.’29 These concerns about the ICC process have not been explicitly
repudiated by the Obama Administration, and are shared by other members of the international community for that
matter, and therefore deserve serious analysis. 

Arrest

As the enforcement regime of the ICC is rather weak, dependent as it is on State cooperation, calls have been
launched, amongst others by the present author, for arrests to be executed by international forces, e.g. troops deployed
under the authority of the UN Security Council.30 It is noted that the ICC Statute does not rule out such arrests.31 It is
the US view that ‘the Council will need to consider carefully the impact of such roles on the core missions of peace-
keepers and on their ability to acts as neutral and trusted parties in the countries where they operate’, and that ‘[i]f
UN peacekeepers are viewed as policemen with a mandate to arrest government officials and deliver them to The Hague,
they are less likely to be accepted and may actually be in greater personal danger’.32 This is certainly not a fringe
view, as it is shared by, of all luminaries, the UN Secretary General himself.33 Entrusting UN peacekeepers or peace-
enforcement personnel with a mandate to arrest international criminals may indeed raise fears of mission creep and
threaten their neutrality and thus safety. It is the author’s belief, however, that deploying specially equipped UN police
forces alongside State law-enforcement personnel could, given the sorry state of many State police forces in many weak
governance zones, raise the chances of arresting international criminals significantly. This has been demonstrated by
the successes of the NATO force SFOR in Bosnia Herzegovina in the late 1990s. In any event, it goes to the credit of
the US that it does not rule international arrest operations, but merely calls for further consideration of the issue. 

The Crime of Aggression

More thorough US concerns are raised about the jurisdiction of the ICC over the crime of aggression. As is known,
the ICC Statute has deferred the actual exercise of this jurisdiction until a consensus on a workable definition of the
crime has been found.34 In this respect, the exact delimitation of the competencies of the Court and the UN Security
Council, which under UN law has the primary responsibility to determine acts of aggression and take the necessary
measures.35 For the US, this may raise the spectre of the ICC Prosecutor determining that a certain individual may
potentially bear individual responsibility for the crime of aggression and indicting him accordingly, before the UN Security
Council has pronounced itself on the question as to whether or not the impugned act amounted to (State) aggression.
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29 Compare J.B. Bellinger, ‘The United States and the International Criminal Court: Where We’ve Been and Where We’re Going’, above n. 26.
30 C. Ryngaert, ‘The International Prosecutor: Issues of Arrest and Detention’, International Prosecutor Project, available at 

http://www.ipp.ghum.kuleuven.be/publications/ryngaert.pdf.
31 Article 87(6) of the ICC Statute provides in relation to an international organization, e.g. the United Nations, that ’[t]he Court may … ask for [any]

forms of cooperation and assistance [other than providing information and documents] which may be agreed upon with such an organization and
which are in accordance with its competence or mandate’.

32 J.B. Bellinger, ‘The United States and the International Criminal Court: Where We’ve Been and Where We’re Going’, above n. 26.
33 Submission of information on the status of the execution of the warrants of arrest in the situation in Uganda, ICC 02-04/01-05, 6 October 2006,

para. 19 (UN Secretary General underscoring ‘the difficulties that the UN missions in the Congo and Sudan would face in mounting operations to
support arrest’, and endorsing the notion that the most promising means of addressing the LRA threat by force would be for the ‘governments in 
the region [to] find a mutually agreeable way to strengthen cooperation on the ground among their security forces.’

34 Article 5.2 of the Rome Statute (‘The Court shall exercise jurisdiction over the crime of aggression once a provision is adopted in accordance with
articles 121 and 123 defining the crime and setting out the conditions under which the Court shall exercise jurisdiction with respect to this crime.
Such a provision shall be consistent with the relevant provisions of the Charter of the United Nations.’).

35 Cf. Articles 24 and 39 of the UN Charter.



Therefore, it is the understandable US view that ‘ICC jurisdiction over any case of aggression must be directly linked
to a prior Security Council determination to this effect.’36 This concern is inextricably linked to US fears about an 
unaccountable ‘rogue’ ICC prosecutor initiating investigations for political considerations. These fears – which have
informed the eventual US vote against the Rome Statute – are even greater with respect to aggression, since in military
thought (Clausewitz) the use of force (unlike the tactics of war that could possibly give rise to war crimes) has always
been seen as the continuation of politics with other means.37

The definition of the crime of aggression and the conditions under which the ICC can exercise jurisdiction over it are
on the agenda of the 2010 ICC review conference in Kampala. Four discussion papers on the topic have been produced
so far, but a consensus on all aspects still appears elusive. There is broad agreement, however, on the necessity of
having some institutional (UN) safeguards in place. This testifies to the fact that the US is not alone in having concerns
over the sidelining of the UN Security Council as far as the determination of an act aggression is concerned. 
The safeguard need not necessarily be prior Security Council determination of aggression, as the US demands, however.
Other options proposed during discussions in the relevant working group were: a prior determination by the UN 
General Assembly, a prior finding of the International Court of Justice, authorization of proprio motu investigations 
by the ICC Pre-Trial Chamber, and even the outright exclusion of proprio motu investigations.38 The discussion is 
to be continued at the review conference in Kampala, but as things stand now consensus on the ICC conferral of 
jurisdiction over the crime of aggression appears unlikely.

Another thorny issue in relation to aggression, at least in the US view, is the application of the ICC’s aggression
regime to States non-Parties to the ICC Statute, such as the United States. US concerns over the application of ICC
provisions to non-Parties are not singular to the crime of aggression; in fact, the US has taken issue with any exercise
of ICC jurisdiction over individuals from non-Parties. As a general matter, this stance does not deserve support, as the
ICC’s jurisdiction is triggered as soon as either an international crime is committed on the territory of a State Party or
the crime is committed by a national of a State Party.39 This is in line with the classic permissive principles of jurisdiction,
which allow States to exercise jurisdiction on a territorial or personal basis. What those States can do alone, they can
do together. Accordingly, when a crime is committed on the territory of a State Party by an individual who is a national of
a State non-Party, the ICC indisputably has jurisdiction on the sole basis of territoriality. 

The US argument in relation to the crime of aggression is a bit more intricate, however. The Rome Statute has anticipated
the scenario of some States Parties reaching a consensus on the definition of the crime of aggression, and the ICC
procedure to be followed to prosecute the crime, and other States Parties demurring: the latter States can opt out of
the aggression regime, like of any amendment to the Rome Statute, by virtue of Article 121(5) of the Rome Statute.
The opting-out possibility is not given to States non-Parties.40 This is entirely logical, as treaties do ordinarily not 
create rights for non-Parties.41 But conversely, the consequence is that the ICC Statute may impose heavier burdens
on individuals of non-Parties than on individuals of Parties. One can argue that the State is not disadvantaged as the 
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36 J.B. Bellinger, ‘The United States and the International Criminal Court: Where We’ve Been and Where We’re Going’, above n. 26. 
37 Id. (‘Judgments about whether a particular use of force amounts to an act of aggression are particularly susceptible to political considerations.

This makes it especially critical that there be effective safeguards beyond those currently contained in the Rome Statute to prevent politically
motivated investigations and prosecutions for aggression.’).

38 UN Doc. ICC-ASP/6/SWGCA/INF.1; Informal inter-sessional meeting of the Special Working Group on the Crime of Aggression(2007); Non-Paper
by the Chairman on the Conditions for Exercise of Jurisdiction; Informal inter-sessional meeting on the crime of aggression 8-10 June 2009;
http://www.icc-cpi.int/iccdocs/asp_docs/SWGCA/Non-paper-conditions-jurisdiction-28May2009-ENG.pdf; Informal inter-sessional meeting on the
crime of aggression, 8-10 June 2009; http://www.icc-cpi.int/iccdocs/asp_docs/SWGCA/Non-paper-conditions-jurisdiction-28May2009-ENG.pdf.

39 Art. 12.2 of the ICC Statute.
40 See also Article 124 of the Rome Statute, which allows States Parties to opt out of the jurisdiction of the ICC over war crimes. States non-Parties

are similarly not given the right to opt out.
41 Article 34 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (1969). 



burden is imposed on individuals and not on the State itself. That argument only takes us so far, however. After all,
the individuals who run the risk of being indicted for aggression personify the State, the crime of aggression being
the State crime par excellence for which only leaders will be held responsible. Furthermore, precisely because of the
State nature of the crime of aggression, the ‘what we can do alone we can do together’ argument may not apply, as,
in the absence of an agreed definition of aggression for purposes of individual criminal responsibility, it is not clear
whether States ut singuli can exercise jurisdiction over the crime of aggression. Therefore, US concerns over the 
application of the aggression regime to States non-Parties should be taken seriously.42 When drafting a formula on
the crime of aggression, in the face of the ample use that may possibly be made of the opting-out clause by States
Parties, and all the more so in the face of the possibly permanent character of the opting-out, the drafters may want
to stipulate that the ICC’s jurisdiction over the crime of aggression does not extend to individuals of non-States Parties.

3. Concluding Observations

It has been the gist of this contribution that the United States has indicated its willingness to constructively engage
with the International Criminal Court. The more positive US stance towards the ICC was initiated in the later years 
of the second Bush Administration and was pursued even more vigorously by the Obama Administration. Possibly, 
President Obama’s multilateralism as it has so far found expression in his cautious support for ICC processes has 
informed the Nobel Peace Prize Committee’s choice of the President as the 2009 Nobel Peace Prize winner. 

Still, it is unlikely that the US will soon ratify the Rome Statute, given the two thirds Senate majority that should be
reached. Instead, in the near future one may expect broader case-by-case US support for the ICC. Possibly, continuous
positive US experiences with the Court may set the stage for eventual ratification of the Rome Statute as US con-
cerns over an ‘unaccountable’ independent prosecutor and over the – in the US view – limited role of the Security
Council may abate. Such concerns may even further abate if at a next review conference States Parties err on the
side of caution as far as the definition of aggression is concerned, and, in particular, put in place adequate institutional
safeguards so as to maintain the prerogatives of the Security Council as to the determination of an act of aggression.
This is of course not to say that ICC supporters should cave in to US demands, or that the ICC Prosecutor should ensure
that he never encroaches on US interests. This would definitely send a wrong signal. Nevertheless, US concerns 
deserve to be taken seriously. In fact, they are often shared by others as well. Especially as far as the ICC’s 
jurisdiction over the crime of aggression is concerned, it appears crucial to involve the Security Council, or any 
other UN organ for that matter, lest international justice jeopardize the world’s collective security arrangements.
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42 E.g. J.B. Bellinger, ‘The United States and the International Criminal Court: Where We’ve Been and Where We’re Going’, above n. 26 (‘It would be
entirely illegitimate for the ICC to claim jurisdiction over nationals of countries that were not parties to the Rome Statute, while permitting Rome
Statute parties to shield their nationals from such jurisdiction.’).
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Reg: [The Romans] have bled us white, the bastards. They've taken everything we had, not just from us,
from our fathers and from our fathers’ fathers […] And what have they ever given us in return?

Xerxes: The aqueduct. 
Reg: Oh yeah, yeah they gave us that. Yeah. That's true. 
Masked Activist: And the sanitation! 
Stan: Oh yes... sanitation, Reg, you remember what the city used to be like. 
Reg: All right, I'll grant you that the aqueduct and the sanitation are two things that the Romans have

done... […]
Reg: Well yes obviously the roads... the roads go without saying. But apart from the aqueduct, 

the sanitation and the roads... 
Other masked 
activists: Irrigation... […] Medicine... Education... Health... […] And the wine...[…] And it's safe to walk

in the streets at night now. 
Francis: Yes, they certainly know how to keep order... let's face it; they're the only ones who could in a

place like this.
Reg: All right... all right... but apart from better sanitation and medicine and education and irrigation

and public health and roads and a freshwater system and baths and public order... what have
the Romans done for us? 

Xerxes: Brought peace! 
Reg: What!? Oh... Peace, yes... shut up!2

1. Introduction

In 2006, the General Assembly (GA) adopted resolution 60/251, establishing the Human Rights Council (HRC). 
Operative paragraph 1 of the text stated that the General Assembly in New York would review the status of the
Human Rights Council within five years, and operative paragraph 16 stipulated that the Council itself would review 
its work and functioning five years after its establishment.3 Now, almost four years later, the discussion about Human
Rights Council-reform has not yet taken off; states are still very much in a listening mode. Diplomats in Geneva 
are mainly concerned with Human Rights Council daily business, as the workload of the Council is enormous, 

“What Have the Romans Ever Done for Us”
The Imminent Review of the Human Rights
Council, 2009-2011.
by Rene J. Rouwette1

1 This essay is partially based on the information collected during a research stay at the Netherlands Permanent Representation in Geneva in August,
September and October 2009 and exhaustive interviews conducted with about 25 diplomats, NGO-representatives and other stake holders in both
Geneva and New York. I would like to thank the interviewees very much for sharing information and experiences. I am also grateful to Kevin Boyle,
Andrew Clapham, Peter Baehr, Cees Flinterman and Peter Malcontent for their comments on an earlier version of this essay or for the interesting
points they made in a discussion. Please note that this article was completed on 30 November 2009. Changes to the situation after that date could
not be taken into account. Parts of this essay have been published as a column in the peer reviewed Netherlands Quarterly of Human Rights with
the title ‘Russian Roulette’ (no. 2, 2010)

2 Gathering of the People’s Front of Judea, Scene from: Monty Python’s Life of Brian, Handmade Films, London, 1979.
3 The difference in timing between the two paragraphs, apparently, was a mistake. Moreover, the resolution (according to some diplomats) is unclear

about the day of the establishment of the Council, the day to count from. 



and delegations from the West and South lack the staff and facilities they need to deal with this. Diplomats in New
York are involved mainly in their own Third Committee debates. Finally, while capitals are certainly busy dealing with
other areas of foreign policy, they often also lack interest in what happens in Geneva. Some states, both from the
West and the South, have tried to start a discussion on the review, but the amount of information being shared, 
and the results of these efforts, are limited.4

Generally, one argument can be made to justify the absence of debate. Western states argue that starting the discussion
too early can cause procedural matters to exceed the real human rights discussion. Some of the diplomats have a
vivid recollection of the way the HRC functioned in the two or three years after its creation, focusing on procedures
only. In this light, one has to be alert to deliberate attempts to frustrate the Council’s daily business. In this year’s
September session of the Council (2009), the Russians suggested to start the procedural discussion as early as early
2010.5 However, although these Western diplomats are right to avoid too much discussion in formal session, this does
not mean that foreign officials should refrain from thinking about the subject. The review is quickly coming up and,
as this essay demonstrates, the lack of a clear Western strategy is detrimental for a human rights framework which
took decades to build, and, in my opinion, is worth fighting for.

Nonetheless, although the discussion is not progressing, several new ideas have been proposed by some of the
more active and influential Western HRC-member and observer states, not least by newcomer the United States.
And, remarkably, some of the ideas are completely contradictory to the 2005-2006 Western reform proposals. 
In 2005-2006, annoyed by the so-called ‘politicization’ of the Commission of Human Rights (CHR) and the lack of
follow up to the Commissions’ resolutions, many Western countries proposed that the Commission should be reinstated
as a Council; a principal UN body which, with the word ‘Council’ in its name, would sound as powerful as the Security
Council. Moreover, the same Western countries argued for a smaller number of member states; an easier, less 
bureaucratic way of decision-making and a more legalistic way of working. Geneva was meant to be the capital of
human rights. In line with the new status-quo, other New York human rights bodies, such as the Committee on the
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW), were moved to this side of the ocean. Yet, nowadays,
despite the failure of the attempts to reduce the number of member states and to elevate the status of the new Council,
the West has given up on the aims. Even more dramatically, some of the Western countries consider completely
favouring the opposite. And, ironically, the same arguments are used to explain this mood swing. This essay intends
to stimulate Western and cross-regional discussion, engage academics, NGOs and diplomats, and introduce some
opinions about the issue of reform and the ‘new’ Western ideas that are circulating in Geneva.

2. The ‘Politicization’ of the Human Rights Council 

Coming back from Geneva, the question being asked by almost all of my colleagues was: are you more cynical about
the UN and the Human Rights Council now? Politics and bargaining are clearly not something most jurists like to see
in the domain of human rights. More remarkable is, however, that also diplomats, people who specialize in the art of
politics and bargaining, complain about the way things work in Geneva; about a phenomenon they call the ‘politicization’
of the Human Rights Council. At least some of them seem to assume that the Council or its predecessor once was a
non-political body; an institution which took measures objectively; an institution which enforced the development and
implementation of human rights law; an institution to long back to. In conclusion, there seems to be some nostalgia
to the good old days of the Commission on Human Rights, and some policy officials are even prepared to draw 
conclusions from that.
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4 With the West I mean the EU-Member States and the current, so-called like minded countries such as Norway, the United States, Canada, Australia,
Japan, New Zealand, Chile and Argentina. I use the construction ‘South’ for the group of (former) developing countries, and refer specifically to the
African and Islamic states, and to alliance leaders such as China and Russia. This discrepancy does exclude neither the differences that exist between
the states within the groups nor the importance of states that manage to escape this inclusion. I use the West-South dichotomy unless indicated otherwise.

5 My observation at a public, open-ended informal consultation on this topic.



In his recent contribution to the annual research day of the Netherlands School of Human Rights Research, Peter Baehr
called the term ‘politicization’ ‘utter nonsense’.6 The Council is a political body, and has always been political. More than
that, the importance of the body rests in its political nature. Government officials, it was claimed by various diplomats
in 1946, are in a better position to promote awareness, and get decisions and recommendations accepted by their
respective governments.7 What [government-officials] mean when they complain about ‘politicization’, Baehr stated,
is that the turn out of the debates may not be according to their liking’.8 He is unquestionably right about this. Accusations
of ‘politicization’ have become a way for officials to express disapproval without saying what is really on their mind.9

Whereas the West uses, for example, the term ‘politicization’ to explain why Southern states have asked for a Special
Session on the Occupied Palestinian Territories once more, the Organization of the Islamic Conference (OIC), refers to
‘politicization’ to explain another Western decision to stand by Israel. Both parties want the Human Rights Council to
be ‘non-political’, but they have different interpretations of how the new situation would look like.

Furthermore, the difference between Council and Commission, as well as the increasing ‘politicization’ of the Human
Rights Council in Geneva, is grossly exaggerated. ‘Politicization’ is far from being something new. In the first place,
the Cold War was, of course, an era of extreme ‘politicization’. Because East and West had each other in a stranglehold,
agreeing on many country – and even thematic – resolutions was next to impossible.10 The tiniest innovations of the
Commission virtually took years. But, also the rift between West and South has existed at least since the 1960s; 
the moment when the Non-Aligned Movement (NAM) was officially established, developing states achieved a minority in
the previously Western-dominated Commission, and the Commission expanded its mandate from standard setting to
implementation.11 The issue of Israel and the Occupied Palestinian Territories has always been the most ‘politicized’
theme. But, also racism and development have kept the Commission busy for decades.12 Moreover, the mandates of
Independent Experts and Special Rapporteurs, the alleged models of ‘objective’, ‘non-political’ human rights policy,
have been challenged for years, and a code of conduct to limit the independence of the mandate holders was already
proposed in the 1990s. Finally, notorious human rights violators have always succeeded to take part in the Commission,
and escaping country resolutions by no-action votes or other clever tactics was also possible in the so-called heydays
of human rights law, the Vienna World Conference of 1993.13 In the end, officials should not forget that it was because
of the ‘politicization’ that the Commission was transformed in 2005, and earlier attempts to reach this goal were made
in 1994 and 1998.14
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6 Baehr, Peter, Human Rights are State Affairs, Lecture at the Annual Research Day of the School of Human Rights Research on Realizing Human
Rights: a multidisciplinary Endeavour, Tilburg University, 2 October 2009.

7 A discussion took place on this topic between proponents of expert representation (e.g. United States) and proponents of political representation
(e.g. Norway). At present, the political role of the Council is even more logical as the treaty bodies take care of the (legal) monitoring of the covenants:
Lempinen, Miko, The United Nations Commission on Human Rights and the Different treatment of Governments. An inseparable Part of Promoting
and Encouraging Respect for Human Rights?, Åbo Akedemi University Press, Åbo, 2005, pp. 12-28.

8 Baehr, op cit. (footnote 6).
9 Statement by High Commissioner for Human Rights Sergio Vieira de Mello, 25 April 2003, as cited by: Lempinen, op cit. (footnote 7), p. 375.
10 Here, I use the old East-West paradigm. I refer to the Warsaw Pact and the NATO-alliance.
11 Boyle, Kevin, ‘The United Nations Human Rights Council: Origins, Antecedents and Prospects’, in: Boyle, Kevin (ed.), New Institutions for Human Rights

Protection, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2009, pp. 11-48; Malcontent, Peter, Op kruistocht in de derde wereld. De reactie van de Nederlandse
regering op ernstige en stelselmatige schendingen van fundamentele mensen rechten in ontwikkelingslanden, 1973-1981 [A Third World Crusade.
The reaction of the Dutch government to gross and systematic violations of fundamental human rights in development countries, 1973-1981], Verloren,
Hilversum 1998. 

12 Still, according to Lebovic et al. generally, for the period 1990-2005, the central observation holds that the worse the human rights record of a state,
the greater its chances of being targeted by the CHR; Lebovic, James and Voeten, Erik, ‘The Politics of Shame: The Condemnation of Country Human
Rights Practices in the UNCHR’, International Studies Quarterly, Vol. 50, No. 4, 2006, pp. 861-888; Forsythe, David and Park, Baekkwan, ‘United 
Nations Commission on Human Rights’, in: Forsythe, David (ed), Encyclopedia of Human Rights, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2009, pp. 135-141.

13 Lempinen, op.cit. (footnote 7), pp. 179-180. See also: Forsythe, David, Human Rights in International Relations, (2nd ed.), Cambridge University
Press, Cambridge, 2006. 

14 Advisory Council on International Affairs (AIV), The functioning of the United Nations Commission on Human Rights, AIV advice number 11, The Hague, 1999.



In actual fact, since the establishment of the Commission in 1946, the issue of human rights has progressively 
become more important. The long debates about human rights and the standards set in declarations and conventions
have caused for states a kind of ownership to come into being.15 Although this does not mean that human rights
norms have reached consensual status on the international level, states, within their speeches, criticism and defences,
have increasingly been using the language of human rights, and have felt pressured to take the issue of human
rights more seriously.16 Consequently, one might even claim that the Human Rights Commission and Council have
become ‘politicized’ because of their success. 

Still, the point remains that the Western view on human rights has lost power to the Southern vision, and, as it is,
generally, the West that keeps the framework of the Human Rights Council alive and the issues in the UN-organ as
diverse as possible, this has also affected the protection and implementation of human rights law.17 One can definitely
speak of an increasing polarization of both Commission and Council: West and South have been growing apart, while
the centre has dissolved. Group dynamics have certainly been a cause for the development of this pattern. Although
the phenomenon as such has already existed for decades, moderate states are currently more prone to choose for
their own regional and political peers than before.18 With this, also the number of Southern regional and political
groups has increased. In 2009, the Human Rights Council welcomed, for instance, the so-called IBSA-group, 
existing of India, Brazil and South Africa, speaking on the issue of the Goldstone-report.19

Furthermore, Geneva has increasingly become an isolated place where many states focus on prestige and tactics over
principles and commitment towards human rights. Even relatively progressive and more or less traditional friends of
the West, such as South Africa and, according to some diplomats, Brazil, are making use of what they feel to be a
power vacuum, and are flirting with the most conservative countries of the South.20 The multilateral foreign policy of
these former allies does not relate at all to their bilateral foreign policy and domestic politics. With this, the West is
seldom playing the power play-card successfully, by reminding the relevant states of existing agreements with human
rights clauses, by threatening to end beneficial trade and development agreements, by promising technical assistance
to states who are cooperating, and by luring them away from similar agreements with, for example, China.21

For the West, advocating human rights became even harder when the reform of the Council had been completed in
both New York and Geneva. Whereas the process of allocating of seats to the increasing number of countries of the
South had already gradually made the balance in the Commission more delicate, the division of seats in the newly
created Human Rights Council made the West a genuine minority. As a result, the Western states are feeling pressured
to aim for consensus over voting. They think it is the only way to influence the course of the debate. Moreover, the West
is refraining from raising progressive issues as they are afraid that not adopting a resolution would damage the 
credibility of the Council, and raising some new resolutions on old topics could harm the progressive tone of an earlier
text. Leaving in the middle if this is a symbol of fear or aptitude; ‘tactics’ is one of the main buzzwords in Geneva
nowadays, even for the so-called more principled states.
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15 Brett, Rachel, Neither Mountain nor Molehill. UN Human Rights Council One Year On, Quaker United Nations Office, Human Rights & Refuge Publication,
Geneva, 2007, p. 8.

16 Cf. Forsythe and Park, loc.cit. (footnote 12); Risse, Thomas, Ropp, Stephen, and Sikkink, Kathryn (eds), The Power of Human Rights: international
norms and domestic change, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1999.
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18 More about the role of the EU in developing this pattern in my doctoral dissertation, which is scheduled for September 2013.
19 The results of the fact-finding mission to investigate all violations of international human rights law and international humanitarian law that might

have been committed at any time in the context of the military operations that were conducted in Gaza during the period from 27 December 2008
and 18 January 2009. The fact-finding mission was led by Justice Richard Goldstone.

20 In this case, I refer specifically to the Organization of the Islamic Conference; Interviews conducted in Geneva, August, September and October 2009.
21 The United States has only been a member of the Council since May 2009.



As a result of the increasing polarization, also, more and more notorious human rights violators have become invincible.
Country resolutions lack the support of the South, and have, therefore, become a much rarer species. Instead, the South
has presented resolutions on themes such as the defamation of religion, and traditional values; resolutions that seriously
risk to undermine the universality of human rights. Additionally, Southern states have tended to agree more and more
that country mandate holders should only be send to a country when the host country agrees. Therefore, the creation
and extension of country mandates for Independent Experts and Special Rapporteurs has become a lot harder.22 Finally,
the individual complaints procedure has often been described as an alternative for public naming, blaming and shaming.
Silent diplomacy would allow the states of the South to give in more and stimulate the debate, it was argued. In reality,
this is not happening. The individual complaints procedure itself takes only minutes and is ineffective, as many countries
are principally unwilling to get the debate on track, and others are reluctant to show their commitment to human
rights when the cameras are gone.23 It is the friendly, but strict security guards at the entrance of the beautiful, 
new ‘Chamber of Human Rights and the Alliance of Civilizations’ who make sure that many academics do not 
know about this failure, while diplomats stick to confidentiality and refrain from raising the issue.24

3. Pandora’s Box

Whereas in 2005-2006 the issue of ‘politicization’ triggered the West to strive for the birth of the Human Rights
Council, the same source has triggered some of the initiating countries to plan something completely different now.25

Nonetheless, the argument, by current proponents of universal membership, that the General Assembly’s Third Committee is
less ‘politicized’, and, therefore, is an example of what could be possible in the Council, deserves some political and
academic attention. 

However, before starting a quantitative analysis, one has to realize that the Third Committee has not only been dealing
with human rights, that it generally addresses other topics than the Council (even within the field of human rights),
and that the texts of the (draft) resolutions in GA and HRC have often been incomparable. Additionally, it is illogical to
expect that universal membership would transform the Council into a Third Committee, and that polarization would
suddenly vanish because of this. It is the question whether universal membership would cause Human Rights Council
groups to become too big, and states to break the group dynamic, or, more likely, would trigger a larger group of
states to remain passive and leave the initiative to the present political and regional leaders, such as Egypt, China
and Russia, and even to opponents of the UN human rights system like Belorussia, Iran and Kenya who, until now,
could have been kept out of the HRC.26 Third, one can imagine that transforming the Council, perhaps including a
move to New York, would polarize the Third Committee even more, and would generate questions about the differentiation
of tasks in both bodies.27 Nowadays, the mandates of the Third Committee and the HRC overlap, and, therefore,
cause inefficiency. However, the same lack of task differentiation also offers the West the opportunity to choose
which forum to use for each and every issue and to try a resolution again in another forum after a first attempt has
failed.28 A rationalization of the agenda would unquestionably end these possibilities. Finally, and probably above all,
from my interviews it is clear that ‘politicization’ is not a feature of the Geneva-situation only. Diplomats in New York
tend to complain about the same problem.29
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22 In the 1980s, 1990s and 2000s the number of mandate holders has increased enormously. However, at the same time, the discussion about creating
or prolonging the mandate has become more challenging and the Western success relatively limited.

23 The individual complaints procedure is the Human Rights Council name for what used to be called the 1503-procedure.
24 Interviews conducted in Geneva, August, September and October 2009.
25 The idea of universal membership was also presented in the 1998-2000 reform process; Lempinen, op.cit. (footnote 7), pp. 372-277 and 386-393.
26 Interviews conducted in Geneva, August, September and October 2009.
27 Cf. Peterson, M.J., ‘United Nations General Assembly’ in: Forsythe (ed.), op.cit. (footnote 12), pp. 165-172.
28 Cf. Netherlands Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Human Dignity for All, The Hague, 2007.
29 Interviews conducted in New York (April) and Geneva (August, September and October 2009).



Yet, before thinking about the issue of universal membership, Western diplomats need to ask themselves; do we want
to question the institutional framework of the Human Rights Council? As it is rightfully argued by the West, the review
comes very early.30 It is incredibly hard to measure the effect of the 2005-reform at this point. The new peer review
mechanism of the Human Rights Council, the Universal Periodic Review (UPR) has just started to work, and only the
situation of a few countries has been addressed. Likewise, it is very unclear what the impact of the UPR is on existing
UN-bodies, as well as on the finances and means of the Council and the Office of the High Commissioner for Human
Rights (OHCHR). Finally, the issue of the speaking time for NGOs and the problem of befriended states and government
operated NGOs or GONGOs showing up at the Palais de Nations in the middle of the night, with or without sleeping
bags, to claim all the speaking time available, has still not been solved in an acceptable manner. 

Most important, as is clearly stated by academics, diplomats and NGOs, is, however, the notion that the balance which
created the Human Rights Council in 2006 was a delicate one. It was the European Union that made clear already at
the time that, unlike the late American opposition, re-opening the negotiations would not result in better instruments,
not to say, would damage the modus operandi of the Council.31 Opening the general institutional framework in New
York is the only way to enhance the structure of the Human Rights Council, and to solve existing problems in a lasting
way. However, more likely, such a move, in a climate of increasing polarization and opposing voting numbers and
patterns, would open a box of Pandora which would seriously harm the abilities of the Council. From a text written by
Masood Khan, the renowned, former ambassador of Pakistan, and former Chairman of the OIC, we can see what is
at stake: the opportunity to adopt country resolutions and establish country mandates; the division of labour between
the Third Committee and the Human Rights Council; the independence and the budget of the OHCHR. And, without a
doubt, one can add to this, the possibility for civil society to take part in, and contribute to the Council.32 When long-term
achievements are being questioned, it should become clear what has been created since 1946, and what should not
be given up. These characteristics are what makes the Council more than just a platform of states; a group of people
exchanging opinions.33 With the establishment of the Universal Periodic Review and the inclusive opportunities for
Human Rights Institutes and NGOs, as well as the possibility to meet at least three times a year now, instead of one,
the toolkit as such has even improved a little. It is of great importance to keep the framework as it is. 

As indicated by Khan’s article, one should think of, and name the assets of a state or institution first, as well as consider
the impact of a revolution, and the strategy chosen to do so, before planning an attack on the institution as a whole.
And, even if governments and academics conclude that the present Council needs immediate and rigorous institutional
improvement, it is not smart to say this out loud. As some diplomats told me in my interviews, the biggest Western
mistake made in the era of reform was the decision to discredit the Commission ruthlessly, even before the negotiations
started.34 Doing this, offered the South a strong position of negotiation, or, at least, a psychological lead. The South
could claim that nobody needed institutional procedures that had been described as being useless, while knowing
that for the West the negotiations had to succeed as there was no creditworthy Commission to return to. 
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4. Considerable Progress

Not questioning the general institutional framework of the Human Rights Council does not include the West to sit still,
relax, and say no to all ideas for possible changes. The Human Rights Council is not what the West aimed for in
2005, and can definitely use some improvement. And, there is even space for that within the margins of the current
Institution-Building Package.35 Moreover, my previous plea does not exclude small improvements in the periphery of
the Package; changes that can be done within Geneva (OP1), and do not open the complete box of Pandora as New
York attempts for reform will certainly do (OP16). Besides, it is of course possible that it is not the West that will open
the box. It is very likely that Western officials have to respond to proposals made by other states, regional or political
groups. In any scenario, the West has to be careful, reach out to countries from the South to find out what is possible
and likely to happen, and start from a clear strategy. When doing so, considerable progress can be made. As a conclusion
to this essay, I will identify some concrete possibilities, dilemmas and ideas for improvement. 

Above all, abolishing the agenda item number four debate on country situations, the country resolutions, or the country
mandate holders is a no go area. These mechanisms offer the opportunity to explain to a government that for the
Human Rights Council, the situation is beyond the stage of permissive talking, and to build up the pressure on a state
which does not want to cooperate with the more general framework. Also, they are perfect tools to gather and/or
spread information about a country situation, and they give moral support to victims of the regime.36 However, next 
to taking a defensive attitude, the West should also think progressively, and try to extend the duration of the country
mandates by including in the institutional framework a general time frame. The current one-year mandates have
proven to be too short to accomplish things, and, every year, a lot of valuable time is wasted in the debates about 
the extensions.37 A final point with regards to the issue of how to punish notorious human rights violators concerns
the question of membership. In this context, one can imagine setting stricter standards for states to become members
of the Council. However, the problem remains: who defines these criteria, who monitors them, and who decides on
the eligibility of the candidates?38 The only possible solution seems to be, to leave it to the diplomats themselves, 
and to propose a two-thirds majority requirement.39

The Universal Periodic Review should be given a chance. On the one hand, not all reviews have been successful, 
and the issue of the speaking time of NGOs still needs to be solved in a lasting way. Moreover, the West should continue to
guard against misuse of the UPR; against attempts to utilize its creation as an opportunity to dissolve country discussions,
mandates, resolutions, and treaty bodies such as CEDAW and the Human Rights Committee.40 On the other hand,
consensus among all HRC-stakeholders can be reached about the fact that the Universal Periodic Review has stimulated
discussion between civil society and states, in Geneva, but also in the state under review itself. Also, the UPR has 
offered human rights advocating countries the opportunity to analyze states that are violating human rights, but are
neither notorious human rights violators, nor politically interesting to talk about.41 At least all the members of the 
HRC come up for review so that scrutiny becomes a cost of membership.42
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According to one of the interviewees, the big winner of the UPR is the theme of sexual orientation, a topic that could
hardly be addressed in the Commission, and a theme that is also basically ignored in regular sessions of the Council.43

Additionally, the UPR is a perfect tool for Western states to show the South that Western states are criticizing each
other too, and, therefore, cannot be accused of applying ‘double standards’. Finally, long-time Quaker-representative
in Geneva, Rachel Brett has pointed out that states, who have not reported to the treaty bodies for years – or even
decades – have, remarkably, completed their reports to the UPR. In fact, there is even a clear link between coming 
or having been under review, and signing and ratifying international human rights treaties.44

What will certainly come up during the review is the position of the High Commissioner and her Office. The West should
not allow the Office to become dependent on Council decisions in any other way. With this, for the West, the funding
of the Office of the High Commissioner should be a top priority.45 At the moment, this institution seriously lacks funds.
However, more problems are on the way, as the South criticizes the West for bringing in a large part of the budget
voluntarily, and for, consequently, controlling the agency. The West needs to set out a clear choice for the South; 
either to bring in all the money for the OHCHR from an increased overall UN budget, and, consequently, end the practice
of private talks between Western donors and the Office, or, to allow Western states to pay a voluntarily contribution,
and accept that some of this money is earmarked for specific projects, and information between the states and the
OHCHR has to be exchanged because of this. Also, the position of the President of the Human Rights Council is 
interesting, but often neglected or forgotten by both South and West as a theme for discussion within the area of reform.
The West has to decide whether it wants the President to be just a facilitator, an independent actor, or an actor controlled
by the Council. In the Commission, the President was famous for his country statements; an additional, perceivably
non-confrontational way to deal with the issue of violations within a country before moving over to the resolution as
the last resort.46

What can also be solved without opening either the New York GA-resolution, or the Geneva Institution-Building Package,
is the problem of follow-up to resolutions and recommendations. This is definitely the area where the Council can gain
the most. However, it is also the area in which improvements are extremely costly. The perfection of monitoring, 
operational deployment, technical assistance and human rights education basically comes down to the amount of
money available at the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights and the local UN-offices.47 The same goes
for the National Human Rights Institutes, being obvious and appropriate mechanisms for debate and follow-up in a
country.48 Less costly are the attempts that could be made to involve the President of the HRC in raising the attention
of the world media for resolutions, reports, recommendations and debates. Grouping the existing mandates with regards
to a country, as is done, for example, in the case of Darfur, is potentially another way to raise awareness. Yet, it is also
a way to work on implementing the numerous existing recommendations through specific steps, timetables, 
and performance indicators.49
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With regards to the UPR, it is important that all the recommendations of the different states are being listed, including the
ones that are made by stakeholders who do not use the word ‘recommendation’ specifically, and those that are 
rejected.50 At last, it is of great significance that a close relation exists between, on the one hand, the Human Rights
Council and, on the other hand, the Security Council as a sanctioning organ.51

Finally, a tremendous asset of the 2005-2006 reform process has been the decision to increase the number of annual
Council sessions. Since 2006, the HRC has been spending, at least, ten weeks a year on debate, spread out over, 
at least, three regular meetings. However, there are also negative consequences to this. First of all, there is a lot of
repetition in the topics that are being addressed. It is without a doubt that Cuba will come up with a draft text on 
international solidarity almost every session, and also the issue of the violation of human rights in the Occupied
Palestinian Territories is destined to be addressed. Moreover, many Third World NGOs do not have the funding to
come to Geneva three times a year. Even Western NGOs without an office in Geneva are incapable of attending all
the meetings they want to.52 For foreign ministries, the Human Rights Council is considered to be a standing institution
now; the workload is enormous. The nightly sessions of the Commission may have been abolished, but this is basically
just a relief for the interpreters, as the blackberries and (mini) laptops of most diplomats continue to shine light during
the night. With this, even larger delegations lack the manpower to go to every informal session, and, except for the
speakers themselves, the plenary is basically empty all of the time. 

A solution that might be logical from this is to decrease the number of general meetings to two, set an annual limit 
to the number of times a theme can be discussed, prolong the sessions with one week, and leave some extra space
for Special Sessions.53 This would make it possible for NGOs to attend more consultations and debates, spread the
workload of the diplomats a bit more, and avoid themes to come up too often. However, as the first years of the
Council have shown, one has to be careful to enhance the status of the Special Session. Until now, six out of twelve
Special Sessions were dedicated to the theme of Israeli violations or aggression. One can argue that this was fair 
because Israel had often been violating international human rights and humanitarian law. However, the Special Session
is an instrument which is created for emergency situations. One can seriously doubt if this requirement was met in
some of the previous sessions on the Occupied Palestinian Territories, especially in the last one, which was basically
about the Goldstone-report, and not about the situation in Jerusalem as was sometimes claimed.
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non-state actor, German Institute for Human Rights, Berlin, 2009.
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5. Conclusion

In this essay, I have defined the possibilities and limitations for the review of the HRC. The Council is certainly not the
body human rights advocates want it to be, nor the institution the West aimed for in 2005 and 2006. Still, generally,
the West should take a conservative approach towards reform. One should not be too nostalgic about the good old
‘non-political’ days of the Commission; one should count the blessings of the existing system before opening a box
of Pandora; and, one should respond to attempts of the South to frustrate the working of the Council by giving clear
lines about what is definitely not negotiable, and by not only taking a defensive stance, but bringing in new, or not yet
accomplished ideas for negotiation and improvement as well. Besides, not every attempt to improve the Council has
an institutional foundation. It is important for all stakeholders to think about and reconsider their role. This goes for
the United States as a new member, for the EU, for the other Western states, but also for the NGOs. With the 
implementation of resolutions, it would, for instance, be nice if Western countries, or actors, such as the European
Commission, could help the OHCHR in the process of monitoring success. Moreover, the West should not be careful
to use carrots and sticks to end the state of isolation in which some diplomats in Geneva can – or think they can –
operate, and persuade states to join their human rights cause. 

This comprehensive approach needs a lot of preparation and discussion. Therefore, the discussion about the review
really needs to take off as soon as possible; in Geneva, New York, but also within ministries (including the governmental
level). Academics could be of use by stimulating the process and by providing the diplomats with some background
analysis. However, generally, within the academic community, the attention for the Council is very limited. The few
academics writing about the Council often have other academic interests as well. Dissertations or other books about
both Council and Commission are hard to find. Within the study of the UN and human rights, jurists focus on the
treaty bodies, whereas political scientists and other academic international relations observers have generally had 
little interest for the topic at all.54 Currently, the study of the role of the European Union in the field of human rights 
is taking off, but, generally, the academics belonging to this School focus more on the European Union as an actor,
and the issues of voting cohesion and socialization, than on (their effects) on human rights.55 Accordingly, the potentially
useful dialogue between Western and Southern scholars on the issue is absent.56 Academics often blame the Western
diplomats for not reaching out to the South, but the same goes for the university experts themselves.
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Part Three
Energy and Climate Change

1. Introduction

In the introduction to After Hegemony, Keohane states, “I begin with the premise that even where common interests
exist, cooperation often fails.”1 This assertion aptly characterizes efforts to secure energy supplies on a global scale.
Although energy security is a frequent topic of bilateral and multilateral discussion, there is no single forum that
unites energy producers, consumers, and other interested actors for meaningful interaction and problem-solving. 
Effective global governance has yet to become reality.

The European Union and the United States, two of the world’s major energy consumers, have a genuine need to 
ensure provision of the energy they require to function on a daily basis. Following a series of supply interruptions 
in the second half of the 20th century, the question of how best to ensure supply has periodically risen to the top of 
the policy agenda on both sides of the Atlantic and, indeed, around the world. As future resource scarcity becomes
increasingly apparent, now is the time to consider how this topic is presently addressed in international relations 
and what changes might promote more effective issue management. 

Beginning with an analysis of EU-US (that is, consumer-to-consumer) efforts to minimize energy exporters’ ability to
use supply as political leverage, this paper examines European and American domestic approaches to energy security
and their influence on the way these two actors deal with the topic in a selection of existing international forums.
Their actions – and their choice to cooperate or compete to secure energy supplies – could potentially play a 
determining role in structuring international negotiations.

The focus on state-to-state interactions is then broadened to include assess the role non-traditional actors in 
international relations may play in normalizing producer-client dealings. The paper concludes with policy recommendations
for an inclusive international forum on energy matters, which would serve as a lieu de rencontre for the world’s energy
suppliers, consumers, and relevant non-state actors.

Transatlantic Relations in a Multilateral
Context: The Case of Energy Security
by Shannon Petry
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Two main arguments are advanced: first, that despite an expressed desire to de-securitize the discussion of energy
supply, the EU and US act in ways that increase the possibility of future competition in this sector through a preference
for parallelism over true cooperation. Second, that the large number of multilateral forums in existence today, with
their incomplete (and overlapping) sets of actors and issue areas, has the unintended consequence of promoting 
bilateral, extra-forum contacts between participants for the sake of simplicity and efficiency. In view of consumers’
focus on diversifying sources of energy supply, this type of bilateral action is counterproductive. It intensifies consumer
investment in partnerships that may become unsatisfactory or inadequate in the future. But if producers and consumers
are to accept multilateral negotiations as the best mechanism for maintaining energy supply, fundamental reform of
existing international regimes is required.

2. Domestic Definitions

Perceiving energy dependence as a security concern is a relatively recent development. Politically-motivated cutbacks
in oil supply first occurred in the 1950s during the Iranian oil boycott, and became the focus of worldwide attention
following the 1973 Yom Kippur War.2 Although the definition of security of energy supply3 may seem self-evident, 
in practice the US and EU have differing conceptions of this term. This difference is largely due to geography and
past infrastructure decisions made for political and practical reasons as markets evolved.4 But both parties need to
address the question directly; as Haghighi observes, “the necessity of drafting a policy to secure energy supply is
due to the direct link between the availability of energy and the economic development of a society.”5 With energy
security the lifeblood of domestic productivity, a proactive approach is required.

Rather than positing a common definition of energy security, this paper explores how differences between US and EU
visions impact bilateral and multilateral relations. Despite divergences on specific (important) issues, there is a basic
need for constructive cooperation. For these two massive energy consumers, there is a practical desire to avoid seeing
energy security become a dominant foreign policy issue. After all, as Saunders correctly notes, for all their differences
the US and EU have one overarching commonality: an interest “in not being played off against one another.”6 Between
consumers, it will be crucial to set mechanisms for cooperation and perhaps even ‘red line’ limits regarding others’
use of energy as a negotiating threat. Establishing an international forum for consumers and producers would stimulate
this process.

The European Union

In 1974, the European Commission published its first paper characterizing energy shortages as “existential”7 threats,
stating “[v]igorous action must be taken in order both to guarantee greater security of supply and to prevent violent
changes in the prices of energy materials, which always prejudice the effectiveness of investments undertaken and
call in question the wisdom of the path economic development has followed.”8
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Concerns have not abated. In 2000, the Commission stated “The European Union’s long-term strategy for energy
supply security must be geared to ensuring, for the well-being of its citizens and the proper functioning of the economy,
the uninterrupted physical availability of energy products on the market, at a price which is affordable for all consumers
(private and industrial), while respecting environmental concerns and looking towards sustainable development.”9

The Commission added an important clarification to their definition of what energy security means to Europe,10

though, emphasizing that “security of supply does not seek to maximize energy self-sufficiency or to minimize 
dependence, but aims to reduce the risks linked to such dependence. Among the objectives to be pursued are those
balancing between and diversifying of the various sources of supply (by product and geographical region) [sic].”11

Crucially, the EU does not specifically aim to increase domestic production but rather to establish alternate supply lines.

The European Security Strategy declares energy dependence a “special concern for Europe” and mentions that the
majority of EU energy imports originate from the Persian Gulf, Russia, and North Africa. However, the report stops
short of firmly linking energy and security, and energy concerns are classified as a “global challenge” rather than 
a “key threat.”12 By the time of the 2008 strategy implementation report, a clear perspective shift was discernable:

Concerns about energy dependence have increased over the last five years. Declining production inside Europe
means that by 2030 up to 75% of our oil and gas will have to be imported. This will come from a limited number 
of countries, many of which face threats to stability. We are faced therefore with an array of security challenges,
which involve the responsibility and solidarity of all Member States.13

This focus on figures is a major shift from the vague phraseology of the 2003 original.14 Calling for member state
unity creates an impression of imminent adversity, and the “threats to stability” cited in supplier countries clearly 
associate European security with its (potentially capricious) energy supply. 

More recently, interruptions in the supply of pipeline-provided natural gas have directly affected Europe. In 2009,
Commission President José Barroso prodded Russia and Ukraine to resolve a gas dispute that left millions of EU 
citizens without the energy needed to provide heat in winter.15 The Czech Presidency spoke to the EU’s need “
to support all measures that would protect EU citizens from becoming hostages of future disputes between 
third countries.”16 The impact on EU citizens – “hostages” to Russian whims –was keenly felt.17

The EU still lacks a unified internal energy market and a comprehensive common policy, despite a series of Commission-led
efforts to extend Union competence. Success depends on member states’ willingness to align domestic energy supply
contracts with Commission priorities, not at all an obvious step. Issues of security are seen as the purview of national
governments, and states are reluctant to cede their decision-making flexibility in this area to a supranational mechanism.
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17 Use of the term “hostage” to describe EU citizens constitutes a “securitizing move” and presents energy cut-offs as a true threat to Europe. 
See B. Buzan et al., op. cit., p. 25.



The United States

National – and homeland – security is a central concern in American discussions of energy security.18 While a standard
US characterization of ‘energy security’ has not yet been published, the Department of Energy’s Strategic Plan identifies
several main focus areas: diversifying supply, lowering environmental impacts, building a better infrastructure, and
cost-effectively improving economic productivity.19 Baumann notes that “even though global cooperation is mentioned
the energy plan focuses on domestic measures.”20 To this end, President Barack Obama recently proposed opening
offshore drilling fields that had long been off-limits.21 The US has aired concerns about potential terrorist attacks on
supply lines or reserves. Rather than the close cooperation with other countries envisaged by the EU, the US has 
historically advocated a goal of ‘energy independence’ – a goal now “increasingly at odds with reality”.22

3. Current Transatlantic Coordination

The European Security Strategy recognizes that:

There are few if any problems we can deal with on our own. […] The transatlantic relationship is irreplaceable. 
Acting together, the European Union and the United States can be a formidable force for good in the world. Our aim
should be an effective and balanced partnership with the USA. This is an additional reason for the EU to build up 
further its capabilities and increase its coherence.23

The US National Security Strategy notes the place of European relations in its foreign policy, stating that “Europe is home
to some of our oldest and closest allies.”24 But EU-US cooperation is not mentioned in the section devoted to energy
security, and the document fails to mention cooperation with other consumer countries, focusing instead on suppliers.25

But there is a major reason for these two consumers to work towards mutual assurance of energy security: economic
wellbeing. The US and EU have a significant trading relationship, and it is in each of their best interests to have a
fully-functioning economy on the other side of the ocean. Cuts in energy mean losses in productivity and investment
instability, which would negatively affect both parties.

In the framework of the 1995 New Transatlantic Agenda (NTA), institutionalization of external discussions is beginning to
materialize. The NTA sets out guidelines for EU-US cooperation and dialogue on issues including climate change but
not energy security.26 However, in view of its rising salience, a Strategic Energy Review was created in 2006. According
to an official in DG RELEX, the discussions got off to a rocky start, but the Obama administration has brought new life
to the process.27
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In November 2009, the first meeting of the ministerial EU-US Energy Council occurred, replacing the SER and elevating
the level of dialogue.28 While a promising start, the EU and US will likely encounter obstacles; for one, as the US 
Department of Energy incorporates civilian and military components into its approach to energy security, it can be
hard to dissociate the two for the convenience of the civilian EU.29 For another, overlap with pre-existing bilateral 
dialogues will be difficult to avoid.30

But EU-US energy discussions are not limited to summits. Daily exchanges occur between Commission officials 
and American diplomats posted to the US Mission to the EU. In 2007, the United States Congress passed the Energy
Independence and Security Act. While the section dedicated to the State Department’s responsibilities in external 
energy relations was brief, the Secretary was directed to report to Congress regarding the need for energy-focused
personnel to be assigned to “embassies and consulates in countries that are major energy producers or consumers.”31

This mention of ‘consumers’ explains the presence of dedicated personnel in Brussels who liaise on issues pertaining
to energy security - and contacts are not limited to DG RELEX, the traditional gatekeeper of foreign relations. 
There is growing emphasis on contacts at lower levels in an attempt to find areas ripe for joint action.

It would be a mistake to take an overly rosy view of this effort to cooperate. As much as the Obama administration
seems to be sending signals to Europe that energy security is up for discussion32, it is unrealistic to expect coordination
on every issue. The EU and US have different trade patterns and dependency levels on a diverse spectrum of providers,
and divergent opinions are inevitable. The European expectation is that Americans come ready to negotiate, not dictate;
according to a DG TREN official, “The EU is keen to coordinate policies where we can and where we have common
interests, but we are quite firm when it comes to saying no, these are our policies and our interests. We are keen to
say to America ‘Please stop pushing us to amend our policies to fit your world view.’”33

4. Engaging Non-State Actors

The securitization of energy policy has made it the domain of national politicians seeking to lock in their own country’s
resource supplies through a mixture of domestic and foreign policies. But decisions are not made in a vacuum.
Throughout the process, non-state actors (NSAs) shape the direction of the policy debate. Energy companies take an
especial interest in policies which directly impact their future business prospects. This section examines how NSAs 
in consumer countries interact with their own governments, with foreign energy companies, and with foreign governments
to try to maintain stability in the face of political winds.
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Non-Governmental Organizations

Currently, the role for non-governmental organizations (NGOs) in promoting cross-country cooperation appears limited.
However, they are making their presence felt in the margins of international meetings. The most organized example
is the civil society dialogue that routinely occurs in an NGO forum parallel to the G8 summits.34 While efforts are 
focused on sustainable development, a few recent initiatives have promoted producer-consumer cooperation.

One of the newest and most promising is the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI). Announced by British
Prime Minister Tony Blair during the 2002 World Summit for Sustainable Development, its mission is to promote
transparency in accounting for investments in and profits made by energy-extracting industries in producer countries.
This is intended to reduce corruption and make foreign companies more comfortable investing in ‘risky’ markets.
While this may not have immediate effect on securing energy supply, EITI contends its efforts can indirectly help consumers:

Energy security is enhanced by a more transparent and level playing field. Energy net importing countries gain from
increased stability in supplier countries. This increased stability encourages long-term investment in production –
and thus ensuring [sic] a more stable supply.35

Following initial UK support, the US endorsed the initiative alongside eight EU members. Russian endorsement is notably
absent. This is a typical roadblock to the success of such non-governmental projects: EITI operates on a purely voluntary
basis, and the only sanction it can ultimately offer if a country reneges is to remove its name from its prospectus.36

Energy Companies

Energy companies take interest in political discussions of energy security. Government decisions to mandate higher
reserve levels or finance construction of new pipelines dictate investment and partnership priorities. However, interplay
between government, industry and consumers varies by country. The Russian government has a majority stake in oil
and natural gas company Gazprom. It exercises a high level of control over the investments and external relationships
the company cultivates. Neither the US nor the EU has this power over an energy company, another challenge for the
Commission when trying to direct energy investments to promote development of an external policy. 

Beyond government direction, there is space for intra- and inter-company cooperation between consumers and producers
that can pragmatically counterbalance politicization. A striking example is how industry connections minimized supply
disturbances caused by the 1973-1974 crisis. According to Keohane, early efforts by the OECD to encourage coordination
and information-sharing between governments were unsuccessful; as available supply dropped an estimated five to
seven percent, the situation disintegrated into a “sauve qui peut” scenario with each country taking actions to secure
its own supply that, counterproductively, raised prices around the world. 37 But then international oil companies stepped
in; they [G]enerally ignored demands by governments to award preferential treatment, but followed a rule of trying to
reduce shipments roughly equally to all of their customers. This practice neither maximized short-term profits nor 
responded to political pressure, but it provided a rule of thumb that could be justified as equitable in rule-utilitarian
terms. […] The transnational networks of the companies succeeded where intergovernmental politics had failed. 38
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Might there be a role for companies to facilitate the security of supply? DG RELEX would prefer “a market approach
rather than a political approach”39 to energy supply; as an official in DG TREN explained, “We try to work with companies
as much as possible. Politicians think they run the world. Fact is, they don’t. They can guide it, but a lot of the world
runs itself through trade, not politics.” 40

Their American colleagues are more equivocal. US diplomats said that although a role for companies exists in energy
policy, security concerns limit the extent to which governments trust the energy industry. The fundamental issue is profits:
companies make investment decisions based on resource availability and political risk. 41 Neither the EU nor the US can
persuade companies to invest against their will, even if such investments would achieve policy goals of diversifying supplies.
The bottom line is that there is room in the policy process for energy companies, but their participation comes with caveats.

5. Existing International Forums

Broadening the scope of analysis from bi- and trilateralism, I now examine current energy security discussions in a
selection of international forums, analyze strengths and weaknesses, and conclude with a perspective on prospects
for future cooperation. 

NATO

NATO has seen its role evolve considerably over time. While still focused on military solutions, today its 28 member
states (of which 21 are EU members) can use NATO’s framework to discuss a variety of issues.42 NATO’s military role
makes it an inappropriate sole actor in energy security, but it may be able to add value in other ways.

The Alliance’s director of policy planning has called upon NATO to draft “an overarching political-military concept on
energy security” because “[it] has the potential to create a major crisis or, at the very least the quest to secure guaranteed
supplies could increasingly shape the foreign policies and priorities of NATO member states and others worldwide.”43

Coordination should begin between allies.44 The US is a crucial participant, and champions NATO as a legitimate forum
for discussing security issues (including energy).45 While Russia is not a member, a NATO-Russia Council discusses
convergent interests and has specifically addressed energy infrastructure and security.46 Taking a long-range view,
expansion of NATO’s Article 5 on collective defence to attacks on energy supplies could deter non-Alliance states
from intentionally cutting supplies to NATO members.
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However, NATO has structural and political limitations that prevent it from being an all-purpose forum. The biggest
stumbling block is that Russia and the EU are not members, and six EU members are missing from the table. 
Plans for future NATO enlargement will only exacerbate member/ non-member differences,47 while major producers
and consumers will not be represented.

Energy Charter Treaty

In 1991, the US and 50 other signatories concluded the Energy Charter, an EU-sponsored political declaration intended
to facilitate a legally-binding international treaty that would integrate former Soviet energy infrastructure with the Western
market. However, the US did not sign the Treaty in 1994, instead taking on observer status in the Energy Charter Conference.
Key producers remain on the sidelines, either not ratifying the ECT or opting for observer status. Today, the Conference
actively reviews compliance with treaty provisions, with a “fundamental aim of […] strengthen[ing] the rule of law on energy
issues, by creating a level playing field of rules to be observed by all participating governments, thereby mitigating risks
associated with energy-related investment and trade.”48

The ECT framework grew from a desire to promote transparency and cooperation between producers and consumers.
Impetus for the ECT came from the EU, and the European Union is a full member. The ECT’s focus on energy transit
routes is of great interest to the EU as it considers several potential paths for gas pipelines. Since it imposes a number
of legally-binding provisions on member states, the ECT provides a structured and trusting environment for dialogue.

These provisions, however, are what ultimately prevent the ECT from reaching full potential. It is not binding on those
who have not ratified. With so many producers and consumers, including Russia and the US, not bound by the treaty,
the Conference has an asymmetric structure: it is more of a discussion and observation forum for non-participants
than a true negotiating arena. The US is reluctant to accede to the ECT because this could limit its ability to autonomously
negotiate contracts or resolve disputes outside the Conference framework.49

Russia is also hesitant to follow the EU’s lead on this matter. In April 2009, following years of negotiations intended to
encourage Russian ratification, Russia instead proposed abandoning the ECT and negotiating a new treaty. If Russia’s
plan is followed, this treaty will be signed by EU member states, Russia, the US, China, and India, but will not impose
conditions as strict as those of the current treaty.50 Politically, this manoeuvre makes sense, but it is difficult to see
the proposal’s added value. Essentially an ECT without teeth, the potential regime would seem to do little more than
add another too-general summit meeting to the global agenda.

International Energy Agency

The IEA, established under the auspices of the OECD following the 1974 oil crisis, counts 28 industrialized nations
among its members (of which 19 are EU member states). Its purpose is to minimize impacts of oil crises on its members,
who are each required to maintain a 90 day oil reserve, and has generally proven effective.51 A trusted source of statistics,
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it promotes information-sharing between members and non-members. A strength is its inclusion of major importers
beyond the EU and US. While Russia, China, and India are not members, they have an open dialogue with the IEA.52

The IEA’s weakness is its limited membership.53 Only OECD countries are eligible, eliminating Russia and the Gulf
states. It is exclusively an importers’ club, meaning it seems to position itself against OPEC. Despite dialogues and
research foci, its emphasis seems more on securing supply in the event of a crisis, not preventing it from occurring:
a reactive, rather than proactive, approach to energy security.

‘Group of…’ Configurations

Origins of today’s G8 reach back to 1975; as with the IEA, the oil crisis was a likely impetus. Today, leaders meet 
annually, with ministerial meetings occurring more frequently. The G8+5 adds finance and energy ministers from
several emerging economies and focuses on climate change.54 International organizations, including the IEA and the
OECD, have been invited on occasion to add their expertise to the discussions.55 As one of the few venues to unite
the US, Russia, and the EU,56 the G8 holds promise as a place to discuss energy security; the G8+5, with its additional
focus on emerging economies (and thus major consumers) also merits continued support. The G20, an even newer
incarnation, is also quickly gaining legitimacy as it unites major economies and emerging markets.

However, politically-binding results of G8 meetings are rarely spectacular. Strong divisions between G8 members, 
including on energy policy, seem irresolvable with one summit per year. One commentator argues that the G8 is
largely useful for reflection and consciousness-raising: “It unites leaders not so they can dream up quick fixes to
complex problems, but to talk and think about them together. It brings important issues to the fore for leaders, as
well as the people at home. These problems will not be solved at the summit, but the G-8 can get the ball rolling.”57

Prospects for Future Engagement

Existing attempts to discuss energy security in a multilateral format have promising characteristics, but a comprehensive
forum for international engagement does not yet exist. Whether due to limited membership, a lack of enforcement
capability, or a perspective on energy security that is not in line with that of all its members, the current system
leaves much to be desired. The prolix results of current forums are heavy on politics but light on content. If Keohane
is to be proven wrong, a new meeting space must be constructed.

Some might argue that features lacking in the current forums could simply be added, or that more actors be invited.
But as seen with the Russian counter-proposal to the ECT, a certain power comes with setting debate boundaries.
Even when regulations allow for unlimited membership expansion, there is little incentive for third countries to join an
organization they had no hand in designing and which will likely impose constraints on their unilateral actions. Today,
governments, companies, and civil society actors all profess eagerness to cooperate in order to promote energy security,
but this collaborative spirit quickly peters out when it comes time to make commitments within existing structures. 
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6. Policy Recommendations

Returning to the idea that coordination between consumers is just as important as that between producers, this paper
recommends construction of a forum for international promotion of energy security and advocates a wider concept 
of appropriate participants in order to save time and minimize the potential of overlooking important points of synergy.

The main reason to create a single forum is to avoid the redundancy currently present in the international system.
For the US and the EU especially, this is inefficient. Better would be a central location where all ideas and policy 
proposals are aggregated for consideration by relevant actors. This forum would be an umbrella organization, expandable
as necessary to incorporate future major producers or consumers, or debate topics as of yet unidentified. Uniting all
actors, and then subdividing into committees based on interests, would allow members the choice to participate in
sub-discussions according to competences and needs without denying them a seat at the table for general discussions.

The country, or bloc of countries, that becomes the standard-setter for energy interactions will have increasing power
to dictate the norms of energy trade, explaining why different countries champion pet forums and treaties. The US and
EU have yet to reach consensus on which forum they prefer. While the idea of ‘parallel’ policy courses is feasible on most
individual issues, as an overall status quo it is not ideal. Policy coherence between these consumers – which first must
be achieved on an internal level – would prevent third-state producers, such as Russia, from success fully applying a
‘divide and conquer’ strategy to existing bilateral dialogues with each partner. If the US and EU reach a common position
on an international forum, the sheer scale of their market power could compel major producers to join.

This, then, is the first step: as the US refines its definition of energy security, it should consider the EU’s inability to liaise
on military matters and its desire to incorporate energy efficiency into the discussion. Although Americans consider
energy security a national security issue, it would be counterproductive to assert a national defence-focused definition
leaving little space for bilateral coordination. On the European side, member states can give the EU an amplified 
international role by strengthening the Commission’s mandate to negotiate on energy matters through a voluntary
moratorium on state financing of bilateral energy contracts. In a show of good faith, demonstrating that the ‘American
exception’ will no longer prevent multilateral action in energy security, the US should re-examine the possibility of 
acceding to the ECT.

Once a common definition is established, the EU and US should take the first steps to create a new forum. However,
its definitive structure and remit should be determined by a series of conferences with potential members. Areas of
consensus appear to be the need to prevent political considerations from impeding energy supplies; to guarantee an
‘affordable’ price for energy; and, overall, to promote the proper functioning of producer and consumer economies.

In tandem with discussions about issue areas, further work must be done to determine appropriate participants. 
A weakness of the current system is its frequent exclusion of non-traditional actors such as international organizations,
NGOs, and companies. However, these actors can add value by promoting information-sharing and transparency. 
At a minimum, provision should be made for the EU to accede as a full member, rather than just an observer, 
if and when it chooses to (with similar allowances for other current and future regional integration efforts). 
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While unlikely that states and regional integration organizations will be willing to extend voting privileges to them,
NSAs should be invited and encouraged to participate as observers. The system would benefit from the focus on
good governance and transparency that NGOs supply, and companies would be able to give direct feedback on 
feasibility of NSA policy proposals. The inclusion of NSAs would strengthen discussions in the sub-forums that 
could focus on matters including energy efficiency, which not all governments associate with security stricto sensu.

A wide variety of states should also be permitted to join. Many current systems make membership conditional on 
geography, economy size, or type of political system. Excluding partners based on these criteria should not be 
encouraged. It is in everyone’s interest for many voices to be present at the table. Leaders should take this opportunity
to build relationships with the next generations of consumers too.58

Rather than only considering the producer-consumer divide, there is clear incentive to work with other consumers to
ensure their disputes with producers do not impede energy supply in non-quarrelling states. The door should be left
open for countries who are today neither major producers nor consumers, because it is difficult to predict the shape
of the energy market in the decades to come. 

Finally, there should not be too much emphasis placed on central power in the new system; as Keohane argues, 
What international regimes can accomplish depends not merely on their legal authority, but on the patterns of informal
negotiation that develop within them. Rules can be as important as symbols that legitimize cooperation or as guidelines
for it. But cooperation, which involves mutual adjustment of the policies of independent actors, is not enforced by 
hierarchical authority.59

Instead of policing, which could be interpreted as sovereignty-limiting and would be a disincentive to participation,
the central body should concentrate on communication. It should adopt best practices observed in current structures,
including establishing a secretariat to handle the administrative burden of such a multifaceted forum. Ultimately, 
its success will depend on its ability to minimize transaction costs of information-sharing and coordination between
actors. A good basis for multilateral cooperation could go a long way towards smoothing over disruptions caused by
bilateral disputes, and would set in place the possibility for trusted third-party actors in the international system to 
intervene as mediators in the event of a politically-motivated supply crisis.
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On both sides of the Atlantic, recent public debates over energy security have been characterized by increased nervousness
and anxiety. With all the looming talk about gas “wars”, the oil “weapon”, a “race” for resources and the “locking up”
of reserves, one would almost forget that international trade of crude oil and natural gas still largely operates within clear
and predictable rules, markets and institutions.1 Looking at this institutional architecture that governs global energy markets
surely throws a whole different light on international energy relations. However, switching the geopolitical lens for an
institutionalist one is only reassuring up to a point. Indeed, a close examination of the global energy architecture immediately
reveals some serious weaknesses and shortcomings. The existing architecture largely took shape in response to the
oil shocks of the 1970s and is utterly outdated. Structural shifts in international energy markets, such as the rise of
new oil consumers outside of the West and the broadening of the concept of energy security, have put this global insti-
tutional framework under increasing strain. Therefore, a number of voices have called for a fundamental overhaul of
the existing global energy architecture. This paper examines the scope for shared views and even joint action by the
European Union (EU) and United States (US) in this reform debate. Special attention will be given to the transatlantic energy
forums that were formed in the context of the oil shocks of the 1970s – the Inter national Energy Agency (IEA) and the G7/G8
– to see how they can be updated to the governance challenges and global political order of the twenty-first century.

1. Rising Powers, Rising Energy Challenges

The energy path we are currently on is far from sustainable. Oil market turbulence, gas conflicts, climate change and
energy poverty are only the beginning of a long list of challenges that the international community has to confront.
This makes energy perhaps the topmost sector in need of global governance. Yet, despite the apparent need to manage
these energy-related challenges cooperatively, energy has remained an underdeveloped policy field in global governance,
at least compared to other issue areas such as trade, environment or security. There is no strong global organization
for energy comparable to the World Trade Organization or the International Monetary Fund. Instead, the current set of
international regimes, organizations and networks dealing with energy is weak, incoherent and incomplete. 

The energy work of the United Nations is too feeble and dispersed to be the locus of global energy governance. Of course,
the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) is doing a valuable job and gives the impression of being a relatively
strong organization, but its work is confined to nuclear safety and proliferation. The International Energy Agency (IEA),
in turn, looks more promising as it constitutes by far the most advanced international energy organization. However, 
it is severely handicapped because its membership is confined to the region of the Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development (OECD). The Organization of Petroleum-Exporting Countries (OPEC) aims to function as a cartel for
a handful of producing countries, albeit with varying degrees of success. While individual OPEC members can contribute
to reducing oil price volatility, OPEC’s secretariat seems to have little influence on the overall energy policies of its 
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member states. The International Energy Forum (IEF), which was established to bring IEA and OPEC members together,
is no more than a talking-shop. This is of course a valuable function in its own right, but it cannot substitute for effective
international energy cooperation. The European-sponsored Energy Charter Treaty (ECT), finally, has lost much of its
momentum, especially after the recent Russian-Ukrainian gas crises. When the Russian government signalled in July
2009 that it would end the provisional application of the Treaty, this constituted another serious blow for the ECT. 

Thus, the existing patchwork of rules and institutions does not seem equal to the gigantesque task of forging and
navigating a global energy transition. In addition, many of the rising powers in today’s world are still excluded from
the global energy institutions in spite of their ever-growing weight on energy markets. Previously dominated by the
traditional Triad (United States, Europe, Japan), the international arena has today become more densely populated
and, as a result, more pluralistic. As a multipolar world order gradually emerges, the ability of the West to exercise
leadership in global governance erodes correspondingly. Western countries, even when acting in concert, simply lack
the clout to solve the world’s major problems on their own. The new economic powerhouses need to be brought on
board to bear on the development of effective global governance strategies. Their sheer size and impact on many
global issue areas dictates their presence at the table. Clearly, countries such as Brazil, Russia, India and China 
(the so-called “BRICs”) bring with them a whole set of values, interests and perspectives. The existing global governance
structures, which were in many cases established by the West, now face the challenge of integrating these rising
powers and their respective world views. 

In short, there are hardly any strong institutions for international energy cooperation and those that exist need substantial
updating, not only in terms of scope but also in terms of membership to better reflect current geopolitical realities. 
In the remainder of this paper, we discuss how two central pillars of the global energy architecture, the IEA and the G8,
are confronting this double challenge. It is worth recalling that joint transatlantic action during the first oil shock laid
the basis for the establishment of these two institutions. More than thirty years later, a new shared vision on both sides
of the Atlantic is again warranted to redesign these institutions. A common transatlantic vision on energy governance
is all the more important in today’s world where several rising powers with huge energy thirst need to be accommodated
in the few existing global energy governance structures. 

2. Reforming the International Energy Agency (IEA)

History and Functions of the IEA

Created in the aftermath of the first oil shock, the IEA still is one of the most advanced international energy organizations.2

Originally comprising sixteen states, the agency now includes twenty-eight member countries drawn primarily from
the industrialized democracies of Europe, North America and the Asia-Pacific. The IEA is affiliated with the Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), but it enjoys a lot of autonomy within the OECD. The agency broadly
performs two tasks. The first function of the IEA, which takes up most of its day-to-day work, is to gather information
with regard to international energy markets, conduct energy policy research and to disseminate “best practices” in
national energy strategies. The agency has unmatched expertise with regard to the functioning of international oil and
gas markets and its publications are widely regarded as the most authoritative source for energy policy issues and
statistics. Recently, the IEA has also stepped up its efforts to gain more expertise with regard to natural gas and 
electricity markets, sustainable energy technologies, and climate change.
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The second function is to administer an emergency oil supply system. This insurance function is closely related to 
the initial core mission of the IEA, i.e. to avoid a repetition of the oil crises of the 1970s. Each IEA member state is obliged
to maintain oil reserves equivalent to its net oil imports over 90 days. In the instance of a severe oil supply disruption,
the agency’s secretariat is empowered to distribute the available oil reserves among the member countries. In principle,
the IEA is thus a very strong international organization that possesses the ability to impose legally-binding decisions
on its member governments. So far, however, a coordinated release of oil stocks by the IEA member states has occurred
only twice and, in these instances, not even formally. The agency released oil stocks on the eve of the Gulf War in 1991
and in the autumn of 2005 in the wake of Hurricane Katrina. On those two occasions, the oil allocation scheme as
provided in the International Energy Program (the IEA’s founding treaty) was not set in motion. Instead, the IEA member
states preferred to informally coordinate the multilateral drawdown of strategic petroleum reserves, outside of the treaty.

The world has changed significantly since 1974, but the organization’s mandate and internal decision-making procedures
seem to have remained “frozen in time since its creation”3. Consequently, a lot of observers warn that both the agency’s
legitimacy and its capacity to fulfil its mandate are waning. In order to remain effective and relevant, the mantra goes,
the organization must adapt to shifting market circumstances and rise up to new challenges. In a speech during the
IEA’s most recent ministerial meeting, Henry Kissinger, one of the IEA’s founding fathers, acknowledged that “the IEA
now stands at a critical juncture.” He asserted that “in order to be effective in this new landscape the IEA must be
prepared to evolve with it”4. Given that the agency was established under American leadership, in close association
with its transatlantic partners, it is interesting to investigate what vision the transatlantic community has today with
regard to reforming the IEA. 

The IEA and the Rise of New Consumers

Perhaps the greatest challenge the IEA is facing is its declining share in world energy consumption. Despite the addition
of a dozen of new members, including some heavy-weight economies such as France and South Korea, the IEA’s share
of world oil consumption has fallen from 62 percent in 1974 to 54 percent in 2007.5 This trend is set to continue.
The OECD’s share of world energy consumption will continue to diminish over the coming decades in favour of developing
countries. Recent research by the IEA itself has forecasted that non-OECD countries will account for 87 percent of
global energy demand growth between 2006 and 2030. Particularly with regard to oil demand, the seismic shift in
the global energy landscape becomes apparent. All of the projected growth in oil demand between now and 2030
will come from non-OECD countries. Oil demand in the OECD actually falls6. Much has to do with the “China factor”
in global energy markets. Whereas in the early 1990s, China was still a net exporter of oil; in 2008, it was importing
more than 4.2 million barrels a day7. 

The agency’s declining share in world oil consumption threatens to render the emergency oil system, which is the
centrepiece of the IEA regime, increasingly redundant. The impact of a coordinated stock-draw by the IEA on the world
oil market becomes muted as the share of the IEA’s oil stocks in world oil consumption decreases. Put differently, 
the released stocks only have an impact in proportion to their size relative to the global market. This provides a compelling
argument in favour of enlarging the IEA’s membership or, at a minimum, to encourage the growth countries to build
their own strategic stockpiles of petroleum and bring them in coordination with the IEA regime. More engagement 
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with emerging powers is also necessary for the IEA to get access to crucial energy data. Finally, it is clear that the
adoption of clean energy technologies and greater energy efficiency in IEA member countries alone will not be sufficient
to mitigate climate change unless all major economies pursue similar strategies. 

The US administration has a clear stance on this issue of outreach. It is openly pushing very hard to get China and India
into the IEA. According to its website, the Department of State is “implementing a diplomatic strategy to afford [China
and India] greater involvement inside the IEA structure, with a view to securing their eventual membership.”8 The position
of the European Commission on the matter is more nuanced. On the one hand, the EU beliefs that engagement with
countries such as China, India, Indonesia and others is necessary and should be expanded. On the other hand, it questions
whether it is adequate to embark on the path of membership. First of all, accession negotiations can be very time
consuming. In the case of Poland, for instance, it took a decade to successfully conclude the accession talks to the
IEA. Secondly, the EU believes that opening up the membership of the IEA to non-OECD countries could be the same
as opening Pandora’s Box as it will most certainly spark serious discussions among IEA member states on the internal
functioning of the IEA. Issues such as the member countries’ voting shares in the Governing Board, the International
Energy Program (IEP) treaty, the institutional link between the IEA and the OECD would probably also arise if China
and India were one day to be allowed to join the agency. For the European Commission, the IEA needs to enlarge 
its membership first and foremost with those EU countries that are not yet a member of the IEA.9

In any case, it is far from certain whether these emerging countries actually want to be formally involved in the IEA. 
In fact, there are some strong incentives for these countries not to join the agency. One is that these emerging countries
did not have a say in establishing the rules and decision-making procedures of the IEA. Another disincentive relates
to the possibility of free riding on the IEA regime. Any country or group of countries that releases oil stocks to reduce
its exposure to price shocks will bear the costs of that action but the benefits accrue to all consumers. So, at present,
these emerging economies enjoy the benefits of the IEA regime without having to pay for the expensive oil stocks
themselves. Both China and India are building up oil stocks but they both fall short of the IEA’s target of having reserves
equal to 90 days of net imports. Yet another hindrance is the prerequisite to be a member of the OECD prior to joining
the IEA. In order to be eligible for OECD membership, in turn, candidate countries need to accept the principles of
representative democracy and a free market economy. Particularly with regard to China and Russia, these criteria
pose great difficulties. Finally, it is not clear whether China and India would be willing to pay the sovereignty costs 
associated with IEA membership, i.e. whether they would accept their national energy policy autonomy to be restricted
due to political and legal rules within the IEA.10

The Internal Functioning of the IEA

The question of possible IEA enlargement is linked very much to the internal functioning of the agency. One particularly
sensitive point in this regard are the country’s voting weights in the Governing Board of the IEA. At present, each country
is assigned a voting share that is based on two components: one “general voting weight” that is equal for every member
state and an “oil consumption voting weight” that is based on their 1973 oil consumption data. Needless to say, 
this is an arcane system that does not well reflect current realities. 
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If one would update the reference year, the voting structure would look totally different. South Korea and Spain would
benefit the most from such an update, while the US, the United Kingdom (UK) and Canada would all lose a large number
of votes11. Apart from the UK, however, most European countries would see either a small change in their voting weight
or even no change at all. With this extraordinary voting weight allocation system, the agency’s founding fathers wished to
ensure that, in the balance between the European Communities’ member states as a group and the US, neither would
be able alone to command a majority or block a majority12. Meanwhile, due to both the IEA’s and the EU’s successive
enlargements, the EU’s combined voting weight has grown to 48% (see Table 1). Clearly, those countries who stand
to lose significantly in updating the reference year are the staunchest opponents of institutional reform.

Table 1: Distribution of voting weights in the IEA's Governing Board

General voting weight Oil consumption voting weight Combined voting weights

EU 51 (65%) 35 (35%) 86 (48%)
US + Can 6 (8%) 47 (47%) 53 (30%)
Japan 3 (4%) 14 (14%) 17 (10%)
Rest 18 (23%) 4 (4%) 22 (12%)
Totals 78 ( 100 ( 178 (

Note: EU comprises the EU-15 plus Hungary and the Czech Republic. Poland has joined the IEA in 2008, but to date, publicly available
figures for its assigned voting weights are lacking.

Source: author’s calculations based on Bamberger, 2004.

Also with regard to the IEA’s internal functioning, an important change has recently crept into the appointment of the
IEA’s top leadership. For more than 30 years, the custom had been that the executive director of the IEA was a European
and the deputy executive director an American. This pattern was broken with the appointment of Nabuo Tanaka, 
a Japanese, to the position of director of the IEA in 2007. This could be a prelude for the weakening transatlantic
identity of the agency as the outreach process continues and takes on new proportions. Javier Solana, the EU High 
Representative for the for the Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP), has advocated in this regard that we
should go “beyond a narrow Western prism” and involve new players into the governance system of energy13. 

3. Streamlining Summitry: Whither the G8 and G20?

In recent years, the G8 has also firmly entered the global energy governance scene. To be sure, the G7 (the G8’s
predecessor which continues to exist alongside the G8 and addresses financial issues) has addressed energy issues
since the 1970s. In fact, the oil crisis of the early 1970s was one of the key reasons behind the founding of such an
informal gathering of world leaders. Since the 2005 Gleneagles summit, however, the G8 has began to address energy
issues in a more comprehensive manner than ever before14. It has spawned a plethora of declarations, action plans
and commitments with regard to efficiency and conservation, energy technologies, renewables, climate change, 
biofuels, and other energy-related issue areas. The G8 has set up new institutions such as the Global Bioenergy
Partnership (GBEP) and the International Partnership for Energy Efficiency Cooperation (IPEEC) and it has tasked 
existing international organizations such as the IEA and the World Bank to conduct studies with regard to energy. 
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Just like the IEA, the G8 has come under intense pressure to adapt to a changing geopolitical landscape. As the G8
is an informal grouping of states, rather than a formal international organization with a permanent secretariat and a
legal basis, its modus operandi can be changed without cumbersome legal procedures. Consequently, the G8 has 
already moved further on the path of reform than the IEA has. Since 2005, a group of five growth countries has been
systematically invited to the summits. These outreach countries, which have come to refer to themselves as the “G5”,
include Brazil, China, India, Mexico and South Africa. In addition, a structured dialogue has been held between the
G8 and the G5 at the technical level through the so-called Heiligendamm-Aquila Process. The latest and by far most
important step in this outreach process was the recent shift from the G8 to the G20. The decision to replace the G8
by the G20 as the premier platform for global economic policy coordination was taken at the Pittsburgh summit of
September 2009. Many questions do remain, however, on the wider implications of this shift from the G8 to the G20
for global energy governance.

It is likely that the G8 is henceforth going to focus on security and political issues, while energy will become a major
G20 topic. The G20 Leaders’ Declaration issued at Pittsburgh already built on a number of energy-related issues that
the G8 had discussed a few months earlier, at the L’Aquila summit. Most importantly, the G20 members pledged to
phase out inefficient fossil fuel subsidies that encourage wasteful consumption. The declaration also included a reference
to the St Petersburg Principles on Global Energy Security, to which the G8 had agreed in 2006. So in a sense there is
policy continuity, but the G20 as such has not yet endorsed the whole package of energy commitments to which the
G8 have agreed over the past few years. Therefore, it cannot be ruled out at this stage that (some) energy matters
will still be taken up by the G8 over the next few years. It is too early to speculate about how the institutional architecture
or “G-ometry” for energy will evolve, but it is clear that potentially groundbreaking developments are afoot. Much will
depend upon the views and interests of the major players.

In this regard, it is important to note that both President Barack Obama and Secretary of State Hillary Clinton have
expressed themselves in favour of an “E-8,” an international forum modelled on the G8 that would discuss energy
and climate issues15. The same idea was advocated in the June 2007 issue of the American Interest by Todd Stern
and William Antholis. A few months later, Stern was appointed as the US special envoy for climate change, so one
may reckon that this idea still pervades much of the thinking of the government in Washington D.C. The E-8 would
meet annually at the head-of-state level and would consist of Brazil, China, the European Union, India, Japan, Russia,
South Africa, and the United States, a group that represents the key economies in each region of the world. Stern and
Antholis16 explained the rationale for the E-8 as follows: “The strength of a small forum patterned after the Group of
Eight is that it can force high-level engagement and create a kind of global board of directors able to operate in a
streamlined manner outside the bureaucracy and politics of the UN. It would be small enough to facilitate informal,
productive dialogue but have a large enough environmental footprint that concrete agreements among its members
could have an important global impact.”

This E-8 idea was not as new as it was portrayed. In fact, Obama’s predecessor had already launched the so-called
“Major Economies Meeting on Energy Security and Climate Change” (MEM) in 2007. This forum brought together 
16 of the world’s largest economies plus the EU and aimed at agreeing on a long-term greenhouse gas emissions
reduction goal. At first, the Europeans were very sceptical about this initiative as they viewed it as a distraction from
the multilateral climate negotiations within the United Nations (UN) and the binding Kyoto Protocol. Gradually, however,
they came to see this forum as helpful and useful. 
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According to an official from the European Commission, the major economies process has done a lot of work to
identify the key technologies for moving forward to a more sustainable energy outlook.17 Apparently, the Obama 
administration also considered this major economies process as useful. On 27 March 2009, US President Barack
bama announced the launch of the so-called “Major Economies Forum on Energy and Climate” (MEF), which was 
in fact nothing else but the continuation of the MEM albeit under a different name. Lower-level MEM/MEF meetings
have been held throughout the year, but the meetings at the head-of-state level have been systematically held back
to back with the G8 meetings in 2008 and 2009. 

The proliferation of forums affiliated with the G8 leads to a fragmented and patchy architecture. This is especially so for the
energy and climate issues, which have been on the agenda of the G8 summits and ministerial meetings, the Gleneagles
Dialogue, the Heiligendamm Process, the G8+5 discussions, the MEM and MEF meetings, and the G20. Together these
forums have ensured a continuous dialogue between the world’s major powers on energy and climate issues, which has
been valuable in the run-up to the Copenhagen conference of December 2009. However, it would be good to consider
rationalizing this landscape regardless of whether a major agreement on a post-Kyoto climate regime gets reached or not.

4. Conclusions and Recommendations for Joint Transatlantic Action

While the EU and US positions with regard to reforming the IEA and the G8 are not identical, there seems to be sufficient
scope for common views and strategies. In general, the EU has less identifiable positions than the US. While the US
is pushing very hard to extend both the IEA’s and G8’s membership to countries such as China and India, the European
stance is less clear. Based on a subjective interpretation of the interests of both transatlantic partners, a few areas
are identified below where Washington and Brussels could find common ground. 

Reconstitute the IEA as the Primary Global Energy Institution

(1) Speed-up the IEA’s outreach process towards key emerging countries with a view to securing their eventual membership.
Both transatlantic partners have a clear interest in extending the multilateral oil stock regime nested in the IEA to key
countries outside of the OECD. Otherwise, the IEA may not be able to perform some of its core functions, such as managing
oil supply shocks and conducting authoritative oil market studies. They also have an interest in socializing growth countries
into their way of thinking on energy policy. The IEA’s outreach thus constitutes an important outlet to convey their philosophy
of transparent, open, competitive and regulated energy markets as the best way to ensure security of supply. Increasingly,
the IEA can also be used to raise awareness in these emerging economies of the urgency to transform the energy sector
to address the issue of climate change. If these outreach efforts are not flanked by the perspective of eventual mem-
bership there is a risk of these growth countries merely cherry-picking from the menu of options offered by the IEA.
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(2) Endow the IEA with the resources (funding and personnel) to allow it to play a larger role as a global policy advisor.
If the Europeans and Americans really want the IEA to be the central hub of global energy governance, than they should
make the necessary resources available to the IEA secretariat to enable it to effectively play this role. The agency is now
publishing between fifteen and twenty major reports per year on a wide variety of issues and is reaching the limits of its
capacity. For the IEA to do more would require additional human capital as well as funding. A lot of the agency’s funding
is now granted in an ad-hoc fashion, mostly through the scheme of so-called voluntary contributions, at the risk of turning
the agency into a sort of consultancy firm where member states can call for specific studies to be undertaken or where they
can project their national energy priorities. Only by increasing the IEA’s regular budget, the IEA member states can jointly
decide the priorities the agency should take up in the years ahead. The agency’s funding should be extended only if there
is a clear vision on the delimitation of the agency’s functional remit.

(3) Develop shared understandings of the division of labour between the IEA and other international institutions to
avoid duplication of efforts and overlapping mandates. To both the EU and the US, the IEA remains a key component
of the wider global energy architecture. Given the recent proliferation of international energy regimes, there is a risk
of duplication, overlap and inefficient use of scarce resources. The EU and the US should find agreement on which
tasks in global energy governance they would like to see performed by the IEA and which ones by other international
organizations (such as the World Bank, the ECT, the IEF and, especially, IRENA).

Turn the G20 into a Global Steering Committee for Sustainable Energy

(1) Transfer the G8’s energy “acquis” to the G20. The declaratory shift from G8 to G20 has to be met with actual policy
deeds, implying that the G8’s energy “acquis” is transferred onto the G20. There is considerable resistance within the
G20 to such a transfer, especially from non-G8 G20 members. As the G8’s energy commitments are already the result
of protracted negotiations between the eight major powers, the EU and the US should not risk ending up in renegotiating
every single energy commitment.

(2) Let the G20 process steer multilateral energy organizations. This has both advantages in terms of effectiveness
(implementation) and legitimacy. However, the transatlantic partners should be aware that a close G20-IEA relationship
may run into opposition from those G20 countries that are not a member of the IEA. 

(3) Engage in reviews by peers or independent third actors. The G20 should allow external partners such as the IEA
to review national progress in meeting the G20 commitments, such as the recent G20 promises on phasing out 
domestic fuel subsidies.
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Introduction: America, Europe and their Central Role in Global Climate Change Policy

Ever since the very first political talks about a globally concerted response to the challenge of climate change, 
the relationship between the United States (US) and the European Union (EU) has been a crucial determinant of the
United Nations (UN) climate regime.1 In the Intergovernmental Negotiating Committee (INC), which was tasked with
the preparation of a first global climate convention in 1991-1992, the EU had been at the forefront of countries that
demanded a legally binding greenhouse gas (GHG) emission stabilization target for the year 2000 (from 1990 levels),
against the will of the US. The loosely formulated commitment enshrined in Articles 2 and 4 of the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) represented a clear success for the US.2 During the talks that
resulted in the 1997 Kyoto Protocol, the EU and the US had clashed not only on (the magnitude of) the emissions 
reductions target, but also on the regulatory approach to global climate policy.3 The EU had demanded a 15% emissions
reduction target for industrialized countries by 2010 (compared to 1990 levels) and argued for a command-and-
 control approach based on a range of policies and measures. By contrast, the US had called for a stabilization of
emissions at their 1990 levels over the period 2008-2012 and the introduction of maximum flexibility to reach those
targets cost-effectively, i.e. through international offsets. The Kyoto Protocol reflected both positions: the EU had arguably
managed to pull the US away from its minimalistic target proposal (and to a -7% pledge), while the Americans had won
out on almost all other points of discontent in the negotiations, including the regulatory approach that the reformed
climate regime would be based on.4 Ironically, the US reduction target never attained any significance because neither
the late Clinton nor the Bush Jr. administrations submitted the Protocol for ratification to the Senate.5 The flexible approach
to global climate policy, notably through the three “Kyoto mechanisms” (emissions trading, clean development mechanism,
joint implementation), by contrast, would gain great importance for the global climate regime. Completely reversing
its stance, the EU gradually transformed itself into a champion of carbon trading both domestically and globally.6
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The European Union, the United States
and the Struggle for a Post-2012 Climate
Change Agreement 
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Where EU-US relations on climate change had thus, most of the time until the late 1990s, been marked by a sort of
benign antagonism – characterized by an overarching agreement on the necessity to tackle climate change at global
level, which enabled mutual concessions to conciliate often diverging views on the level of ambition and approach to
climate policy –, this would change when George Bush Jr. became US president. His administration’s complete 
disengagement from the Protocol ratification and UNFCCC negotiation processes in early 2001 left the EU in the position
of the key industrialized defender of the UN climate regime. With the US standing on the sidelines, the Union’s diplomatic
activities largely contributed to the “survival” of the Kyoto Protocol.7

It was not until late 2008 then and the election of Barack Obama as the 44th US president that hopes for a renewed,
closer transatlantic cooperation on climate change were sparked. Although the new administration continues to display
its commitment to reaching a global agreement on climate change, high expectations for sudden cooperative solutions
to the problem may have been premature: a year after his election, president Obama and his team have certainly
changed the tone in (global) climate policy, but US domestic actions on climate change remain, in comparison to both
EU (and other industrialized countries’) activities and the demand of science8, limited and vague. Moreover, as the
Obama administration has repeatedly indicated that “we need to be guided in the international setting by (…) the
domestic legislation that Congress and the President are able to arrive at” in order to avoid the “Kyoto mistake”9, 
inaction by the Senate10 implies that US external climate policy amounts to a delicate balancing act that has given
the country – in stark contrast to the much clearer positions expressed by the EU – a very ambiguous role in the
global climate negotiations. On the one hand, the US negotiating team has, compared to the period 2001-2008,
been more open and active in global climate talks. On the other hand, it has been unable to communicate clearly
what the country is prepared to offer, in terms of both emissions reductions and finance. Beyond the UN negotiation
framework, the new administration continues to pursue the strategy of its predecessor, attempting to forge bilateral
agreements, especially with the big emerging economies (China, India, Brazil etc.).

Instead of reinvigorating the transatlantic relations on climate change, continued domestic inaction and a seemingly
disproportionate reliance on relations with China (with Obama recently characterizing himself as “America’s first Pacific
president”) carry the risk of perpetuating trends of the Bush Jr. era.11 Further alienation between Americans and Europeans in
global climate talks could, then, permanently stall the UN negotiations: notwithstanding the importance of transpacific
relations, an agreement between the most important industrialized players on the two sides of the Atlantic remains
indispensible for the conclusion of a global climate agreement. From an EU perspective, the US, as the major industrialized
emitter, ideally needs to be part of a future global climate agreement, also because it will only be through meaningful
American participation that major developing countries will be incited to commit themselves to emission reduction
activities within the regime. If the US is truly dedicated to a multilateral solution to the problem, it can, in turn, hardly
do without the EU. Unlike the other major industrialized players in its own coalition (the Umbrella Group), the EU has
promoted much more ambitions global targets, and has wide-ranging experience with internal climate legislation. 
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This has placed it in an avant-garde role of sorts, earning it a good reputation with the majority of the developing
countries in the G-77/China negotiating block. Together, this (implicit) EU-developing country coalition will probably
not accept partial or voluntary solutions to the problem of climate change. Further, the EU is needed to co-finance
actions in developing countries, deemed indispensible by the US. In short, also in the changed global context of the
early 21st century, US-EU benign antagonism remains thus central to reaching a global climate deal.

A major precondition for promoting transatlantic understanding and preventing the risk of further drifting apart is
continued exchange: during the recent negotiation process, the transatlantic channels of communication have been
open (Interview EU negotiator). Revived exchange cannot mask major disagreements, however, and this contribution
argues that these are, in part, responsible for the slow pace of the climate negotiations on the post-2012 agreement.
To elaborate on this argument, the paper will, firstly, discuss the recent positions of the EU and the US on key issues
discussed in the global climate negotiations, in order to expose areas of commonalities and, notably, key differences.
It will then, briefly, identify the interests and the institutional and ideational foundations underpinning these differences.
Subsequently, the paper transcends the comparative perspective by deliberately adopting a Euro-centric point of 
view to explore what the EU has done and can further do to improve the prospects of a global climate deal including
the Americans. Drawing on a brief appreciation of the EU’s recent approach, it suggests, in a concluding section, 
two alternative strategies that the Union could pursue in global climate policy vis-à-vis the US, making recommendations
as to which approach might be the most promising for the prospects of agreeing and implementing effective global
climate policies in the medium-term future.12

2. US and EU Positions in the Post-2012 Climate Negotiations

While the EU had outlined many, but not all key points of its position in the global climate negotiations fairly early in
the process – even before the official kick-off of the post-2012 negotiation at the 2007 Bali COP –, the US position
would only really emerge several months after the new administration had taken office in January 2009. To compare
the two players’ positions, emphasis will be placed on three key topics of the negotiations, reflected in the building
blocks of the Bali Plan of Action13: mitigation actions by industrialized countries, mitigation actions by developing
countries, and finance (for mitigation and adaptation actions in developing countries). Closely intertwined, responses
to these issues will determine whether a comprehensive post-2012 deal can actually be sealed. Additionally, US and
EU preferences with regard to the overall outcome of the negotiations (i.e. above all, the legal form) will briefly be
highlighted. Finally, the descriptive comparison of the positions will be complemented by a tentative explanation of
the roots of the key differences separating the two players. 

US Positions 

The US position has gradually developed since early 2009, but is – only weeks before the start of COP 15 in Copenhagen
and due to internal political developments – far from fully known when it comes to some key building blocks of the
Bali Action Plan. The overall approach of the Obama administration is clear: it wants to overcome the Kyoto Protocol
architecture and suggests the adoption of a multilateral “implementing agreement”, in which parties make pledges
as to their commitments, inscribed into an internationally legally binding, but broad framework.14
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Concretely, the US proposal for such an agreement stipulates that industrialized countries specify “quantitative emissions
reductions/removals in the 2020/[ ] timeframe, in conformity with domestic law” and “formulate and submit a low-carbon
strategy for long-term net emissions reductions of at least [ ] by 2050”.15 So far, the US is the only industrialized country
that has itself not stated what will be its mid-term target. As indicated in the introductory section, the administration
is waiting for Congress to pass domestic legislation first. One such piece of legislation, the “American Clean Energy
and Security Act”, passed the House of Representative in late June. Known also as the Waxman/Markey bill, it foresees
cap-and-trade legislation which would reduce US GHG emissions by 17 % until 2020 (from 2005 levels), which represents
a comparatively meagre reduction of 4% percent from the 1990 base year of the Kyoto Protocol.16 The proposed
long-term target amounts to 80% reductions by 2050 (compared to 2005). A slightly different proposal, the “Clean
Energy Jobs and American Power Act” is currently under discussion in the Senate, where it passed the Environment
and Public Works Committee in early November (AFP 2009). To be adopted, 60 of the 100 Senators will have to accept
the piece. Also called the Kerry/Boxer bill, it foresees a cap at 3% by 2012, 20% by 2020 and 83% by 2050 (base
year: 2005).17 If accepted, which, at present, is not assured, the two chambers of Congress need to meet in a conciliation
committee to draft a compromise between the two bills, which, again, needs to pass House and Senate before being
forwarded to the president for signature. As it stands, the US reduction targets that can be expected to emerge from
Congress would thus represent – compared to 1990 as base year for reasons of (purely quantitative) comparability –
a 4-6% reduction by 2020. At the same time, the US has repeatedly stated that it considers the long term more important,
and would catch up to meet the target of 80% reductions by 2050 (2005) so as to contribute to halving global emissions
by mid-century.18 With regard to mitigation efforts by developing countries, very important in the US debate ever
since the 1997 Byrd-Hagel resolution (cf. footnote 1), the American negotiation position foresees a distinction between
major developing countries and least developed countries: the former should undertake “nationally appropriate mitigation
actions in the 2020/[ ] timeframe that are quantified (e.g. reduction from business-as-usual) and are consistent with
the levels of ambition needed to contribute to meeting the objective of the Convention”; further, they “shall formulate
and submit a low-carbon strategy for long-term net emissions reductions by 2050, consistent with the levels of ambition
needed to contribute to meeting the objective of the Convention”.19 The “levels of ambition” needed have been vaguely
characterized as substantial deviations from baselines.20 By contrast, “least developed countries should implement
nationally appropriate mitigation actions and develop low-carbon strategies”, without any specific targets.21 In terms
of finance, the US states that it “is keenly aware of the need for a dramatic increase in the flow of resources available to
developing countries to catalyze both mitigation and adaptation actions”.22 These “resources will need to flow from a
wide variety of sources, including, for example, public sources in developed and developing countries, private investment,
and – in the case of mitigation – the carbon market”23, indicating that developing countries, too, will need to contribute
to funding. Substantially, US proposals on finance remain non-quantified and therefore vague. The only certainty
seems to be that the “private sector is expected to be a much larger source of funding than the public sector”.24
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All in all, the US position remains – deliberately – opaque shortly before Copenhagen: awaiting decisions in Congress,
the administration has chosen not to make any offers whatsoever regarding own emissions reductions or finance in
the medium term, nor to address specific quantified demands to others. Nonetheless, it has become patently clear
that the US level of ambition must be expected to be low (compared to other countries and the science), and that it
urges, as in previous negotiation rounds, maximum flexibility in the future climate regime. 

EU Positions

The EU’s overarching aims for the post-2012 negotiations were laid out as early as February 2005 in a Commission
communication: “The objective is to establish a multilateral climate change regime post-2012 with meaningful participation
of all developed countries and the participation of developing countries which will limit the global temperature increase
to 2 °C (…). The reduction commitments that the EU would be willing to take (…) should depend on the level and
type of participation of other major emitters”25 Confirming and complementing this position, the March 2007 European
Council concluded that “the leading role of the EU in international climate protection” must be reaffirmed and contribute
to “negotiations on a global and comprehensive post-2012 agreement, which should build upon and broaden the
Kyoto Protocol architecture”, including the reliance on flexible mechanisms, notably carbon trading as central policy
tool in the EU’s climate strategy.26

Those same conclusions also further outlined the EU’s positions on what were to become the key building blocks of
the Bali Action Plan: in terms of mitigation efforts, the heads of state and government called on industrialized countries
to commit collectively to emissions reductions “in the order of 30% by 2020 compared to 1990. They should do so
also with a view to collectively reducing their emissions by 60% to 80% by 2050 compared to 1990”.27 Provided “that
other developed countries commit themselves to comparable emission reductions and economically more advanced
developing countries to contributing adequately according to their responsibilities and respective capabilities”, the EU
showed preparedness to reduce its emissions by 30%.28 The comparability criteria it has proposed are based on a
combination of prosperity indicators (GDP/capita, ability to pay), early actions and emissions and concretized its demand to
the major developing countries: the emission of the latter should deviate by 15 to 30% from business-as-usual until
2020.29 Even if no international agreement is reached, “the EU makes a firm independent commitment to achieve at
least a 20% reduction of greenhouse gas emissions by 2020 compared to 1990”.30 While the comparability criteria
seem – deliberately – vague, as the EU wants to keep the door open for accepting even less ambitious proposals by
others (notably the US), the overall position with which the EU enters the final round of discussions on mitigation is
very clear. Its domestic emission reduction pledges are, further, backed up by comprehensive legislative measures
passed in record time between early 2008 and spring 2009.31 Less clarity characterizes the EU’s proposals on the
crucial issue of finance. On this issue, an original Commission blueprint of January 2009 was gradually scaled down.32
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In October, the European Council endorsed a revised Commission proposal indicating that global finance for mitigation
and adaptation measures in developing countries should attain € 100 billion per year by 2020.33 This money should
be generated through public and private sources as well as a global carbon market. Public financing should amount
to € 22-55 billion, of which the EU would cover a “fair share”, i.e., according to the German chancellor Merkel, 
about one third of that sum.34 This proposal, again, remains deliberately vague because the EU has made the strategic
choice not to put all cards on the table before Copenhagen.35 It has, moreover, not reached internal consensus yet on
sharing the financial burden.36

All by all, and despite remaining uncertainties on the issues of finance and comparability, the Union enters the final
round of negotiations with a comprehensive package of proposals on all major issues under debate. It has gone
much further than all major industrialized players, who are yet to unveil their financial proposals (and, in the case 
of the US, their medium-term target).

Comparative Analysis: Commonalities, Differences, and the Underlying Rationales

Compared to most of the 2000s, the US and EU positions on global climate policy have recently displayed quite a 
few commonalities: both parties agree on the need to act on global climate change through the multilateral system,
both have stated their commitment to a global long-term target of halving global emissions and of 80% or more emissions
reductions by industrialized countries by 2050 (compared to 1990 or 2005 levels), both agree on the need to engage
(major) developing countries in the mitigation efforts, and on the necessity of stepping up the financing of developing
country mitigation and adaptation efforts. 

Key differences in position concern, on the one hand, the level of ambition in the medium-term (2020), both in terms
of emissions reductions and finance, and, on the other hand, the legal status of a post-2012 agreement. Due to the
peculiar national context and its late full engagement in the international process, the US is unclear on what it is prepared
to offer to others, and demands more flexibility. On the legal status of the post-2012 agreement, the debate about
the fate of the Kyoto Protocol has reportedly led to heated conflicts between the two partners.37 It has also placed a
heavy burden on the international talks: the G-77/China insists on the fact that, legally, the Kyoto Protocol does not
expire, only its first commitment period will in 2012. For the EU, which had been the key defender of the Protocol, 
a tough decision lies ahead: making concessions to the US means losing credibility with the developing countries 
(as aptly demonstrated at the Bangkok talks in October 2009 when the EU argued for incorporating the Kyoto Protocol
into a single legal instrument covering all parties as the outcome of the negotiation process, cf. ENB 2009). Not giving
in to the US may mean minimizing the chances for an American participation in a future agreement. 
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From a historical perspective, these transatlantic differences by far transcend the status of temporary disagreements,
representing fundamental, long-standing rifts.38 This observation necessarily raises the question of the underlying
reasons for these cleavages. Several root causes can be identified: the first one is different beliefs39: unlike in the
EU40 climate change had, for a long time, and partially as a result of effective lobbying by climate change sceptics
and concerned business groups, not been a priority issue in the US.41 While the US population has become more
aware of and concerned about the topic in recent years, polls show that the interest in the issue is already declining
again in 2009, as a certain “apocalypse fatigue” (sic!) is setting in.42 The generalized lack of interest in climate change
as a topic per se in the US can also be seen in the way the topic was debated during the presidential campaign when
candidates addressed it as an energy security rather than an economic or environmental issue, going as far as avoiding
the term “climate change” whenever possible.43 Further, climate change is traditionally discursively linked to economic
cost in the US, as many Americans (were convinced to) believe that mitigation measures disproportionately threaten
economic growth in their country or lead to loss of competitiveness and jobs.44 Closely related to these perceptions
about climate change, US and EU preferences also diverge: more than in a Europe characterized by diverse energy
mixes and aware of the economic opportunities associated with transforming energy systems, the American way of
life has – throughout the vast country – for a long time been based on a structural and often lamented “addiction” 
to (cheap) fossil fuels. The national interest has therefore been clear: protecting this status quo.45 This is only slowly
changing. To overcome fossil fuel addiction, energy consumption and production systems would need to be completely
transformed. This, in turn, requires long-term strategic planning that is particularly difficult in a political system 
characterized by comparatively short electoral cycles (2 years in the House of Representatives, 6 years in the Senate,
with 1/3 of the Senators being renewed every two years).46 Together with greater access for lobby groups capable of
blocking decisions, it is this institutional context that complicates policy-making on climate change more generally47:
scepticism about the issue and economic short-term thinking render decision-making on domestic climate legislation
in both chambers, but especially in the Senate, very difficult. Further, the US constitutional provision that the president
“shall have Power, by and with the Advice and Consent of the Senate, to make Treaties, provided two-thirds of the
Senators present concur” (Article II, section 2) represents an extremely high hurdle for the ratification of international
treaties. Even if American public opinion was more favourable of climate change measures, even if (as currently the
case) the administration is largely in favour of legislation, and even if “the world around is evolving” and waiting for
the US, as Ban Ki-Moon and others recently told Congress48, the Senate remains a structurally conservative player in
the institutional “checks and balances”-based US political system. 
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While the EU is far from being the most simple of polities either, ratification of international treaties – negotiated on
the basis of a mandate that has, in turn, been the product of extensive internal negotiations – seems more easily
achievable in Europe than getting 67 US Senators’ votes to ratify an international treaty that may impose extra cost
on their constituencies.49

In sum, and even though much more could be said, e.g. about the different roles of the legal systems on the two sides
of the Ocean, the trans atlantic problems are rooted in variations concerning ideas/values or “cultural differences”
(beliefs about the necessity, feasibility and means of climate change policies), interests (path-dependency regarding
energy systems and their role in economic growth) and institutions (unlike in the EU, the political system in the US
structurally favours conservatism over progress and enables lobby groups to more easily block undesired policies).50

While it is difficult to assess which of the three constitutes the key root cause for the recurring transatlantic rifts, 
it seems evident that only fundamental changes in terms of beliefs and preferences will heighten the chances that
the EU and the US come to a common understanding on this issue. Besides an improbable constitutional amendment
altering the supermajority rule in the Senate, only such a change in beliefs and preferences will assure that a sufficient
number of US law-makers adopts climate policies, which are, by their very nature, future-oriented, having potentially
negative economic impacts in the short term. 

3. (Re-)engaging the US: Recent EU Efforts, their Strengths and Weaknesses

After initial attempts to change the Bush administration’s minds following its withdrawal from the Kyoto Protocol 
ratification process in 2001, the EU had, for a while, not very actively sought to re-engage the US in global climate
policy. It was not until the mid-2000s that it undertook new efforts outside the UN context, in the framework of the 
G-8, to advance climate change discussions with the Americans.51 Further diplomatic efforts were also made at high
level in US-EU bilateral summits during that period, albeit with little success.52

In anticipation of the change in US government, and ever since, the EU’s approach changed qualitatively and quantitatively.
After wholeheartedly welcoming the US back into the international climate change arena, noting the unique window
of opportunity that an unprecedented level of agreement between the EU and the US administration’s (declared) positions
on climate change arguably represented, it immediately increased its efforts at all levels. 

High-level dialogues between Europeans and Americans – either explicitly on climate change or covering climate change
as one key topic – were organized more frequently in the first ten months of the Obama administration.53 Exchanges
ranged from EU Troika visits to Washington to individual member states representatives spreading the EU message,
like, for instance, German chancellor Merkel speaking to Congress, inter alia appealing to it to follow the EU example
and pass climate change legislation.54
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At negotiators’ level, frequent meetings have taken place both at the UN negotiation sessions, but also beyond, 
reportedly involving frank exchanges.55

At the level of day-to-day transatlantic diplomacy, European diplomats located in the US obviously also have a crucial
role to play: while the European Commission’s delegation has, since August 2007, one seconded environmental expert
working most of his time on climate change, certain embassies of the member states also dispose of one or more staff
working on this issue (Interviews EU and MS representatives in US). Cooperating closely as a local “Green Diplomacy
Network” of sorts, the EU climate experts reach out to the US in many ways, including through exchanges with members
of the administration at various levels, with members of Congress and their staff, NGOs and researchers as well as
the media. Besides explaining the EU’s positions and reporting back developments in the US to Europe, they also 
encourage exchanges between the US and EU representatives or engage in public diplomacy efforts. Further, although
based in Washington, the climate change advisors can work through the member states’ consulates to disperse EU
messages more broadly in various US states. Central to their approach is the explanation of the EU’s experience with
climate legislation and the promotion of its carbon market (Interviews EU, MS representatives in US). 

Although it is difficult to measure their effect, the diplomatic efforts at these levels seem to have contributed to a better
understanding of EU perception of climate change and EU climate policy in the US policy cycles beyond the limited
realm of the negotiators in the UN negotiations (Interviews EU and MS representatives in US). Arguably, this has not
yet translated into tangible success in the global climate negotiations, as seen in the previous section. Nonetheless, 
a number of strong points of the Union’s strategy can be identified: firstly, the EU targets both federal and state policy-makers
and here both the executive and the legislative branches, attempting to disperse its messages as broadly as possible.
Beyond this broad scope, efforts generally focus on what Europe concretely has to offer (experience with legislation,
carbon market, clean energy technologies) and attempt to address, to a certain extent, US interests and concerns.
But the strategy also displays shortcomings: while the EU tries to find the entrance points to convince the Americans
that climate change mitigation is necessary and not as costly as they fear, the Union’s demands on the US remain, 
at least publicly, fairly timid. Further, to attract greater attention from US political circles turned increasingly towards
China, efforts may also be quantitatively still too limited and not spread widely enough. Finally, EU efforts make, so far,
little attempts to cooperate with the relevant civil society actors to target the US population. All by all, the Union’s 
efforts thus certainly do not yet reflect the importance that the issue of climate change has gained in Europe. 

In synthesis, if increased diplomatic efforts since the late 2000s can be noted, they have not yet led to a greater 
mutual understanding on the key issues in the climate change negotiations across the Atlantic. Taking the strengths
and weaknesses of the current EU strategy as a starting point, the concluding section of the paper makes proposals
on how the EU can further improve its approach so as to improve transatlantic relations on this issue in order to increase
the prospects of a comprehensive and meaningful global deal. 

4. Concluding Remarks: Future Options for EU Foreign Climate Policy vis-à-vis the US

This contribution parted from the assumption that, for a comprehensive post-2012 global climate deal to emerge from
the ongoing negotiations, the EU and the US need each other. The change in government in the US earlier this year
had momentarily improved the conditions for a reinvigorated transatlantic dialogue around climate change. Yet, despite
the open and promising rhetoric of president Obama, deep divergences in perceptions about and positions on (global)
climate policy persist. They are closely linked to structural differences – the way legislation and international treaties 
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are adopted in the different political systems – that cannot be easily overcome. Clearly, if one accepts the major findings
of climate scientists, it is not so much the EU that stands in the way of better transatlantic understanding aimed at
getting to a globally concerted response to the problem. This being said, only a wide-reaching turnaround in US public
opinion, and, in parallel, in the way US law-makers perceive the topic, will enable a passing of the necessary legislation
domestically, clearing the way for improved transatlantic understanding on this issue. Existing EU diplomatic efforts
attempt to address the varying perceptions and interests, but have not yet had the desired effect. Partially, this is 
because they are yet too limited and probably not yet sufficiently targeted towards a broader US audience. Moreover,
there are probably yet too few multipliers in the US, outside Washington, DC, that this message could be addressed
to for it to be spread more widely. 

Against this backdrop, adopting again an EU-centric perspective, what could the Union do to further improve transatlantic
understanding on the topic of climate change and incite the US to become more engaged – through actions, not just
words – in the collective combat against climate change? When answering this question, a distinction has to be made
between the short term (COP 15 in Copenhagen and its immediate aftermath) and the medium term. While it will be
close to impossible, and probably unwise, to change course before and around the Copenhagen summit, adjustments
to the Union’s strategy might prove beneficial in the medium run.

Two alternative (ideal-typical) strategies seem to be conceivable56 (cf. also Biermann, who developed more general
scenarios in the pre-Obama period, speaking of “conciliation” and “confrontation”): 

“Soft Talking”: The Arguing Approach 

To help the US get through the institutional needle eye described in the previous section, without running the risk of
inappropriately interfering with the domestic policies of a sovereign nation, the EU would have to address the key
perceptions and worries of the country’s policy-makers and population even more forcefully, especially remaining
scepticism about the science and what follows from it and their fear about negative economic effects (costs of mitigation,
loss of competitiveness in the case of carbon leakage). As fears are dissipated, with arguments on the basis of climate
science and positive examples (“we in Europe have done it and it worked”), common transatlantic interests such as
the opportunities for and beneficial effects of a growing independence from imported fossil fuels and of a job-creating
“Green New Deal” should equally be highlighted. This effort of arguing and showing the way – at all political levels,
through diplomatic channels and public diplomacy – could be paired to a soft approach to what Europeans may perceive
as US lack of ambition, showing understanding for the fact that the US has to catch up after a lost decade, and for
the fact that the national political system is not favourable. In the absence of domestic legislation in the US, the EU
could, for instance, encourage the US to make a unilateral pledge on targets and to declare that it considers this as
binding under international law.57 This, as well as the argumentation strategy on the whole, would largely need to rely
on joint efforts with coalition partners (e.g. other members of the Umbrella Group, the Environmental Integrity Group),
together sending a single message to the Americans. Gradually, the US could thus be encouraged to fully come back
on board of the international regime, and more wide-reaching demands could be made in the medium term, hoping
for a functionalist logic – well-known to the EU – to gain ground. 
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This approach would signify a reinforcement of the already existing EU strategy. It would corroborate the EU’s traditional
image as a “soft power” relying primarily (if not exclusively) on non-coercive diplomatic tools. This strategy has not
yielded much success in the past, but might be, if streamlined, more efficient over the medium term in the current
context, with a largely like-minded US administration as a counterpart. By contrast, it might also reinforce the perception
in the US that Europe was “from Venus” and that, in the end, it will – as in past negotiation rounds – accept almost
anything the US demands, even if it goes against its own preferences (Interview US NGO representative). Being too
soft on the US might, further, also cause problems with the less tender emerging powers within the G-77/China,
which will only commit to internationally verifiable mitigation efforts if the US takes meaningful action.58

“Playing Hardball”: The Bargaining and Coercive Approach

The alternative ideal-typical scenario for a future EU foreign climate policy strategy vis-à-vis the US would see the
Union step up its efforts in order to attempt to “force” it to participate in a global climate agreement. Coalition-building
plays a central role in this scenario: the EU would need to find partners willing to exert pressure on the US. This pressure
could come in various ways. Firstly, an extensive naming and shaming manoeuvre could isolate the US internationally
to such an extent that it may feel compelled to join into the fight against climate change (reports of the final hours of
the Bali conference of the parties, when the US was urged by delegates from other countries to “not stand in the way”
and slightly changed its behaviour thereafter, indicate that this may work.59 Secondly, the EU could openly start to
ponder about a Plan B in global climate policy, i.e. a regime (at least in the first instance) without the United States,
built around a legally binding “agreement of the willing” (and that would be almost all major emitters, judging by the
current constellation).60 Such an agreement would only become possible, however, if the carbon leakage to the US
could be prevented. Two options for this exist: positively, a climate regime based on a carbon market could make the
inclusion in this market dependent on the adoption of ambitious, legally binding caps. If the US does not have those
in place, it would be excluded from this market, and one would hope that this would be a positive incentive enough
for it to join in, once it has ended its internal debates on the issue. Negatively, the EU and others could impose border
adjustment taxes on goods imported from countries that do not adopt comparable climate policies (e.g. ratify a global
treaty or pass domestic legislation worthy of mention)61, creating a negative incentive for the US to negotiate on and
join a global climate agreement.

This scenario appears, a priori, less likely. The EU does not have a track record of tough bargaining and attempts at
coercive behaviour in global governance, certainly not vis-à-vis major industrialized countries. Its own polity is built
on the idea of overcoming confrontation and realizing the common interest. Furthermore, this scenario relies on
coalition-building. To date, the EU has, however, traditionally spent much less time cooperating with other industrialized
and major developing countries than the US on climate change (reflecting the relative importance of Atlanticists
among the EU member states), although this may be in the process of changing.62 Like the EU, many other countries
have privileged relations with the US and would probably let broader foreign policy considerations prevail over a collective
attempt to force the US into something it does not want to do in global climate policy. 
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Policy Recommendations to the EU (and the US)

While both options for a future EU climate change foreign policy strategy are ideal-types, option 1 would be – in a
broader perspective of trans atlantic interdependence and of “moving closer” again – more desirable, certainly at a
time when the EU’s counterpart is a willing and generally cooperative US administration. Option 2, by contrast, is a
priori not desirable for diplomatic purposes and might also be much less feasible due to lacking willingness to forge
an “anti-US” coalition. Both options carry the risk of failure, i.e. of not getting the desired leverage over US emissions.
The first scenario leaves it almost completely up to the US: if it delivers and wants to move closer to EU positions, fine;
if not and the two players drift further apart, then what? The second scenario would provide (the intellectual) space
for (thinking about) the conception of a global climate agreement without the US, which could, however, remain open
for US participation. It would imply that those who are currently waiting for the US to deliver – and can do little but
accept whatever the US does deliver – would re-gain agency and – together – be more able to determine the shape
of the climate regime. It carries, however, the risk that the US will not actually follow, with the possible consequence
that the country continues on an unsustainable path. 

Depending on the further evolution of the post-2012 talks, the EU’s strategy vis-à-vis the US might evolve into a hybrid
between the two. If the US and the EU drift far apart, the EU’s strategy can be expected to move at least a bit into 
the direction of the hardball scenario.

Following from this, and to bring the various strands of discussions in this paper together, several concrete policy
recommendations, mainly addressed to the EU, conclude the contribution. 

In the short term, at COP 15 and during its immediate aftermath, the EU should continue with its strategy as it stands,
using diplomatic means (arguing) and making reasonable concessions to the US to seize the moment and use the
remaining momentum to get to a comprehensive (political) global climate deal covering all emitters, which can then
be translated into a legal agreement as soon as possible. 

If this proves impossible or if the EU’s red lines are crossed in terms of, for instance, a very low level of ambition or a
complete refusal of legal bindingness, alternative options could be considered in the medium-term future. Depending
on the Union’s judgment of the US capacity and willingness to engage in serious efforts to deal with the issue globally,
its foreign policy strategy on climate change could then be transformed into a combination between the above ideal-
typical approaches, a sort of light version of Theodore Roosevelt’s “speak softly and carry a big stick”: while nothing
whatsoever speaks against stepping up the argumentation efforts of option 1, tougher bargaining and the threat of
imposing coercive measures could be attempted to demonstrate that the US cannot expect the planet to accept that
its Congress holds global climate negotiations eternally “hostage” to protect American voters’ lifestyles, as one developing
country negotiator has recently (bluntly)63 put it.64 Further concrete recommendations are summarized in Box 1.

Finally, the Americans themselves will obviously have an important word to say in the way their partners, including
the Europeans, will approach future bilateral relations on climate change. If they want to avoid further alienating the
EU and other partners, two major efforts could be undertaken at highest political level, ideally as soon as possible:
firstly, domestically, while the political system cannot be changed, the US administration’s approach to the problem could.
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Obama and his team could invest (even) more time in explaining climate change, its causes, effects and possible solutions
as well as their costs to the American public and Congress. While some important personalities capable of fulfilling
this task have been appointed to high-level posts in the administration (Energy Secretary Chu, White House Climate
“Czar” Carol Browner) – and Democratic political heavyweights in Congress have already gone far in this effort (e.g.
Representative Waxman, Senators Boxer, Kerry) –, this is not the case for all members of the US administration and
governing party.65 Secondly, and acknowledging the importance of transpacific relations, the US should be careful 
not to underestimate the – historical and current – importance of the Europeans in the global climate regime.
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BOX 1: POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE EU: Medium-term foreign policy strategy on 
climate change vis-à-vis the US

Regardless of the outcome of the post-2012 negotiations

1. The EU should further strengthen its internal policies and their implementation to solidify its credibility and
“lead by example”. Vis-à-vis the US, internal legislation, notably regarding emissions trading, could be further
exploited as incentivizing tool.

2. The EU should engage in even broader argumentation efforts vis-à-vis the US, dissipating US concerns about
costs and highlighting benefits and common interests. It should involve its own and the member states’ foreign
policy community to a larger extent in these efforts. This may be facilitated through the new High Representative/
Vice-Commissioner and her External Action Service.66

3. The EU should try to build broader coalitions with other industrialized players and developing countries to
heighten the pressure on the US (naming and shaming). 

If the outcome of the post-2012 negotiations strongly diverges from EU expectations/preferences

4. The EU should have the audacity to openly think about alternative global climate policy architectures without the US.

5. The EU could consider coercive measures (such as border adjustment taxes for countries not wanting to
adopt internationally binding or comparable national climate legislation), at least as a threat.67

65 Prioritizing health care legislation probably also sent the wrong signal in this regard.
66 Schunz, S., K. Van den Brande, and S. Happaerts. 2009. European Union foreign policy and global climate change: towards a comprehensive 
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Part Four
Trade and Political Economy

1. Introduction

The European Union (EU) and the United States of America (US) have a longstanding trade relationship. For many years
transatlantic trade has been the largest trade flow in the world. Recent events, however, in particular the remarkable
role China is currently playing in world trade, affect this intensive trade relationship. Especially Chinese import competition
in many manufacturing sectors is a challenge for both American and European exporters. Although both the EU and
the US have a historically strong position in manufacturing, both economies seem vulnerable due to their joint comparative
disadvantage relative to emerging economies, notably China, in labour-intensive and standardized production. 

Apart from affecting the trade volume between the transatlantic partners, Chinese import competition also changes
some detailed characteristics of transatlantic trade. Therefore this paper has three aims. First, it aims at an extensive
analysis of recent developments in the manufacturing sector. Secondly, it will discuss recent events and some stylized
facts regarding transatlantic manufacturing trade. Finally, we will additionally study some detailed characteristics of
transatlantic trade. For the latter we rely on detailed product-level trade data that allow us to analyze evidence regarding
variety and quality in transatlantic trade.

Our findings indicate that the manufacturing sector is declining in western economies. The consequences of this evolution
for international trade in manufactured goods are however diverse across countries. Moreover, international manufac-
turing trade is severely affected by the rise of China. These events affect in particular the transatlantic manufacturing
trade pattern that has been the most important trade relationship for many years. Although transatlantic manufacturing
trade continued to grow in recent years, the transatlantic trade relationship is on its way back in relative terms. 
By contrast, both the EU and the US intensify their trade with China. Nevertheless this general tendency has many
nuances. First, individual EU member states appear to respond differently to these events and for many countries
transatlantic trade is still very important. Secondly, at the detailed level we observe new tendencies. These include,
on the one hand, a decrease in the variety of products traded between the transatlantic partners. On the other hand,
we find evidence that American and European exporters defend their positions by exporting higher quality goods to
the other side of the Atlantic Ocean.

Current Issues in Transatlantic 
Manufacturing Trade: The Import 
of Chinese Import Competition 
by Jan Van Hove1

1 I would like to thank Makram El-Shagi, Filip Abraham and Karolien De Bruyne as well as participants of the Transatlantic Strategy Forum (December
2009, Brussels) organized by the Leuven Centre for Global Governance, and of the International Atlantic Economic Conference (March 2010,
Prague) for useful comments. All remaining errors are mine.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the second section some recent evolutions in the manufacturing
sector will be discussed. We focus on the OECD countries. The third section deals with the characteristics of transatlantic
manufacturing trade. This analysis is extended in the fourth section by studying some detailed processes that take
place in the transatlantic trade pattern at the product-level. The final section concludes.

2. Manufacturing in the OECD: Some Recent Evolutions

The economic importance of manufacturing as a whole is shrinking in most western countries. Table 1 shows the
share of the entire manufacturing sector’s value added in total value added in 2005 and 1995 in the OECD countries,
as well as the percentage change between both years. On the one hand, it is clear that most OECD countries faced a
declining manufacturing sector in recent years. On the other hand, it appears that the importance of manufacturing
as well as the size of the percentage change varies substantially across OECD countries. Manufacturing is most severely
hit in Western European countries, in particular Luxembourg (-25.35 %), the United Kingdom (UK, -24.43 %), 
France (-16.53 %) and Belgium (-14.84 %), as well as in the US (-13.84 %) and in Japan (-13.55 %). To the contrary,
some other European countries do remarkably better, including in particular Central European and Northern European
countries. Norway even experienced an exceptional 25 % growth, which is however related to the energy sector.

Not only in terms of value added did the manufacturing sector experience turbulent times, but also in terms of 
international trade. The differences across OECD countries are however even larger than in case of value added. 
As Table 2 shows, some OECD countries faced, on average across all other OECD countries, a declining import share
between 1995 and 2005 whereas other OECD countries experienced a substantial import share increase (column 1).
Although all OECD countries faced a declining import share in some OECD countries (column 2), the number of markets
in which the import share decreased varies very substantially across OECD countries. For example, the UK and the US –
both countries faced a substantial decrease in the manufacturing value added – experienced on average a decrease
of respectively 21.72 % and 25.30 % in their manufacturing import shares in other OECD destination markets and
their position worsened in 28 OECD markets. A similar story holds for e.g. Japan, France and Italy. The parallel with
the evolution in value added does not hold, however, for all countries. For example, Belgium’s export performance is
not as bad as the decline of its manufacturing sector in terms of value added. Luxembourg even witnessed an improvement
in its export performance despite the decline in its manufacturing value added share. Finally, several OECD countries
substantially improved their export performance within the OECD, in particular Central European and emerging countries.
Hence these findings imply that the negative picture of the future of the western manufacturing sector has many 
nuances. Generally speaking, the manufacturing sector’s value added share in the entire economy is decreasing indeed,
but this is not the case in all OECD countries. Moreover the shrinking contribution to value added does not automatically
imply a weaker international export performance. To the contrary, many OECD countries maintained or even improved
their export performance within the OECD. These perhaps surprising findings call for a more detailed analysis of
manufacturing trade in the OECD. In this paper we will focus on transatlantic trade, which is of course a substantial
part of intra-OECD trade. 
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Table 1: Recent Evolution in Manufacturing Value Added in the OECD2

Share of Manufacturing in Total Percentage Change
in Share of Manufacturing

in Total Value Added
Value Added (1995-2005)

2005 1995

Australia 28 28.4 -1.41
Austria 29.8 30.4 -1.97
Belgium 24.1 28.3 -14.84
Canada 31.2 30.7 1.63
Czech Republic 38.3 38.3 0.00
Denmark 25.5 25.1 1.59
Finland 31.4 32.8 -4.27
France 20.7 24.8 -16.53
Germany 29.3 32.2 -9.01
Greece 19.4 21.3 -8.92
Hungary 30.1 30.3 -0.66
Iceland 24.7 28.2 -12.41
Ireland 36.1 38 -5.00
Italy 26.6 30.3 -12.21
Japan 28.7 33.2 -13.55
Korea 40.3 41.8 -3.59
Luxembourg 16.2 21.7 -25.35
Mexico 26 26.5 -1.89
Netherlands 24.2 27.4 -11.68
New Zealand 23.9 26 -8.08
Norway 43 34.2 25.73
Poland 30.8 35.2 -12.50
Portugal 25 28.4 -11.97
Slovak Republic 35.7 37.8 -5.56
Spain 29.3 29.4 -0.34
Sweden 28.2 30.3 -6.93
Switzerland 26.5 29.8 -11.07
Turkey 30.3 31.9 -5.02
UK 23.2 30.7 -24.43
USA 22.8 26.4 -13.84

Source: OECD (2009)
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Table 2: Manufacturing Trade within the OECD 2002-2006

Average Percentage Change Number of OECD
in Share of Imports from Markets in which this

this Country in Total Country's Import Share
Imports by Each OECD-Country Decreased between

(2002-2006) 2002 and 2006

Australia -1.65 18
Austria 0.83 17
Belgium -4.52 20
Canada 4.82 19
Czech Republic 38.63 7
Denmark -8.52 21
Finland 0.40 22
France -13.00 27
Germany -1.67 16
Greece -6.38 17
Hungary 17.64 9
Iceland 11.84 18
lreland -6.14 21
Italy -8.06 22
Japan -15.00 25
Korea 70.89 6
Luxembourg 76.10 5
Mexico 34.11 12
Netherlands 4.79 18
New Zealand -18.94 25
Norway 6.25 18
Poland 50.63 3
Poltugal -4.26 18
Slovak Republic 75.98 2
Spain -1.08 16
Sweden -2.47 20
Switzerland -8.97 23
Turkey 33.27 6
UK -21.72 28
USA -25.30 28

Source: Own calculations based on manufacturing trade data from COMTRADE (UN (2009)).

Before we turn to this more detailed analysis of transatlantic trade, however, Table 3 shows the tremendous impact
of China’s rise on manufacturing trade within the OECD. In all OECD countries, with Hungary as notable exception,
China’s import share in total imports increased between 2002 and 2006. However, as the final column of Table 3 
indicates, the increase varies again substantially across OECD countries, with the largest percentage increases in
Ireland, Turkey, Mexico and Finland. These findings suggest that the impact of imports from China on intra-OECD
trade is likely to differ across OECD countries.
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Table 3: Manufacturing Imports by OECD Countries from China 2002-2006

Share of imports from Share of Imports from Absolute Change in Percentage Change in
China in Total Imports China in Total Imports Share of Imports from Share of Imports from

China in Total Imports China in Total Imports
in 2002 in 2006 (2002-2006) (2002-2006)

Australia 10.11 14.48 4.38 43.32
Austria 1.82 3.47 1.65 90.63
Belgium 2.26 3.57 1.31 57.94
Canada 4.59 8.70 4.11 89.61
Czech Repubic 4.66 6.11 1.46 31.31
Denmark 2.84 5.23 2.39 84.15
Finland 3.49 7.41 3.92 112.62
France 3.52 5.68 2.16 61.41
Germany 4.09 6.81 2.72 66.37
Greece 3.10 3.58 0.49 15.82
Hungary 5.54 5.01 -0.53 -9.57
Iceland 2.92 4.88 1.95 66.87
Ireland 2.69 7.28 4.59 170.74
Italy 3.18 5.08 1.90 59.82
Japan 18.30 20.47 2.17 11.85
Korea 11.44 15.69 4.26 37.22
Luxembourg 0.35 0.59 0.24 68.06
Mexico 3.72 9.54 5.82 156.54
Netherlands 4.94 8.66 3.72 75.27
New Zealand 8.01 12.19 4.18 52.20
Norway 5.31 5.70 0.39 7.33
Poland 3.72 6.14 2.42 64.92
Portugal 0.81 1.45 0.64 78.46
Slovak Republic 2.08 3.90 1.82 87.26
Spain 3.29 5.47 2.18 66.14
Sweden 1.68 3.10 1.42 84.68
Switzerland 1.63 2.22 0.59 36.12
Turkey 2.66 6.93 4.26 160.02
UK 4.51 6.11 1.60 35.37
USA 11.10 15.83 4.83 43.52 

Source: Own calculations based on manufacturing trade data from COMTRADE (UN (2009)).
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3. Transatlantic Manufacturing Trade: Some Stylized Facts

Against the background of these recent evolutions in manufacturing trade within the OECD, we now focus on transatlantic
manufacturing trade in more detail. A first important stylized fact is that the EU and the US are interdependent to a
high degree in many ways, in particular because of their international investments and international trade. In 2008
the EU exported goods for a value of about 250 billion euro to the US and imported goods for about 186 billion euro.
Note that, apart from trade in goods, transatlantic partners also have an intense trade in services with EU services
exports to (imports from) the US of about 134 billion euro (129.8 billion euro) (EC (2010)).3 Taken together these 
figures imply that the transatlantic trade relationship is still the most important one in the world. 

Secondly, as the figures in the previous paragraph indicated, both the EU and the US are confronted with increasing
import competition in their home markets as well as increasing competition in third markets. This holds in particular
for industrial goods. 

Thirdly, despite this increased import competition, transatlantic manufacturing trade is still growing in absolute figures,
as shown in Figure 1 (left-hand scale) for the period 2002-2008. In relative terms, however, the share of EU exports
to the US in total EU exports, as well as the share of EU imports from the US in total EU imports is decreasing (Figure 1,
right-hand scale). The share of EU exports to the US in total EU exports decreased from 27.37 % in 2002 to 19.06 %
in 2008, while the share of EU imports from the US lowered from 19.08 % in 2002 to 12.03 % in 2008. Hence the
relative importance of transatlantic trade went down in both directions.

Fourthly, at the same time the opposite evolution takes place in EU-China and US-China trade. Figure 2a shows a boom
in European imports from China since 2002 (and this is just a continuation of a longer trend) causing the Chinese share
in total EU imports to rise until about 16 % in 2008. The trend in European exports to China is also very positive, 
but less spectacular: in 2008 about 6 % of European exports went to China. A similar situation is depicted in 
Figure 2b for US-China trade. 

Figure 1: Transatlantic Trade 2002-2008: Value and Share in Total Trade

Source: COMTRADE (2009) and own computations based on COMTRADE (2009)
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3 EC (2010), The United States: Country Profile, European Commission Directorate-General for Trade.



Figure 2: EU and US Trade with China 2002-2008: Value and Share in Total Trade
Figure 2a: Trade EU27-China 2002-2008

Figure 2b: Trade US-China 2002-2008

Source: COMTRADE (2009)4 and own computations based on COMTRADE (2009)
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Fifthly, the general tendencies in EU trade with the US and China hide substantial heterogeneity among EU member
states. Table 4 shows evidence regarding the evolution between 2002 and 2008 of manufacturing exports by individual
EU member states5 to the US (Columns 3 and 4) compared to the evolution of their total (i.e. world) manufacturing
exports (Columns 1 and 2) and the evolution in Chinese exports. Column 1 and 3 are based on exports in US dollar,
whereas column 2 and 4 use exports expressed in national currencies. As such the effect of exchange rate movements
is compensated for. From these data it appears that there is indeed substantial heterogeneity in the evolution of exports
between individual EU countries and the US. Although all EU countries’ exports to the US increased (index value > 100),
the increase ranges from 28.1 % percent in Swedish exports to the US to almost a six doubled export flow from 
Slovak Republic, measured in US dollar. Although these figures are impressive, all countries, except for Ireland, 
had a worse export performance to the US than to the entire world. Measured in national currencies, the overall 
export performance evolution is worse and sometimes negative. The export evolution to the US is again weaker than
to other countries, expect for Ireland and Slovak Republic. Finally, note that the Chinese export performance to both
the entire world and to the US evolved in a spectacular way, but even China underperformed in the US market compared
to the entire world. There may be many reasons for this heterogeneity which go beyond the purpose of this paper.
One observation is very clear, i.e. the relatively strong performance of Central European countries both on the world
market and in the US. This is not surprising given their relatively strong performance in manufacturing we observed
before. Moreover some particular European countries do very well in the US, including e.g. Spain, Greece and the
Netherlands. Again an explanation for this strong performance is beyond this paper’s aims. 

Finally, Figure 3 shows the evolution of EU member states’ and China’s export shares in world exports to the US 
between 2002 and 2008. China’s remarkable position becomes immediately clear: over this period China’s market
share doubled. Regarding the EU member states one can see that some EU countries slightly increased their market
share whereas others experienced a market share decline in the US.
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Table 4: Evolution in Manufacturing Exports to the World and to the US (USD and National Currency): 
Evidence for Individual EU Member States and China (Index – level in year 2002 = 100).

WORLD - 2008 - USD WORLD - 2008 - NC USA - 2008 - USD USA - 2008 - NC

Austria 235.6 151.3 201.9 129.7
Belgium 221.1 142.1 136.9 88.0
Czech Repubic 333.0 172.1 166.7 86.9
Denmark 207.7 134.2 199.5 128.8
Finland 217.7 139.8 158.1 101.5
France 195.0 125.3 142.3 91.5
Germany 238.0 152.9 166.0 106.7
Greece 247.0 158.7 238.5 153.2
Hungary 315.1 210.3 206.6 137.9
Italy 211.3 135.7 138.5 101.1
Luxembourg 205.6 132.1 163.7 105.2
Netherlands 248.3 159.5 226.0 145.2
Poland 426.9 252.1 228.8 135.1
Portugal 216.5 139.1 126.6 81.3
Slovakia 484.8 228.5 573.9 270.5
Spain 221.8 142.5 203.6 130.8
Sweden 221.6 150.0 128.1 86.7
United Kingdom 162.3 132.4 149.6 122.0
USA 187.5 187.5 n.a. n.a. 

China 439.4 368.9 360.9 303.0

Source: Own computations based on COMTRADE (2009)6.
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Figure 3: Evolution in EU and Chinese Export Shares in World Exports to the US: 2002-2008 (year 2002= 100)

Source: own computations based on COMTRADE (2009)7

A remarkable finding is that it seems – at least at first glance and based on the figures used until now – that the EU
and the US are affected in the same way by China’s prominent role in international trade. Although this is generally
true, an analysis at a more detailed level will reveal important differences as well. We turn to this detailed analysis in
the next paragraph.
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4. A Detailed Analysis of Transatlantic Trade at the Product-Level: Variety and Quality 
of Trade in a Period of Increased Chinese Import Competition

The recent international trade literature pays a lot of attention to the empirical and theoretical analysis of the details
behind total trade patterns.8 Detailed data, in particular statistical data at the firm-level or product-level, may reveal
particular patterns that are invisible in more aggregated trade data. In this paper we follow a product-level approach.
Such approach enables us to get better insights into the importance of variety and quality in transatlantic trade. Variety,
on the one hand, indicates how many different products are traded between the transatlantic partners. On the other
hand, quality tells us something about what kind of products is traded (e.g. high-quality sophisticated products versus
low-quality standardized goods). Both concepts are related to product differentiation in production and international trade.
The extent of variety in international trade corresponds to horizontal product variety whereas quality in international
trade relates to vertical product differentiation. Especially trade models based on imperfect competition predict that
equally advanced economies produce similar goods, or more precisely different varieties of the same good which are
subsequently traded among each other. Given similar income levels between the US and the EU and other common
structural economic characteristics, one may expect that there is substantial variety in transatlantic trade. Apart from
measuring the importance of variety, we are also interested in the recent evolution in this variety and in particular in
the impact of Chinese import competition on it. 

In this section we will first discuss the evolution of variety in transatlantic trade. Then we turn to the issue of quality
in transatlantic trade. We will study whether the average quality of traded goods between the EU and the US increased
or decreased in recent years. Also this recent evolution may be linked to increased Chinese import competition. Note
that we focus on the evidence for the entire EU. We leave the analysis for individual EU member states for future research.

Several indicators of variety have been developed in the empirical trade literature. A parsimonious, but very useful 
indicator is just counting the number of traded products. For this purpose it is important to use trade statistics at a much
disaggregated level. We use trade data from COMTRADE (2009) at the 6-digit level of the Harmonized System (HS).
Figure 4 shows the recent evolution in variety in EU imports from the US. The extent of variety is exceptionally high, given
that out of the 4978 distinct products recorded in the HS system (version 2002) in all years more than 4400 products
were imported by the EU from the US. Figure 3 however indicates that very recently a clear decline in the number of
imported varieties took place. The number of imported varieties dropped from almost 4700 distinct products in 2006
to about 4450 products in 2007. We find similar results for EU exports to the US (or US imports from the EU). Figure
5 reveals an equally varied export pattern from the EU to the US, but also the same sudden decline between 2006 and
2007. Actually the decline is even slightly larger, dropping from above 4700 in 2006 to less than 4450 in 2007.

Whether these findings are the start of a new tendency will depend on the evolution during the coming years.
Whether this sudden decline is related to increased Chinese import competition is hard to proof. Nevertheless we
clearly observe that both events coincide. 

Finally note that the most traded product keep on being traded between the transatlantic partners. 4217 products out
of 4979 products are imported by the EU from the US in each year between 2002 and 2008. Vice versa, 4211 products
out of the same 4979 products are exported by the EU to the US in each year. This implies that there is hardly any
product-switching in transatlantic trade.9 This may be partly due to the large size of the US and EU economies and
because we focus on the entire EU27. Nevertheless it is also a reflection of a stable trade relationship over time. 
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8 Several authors have recently studied variety and quality in international trade. Some important references include Schott, P.K. (2004), Across-Product
versus Within-Product Specialization in International Trade, Quarterly Journal of Economics, vol. 119, no. 2, pp. 647-678; Hummels, D., Klenow,
P.J.(2005), The Variety and Quality of a Nation's Trade, American Economic Review, vol. 95, no. 3, pp.704-723; Hallak, J.C. (2005), Product Quality
and the Direction of Trade, Journal of International Economics, vol. 68, no. 1, pp.238-265.

9 The phenomenon of product-switching is recently intensively studied. It implies that particular products stopped being produced or exported, 
while other goods start being produced or exported. For an overview see Bernard A.B., Redding, S.J. and Schott, P.K. (2010), Multiproduct Firms
and Product-Switching, forthcoming in American Economic Review.



Figure 4: Evolution in Variety in EU Imports from the US (2002-2008)

Source: own computations based on COMTRADE (2009)

Figure 5: Evolution in Variety in EU Exports to the US (2002-2008)

Source: own computations based on COMTRADE (2009)
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We now discuss the quality of products traded by the transatlantic partners. Also for the measurement of quality in
international trade many indicators have been developed. Most of them, however, rely on an analysis of export unit
values and import unit values.10 Export (import) unit values are equal to a product’s traded value divided by the number
of products traded.11 A higher unit value points to a higher ‘price’ which is interpreted throughout the literature as 
evidence for higher quality. Hence if the export unit value of an export product increases over time, this indicates that
the quality of this good has improved.12 Based on a detailed study of export and import unit values of transatlantic
trade flows, we obtain the following findings regarding the quality of transatlantic trade:

First, the evolution of quality is much more volatile than the evolution of variety in transatlantic trade. We look for evidence
in favour of quality upgrading, i.e. an increase in the quality of the traded goods. To this end we compare the average
unit values in the period 2002-2004 with the average unit values in the period 2005-2008. By taking averages we
avoid deriving conclusions that are driven by yearly volatility. For EU imports from the US we find evidence of quality
upgrading in 3364 (out of 4978) products, while quality was upgrading in 3832 products exported by the EU to the US.
These figures indicate that quality upgrading is taking place in many products and in both directions of transatlantic
trade. Nevertheless it is not a general phenomenon that affects all products traded between the US and the EU.

Secondly, on average across all products, there is a quality upgrading effect in all years between 2002 and 2008, both for
EU exports to the US and for EU imports from the US. This is shown in Figure 6. On the one hand, for the EU exports to the
US, the quality upgrading effect is largest in 2004-2005, 2006-2007 and 2007-2008. Especially the latter two strong
quality improvements are important. Combined with the evidence regarding the evolution of variety in transatlantic trade,
this implies that the drop in variety in EU exports to the US coincides with a strong increase in the average quality of
the exported EU products. Hence the EU export performance is more quality driven and less variety driven. On the other
hand, for the EU imports from the US, the quality upgrading effect is largest in 2002-2003, 2003-2004 and 2006-2007.
Again the latter may point to a strong increase in the average quality of US exported goods in combination with less variety.
Nevertheless the evidence is weaker than in the case of the EU exports to the US since the strong quality upgrading
effect does no longer hold between 2007 and 2008. 

Figure 6: Average Annual Percentage Change in Quality of Products: Evidence for EU-US Trade 2002-2008

Source: own computations based on COMTRADE (2009)
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It remains however striking that – at least on average – quality upgrading happens during the entire period 2002-2008
in both directions of transatlantic trade. Again this observation coincides with the strong Chinese import competition
during this period. Although we are unable to show a causal relationship between these events – which is undoubtedly
an interesting topic for further research – it provides indirect evidence that the Chinese import competition effect may
cause, on the one hand, that some products are no longer being traded between the EU and the US, while that, one the
other hand, the average quality of products traded between the transatlantic partners goes up. The latter would imply
that European and American exporters opt for a quality-upgrading strategy in order to cope with Chinese competition.
Note of course that this is not a guarantee for a strong international competitiveness, in particular not because recent
evidence shows that Chinese exports are getting more sophisticated too. 

5. Conclusion

In this paper we studied recent evolutions in the manufacturing sector and in international trade of manufactured
goods. Although the manu facturing sector gradually shrinks in most western economies, many countries are still 
important exporters of manufactured goods. Also transatlantic manufacturing trade is still important and growing in
absolute terms. The relative shares of the EU and US in each other’s total trade are however decreasing due to the
emergence of new players in the world market, notably China. Within this general picture, we notice that several individual
EU member states maintain or even strengthen their export position in the US market. Hence there appears to be
heterogeneity in the recent evolutions in transatlantic manufacturing trade. Moreover, based on detailed product-level
trade, we find evidence that horizontal product differentiation is an important characteristic of transatlantic trade
which only recently went down to some extent. At the same time the average quality of products traded between the
EU and the US increased which points to quality-upgrading strategies that may be the result of a strategic response
by American and European exporters in a period with increasing Chinese import competition.
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1. Introduction

The regulation of risk is a major strategic challenge in the transatlantic trade relationship. Indeed, there have been a
number of contentious trade disputes between the US and EU over such issues as hormone fed beef, genetically modified
food and, currently, poultry products. These represent instances where disagreement occurs over the substance and
necessity of trade restricting risk regulations. Whilst much scholarship has focused on these cases, they represent a
minority of the transatlantic trade conflict in any given year. In fact, a majority of it is resolved informally. This is largely
due to the availability of mechanisms in the WTO committee structure for officials to engage, constructively, in facilitating
resolutions. 

Constructive engagement in international relations emphasizes using incentives to cooperate and harmonize policies.
Free trade is an example of an incentive used to facilitate interdependence between states. Indeed, the WTO structure
is explicitly designed to foster the free flow of goods and services and maintains a number of agreements that embody
mechanisms to encourage the liberalization of markets and harmonization of policies. 

The present paper seeks to tell a good news story about the transatlantic trade relationship and how trade conflict over
risk regulations can be resolved without seeking arbitration. The intent is to highlight how the institutional arrangement
of the WTO designed to address risk based issues, the SPS Agreement, facilitates the resolution of trade conflict and offer
specific recommendations on how to strengthen the current mechanisms that exist. Fundamentally, the SPS Agreement
is successful as it creates space for states to meet and discuss issues, provides recourse to signalling mechanisms
to highlight discontent and coordinates harmonization through technical standards with elite/specialized scientific 
institutions. This paper builds upon the contribution of Roberts and Unnevehr who argue that multilateral governance
frameworks offer opportunities for states to resolve differences in trade matters.2 A case study of a recent aspect of
trade conflict, wood-packing material, highlights how effective the SPS Agreement mechanisms are at resolving trade
conflict. Whilst a resolution was achieved, this case demonstrates a number of areas where improvements could be made.

2. SPS Agreement Mechanisms for Trade Conflict Resolution

The SPS Agreement was negotiated as part of the Uruguay Round and emerged out of an explicit desire to develop
international rules for regulating health, food safety and environmental issues. This was due to a concern that these
could be used as disguised protectionism or non-tariff barriers to trade. As a result, the SPS rests on two fundamental
principles, the harmonization of domestic standards in international norms and the use of science as a justification for
deviating from these international norms. To facilitate harmonization and avoid trade conflict, there exists a number of different
mechanisms that can be employed by member states such as: ad-hoc consultations, the use of the Chair’s Good Offices,
official protests termed ‘Specific Trade Concerns’ (STC), and coordination with the three sister organizations like the Codex
Alimentarius (Codex), World Animal Health Organization (OIE), and the International Plant Protection Convention (IPPC).

Constructive Engagement at the SPS
Committee: Resolving EU-US Trade Conflict
by David J. Hornsby1

1 I am grateful for the advice and input received from Prof. Alastair Summerlee, Dr. Markus Gehring, and Ms. Gretchen Stanton. Any errors are my own.
2 Roberts, D. and L. Unnevehr (2005). "Resolving trade disputes arising from trends in food safety regulation: the role of multilateral governance

framework." World Trade Review 4(3): 469-497.



The SPS Agreement is overseen and implemented by the SPS Committee which coordinates member states meeting
and discussing technical matters associated with harmonizing standards and the free flow of goods across borders.
The SPS Committee is also the forum where member states can deal with trade conflict issues related to food, environmental
and human health issues before seeking WTO dispute panel arbitration. Article 12.2 of the SPS Agreement provides
that the SPS Committee facilitate ad-hoc consultations amongst members over issues that may arise. Space is provided
for these to happen at the margins of the SPS Committee meetings. Typically, these tend to be bilateral in nature and
between representatives of the involved states. However, should resolution prove to be difficult, members can request
that the Chairperson assist in dealing with the matters in question.3 This action is called the Chairperson’s Good Offices
and has only been activated three times since the inception of the SPS Agreement in 1995. Currently, there are no
formal requirements in using this procedure but the chairperson is meant to act a mediator between the parties in
the ad-hoc consultations. 

In the event that ad-hoc consultations are not working, members have the opportunity to register a formal protest at
the SPS Committee meeting. The “Specific Trade Concern” (STC) function allows member states to register concerns
over proposed regulatory barriers. The purpose of the STC is part of the in-house/informal conflict resolution tool, 
allowing member states to publicly signal discontent over a matter but without committing to formalized procedures.
It also enables the complaining state to appeal for support from other members in the hopes that publicly “shaming”
and building a coalition will place enough pressure on the offending member state to reconsider the trade effect of
the barrier. Crucial to the success of the STC function is the continuation of the ad-hoc consultations at the margins
of the SPS Committee. The success of the in-house dispute resolution mechanism is evident in considering that there
have been 284 STC raised at the SPS Committee since its inception in 1995 and only 40 formal health and safety
disputes have emerged, of which 14 have been disputed in front of a panel. An impressive record for informal dispute
resolution.

The three sister organizations have observer status in SPS Committee meetings. The SPS Agreement in Articles 5.1,
5.8 and Annex A cedes authority to these organizations to assess the scientific risk and set international standards
for food safety, animal and plant health. This means, in light of formal trade disputes, the international standard will
be considered a representation of scientific consensus, unless compelling contrary evidence is submitted and verified
by scientific experts during formal dispute proceedings. However, in terms of resolving trade conflict in advance of
WTO arbitration SPS Article 3.5 encourages the coordination of efforts between the SPS Committee with the three sisters;
Article 12.4 requires that the SPS Committee monitor the use of international standards by member states; 
and Article 12.6 encourages the SPS Committee to invite the three sisters to examine standards, guidelines 
or recommendations if these are a source of trade conflict. 

It is evident, in looking at the resolved cases that the mechanisms available are effective at preventing formal trade
conflict. The next section looks to the recent issue surrounding wood-packing material as a case in point. 
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3. Wood-Packing Material 

As the SPS Agreement was negotiated few could foresee the relevance of entomology to international trade. However,
that all began to change with the detection of the pinewood nematode (PWN) and the Asian Long-horned Beetle (ALB)
in North American forests. The arrival of these two pests presented separate crises for the US: environmentally the
infestation of these bugs impacted forest health; economically, exports of lumber, wood-packing and dunnage 
(rope, twine, and wood chips) to foreign markets were threatened, in particular to Europe. On three occasions 
between 2000 and 2004, the European Commission designed and implemented emergency import requirements 
on North American wood-packing as means to prevent the introduction of these bugs to European forests. 

On the surface, the context was ideal for a formal trade dispute to emerge. There was a significant economic threat
of injury from the imposition of the proposed EU measures without sufficient time to comply. The measures would have
affected “a significant portion of the $150 billion (2004 figures) in US exports…to the EU.”4 In addition, differences
existed over the scientific justification for some of the proposed measures. Despite this, a formal trade dispute never
emerged. Concerns were expressed, debated and resolved at the SPS Committee and the IPPC. Fundamentally, 
a transatlantic trade dispute did not emerge as mechanisms for constructive engagement at the SPS Committee
such as ad-hoc consultations, STC and coordination with the IPPC facilitated a resolution. 

The EU first enacted measures pertaining to wood-packing material on May 8th, 2000 when the EU Council approved
Directive 2000/29/EC. The purpose was to ensure the appropriate safeguards existed as “plant production and agriculture
yields are very important to the Community.”5 The initial requirements mandated that all wood-packing material be
heat treated, inspected and come with a phytosanitary certificate.6 These requirements were officially notified by the
European Commission at the SPS Committee on July 24th, 2000, in which American producers were given six months
to comply.7 From the start, American officials understood the necessity of the EU measures given the available scientific
information. Indeed, the US had experienced the effect of, conducted studies, pest risk assessments and enacted
legislation on PWN and ALB in the past.8 However, the necessity to impose these requirements so quickly left officials
concerned that there would be an unnecessary trade effect.

Indeed, the wood pallet industry voiced real concern that they would not be able to meet the EU requirements in the
time given.9 Ad-hoc consultations at the margins of the SPS Committee between the relevant officials ensued and
discussions over the necessity of implementing the requirements in such short order were debated. The EU maintained
that it was responding to a legitimate risk as PWN had been detected on wood-packing material coming from North
America on a number of other occasions in 1998 and 1999 despite the existing measures.10 Little progress was made
in these consultations towards a resolution and no accommodation was offered on the deadline for compliance.
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5 European Council. "Council Directive 2000/29/EC of 8 May 2000 on Protective Measures against the Introduction into the Community of Organisms
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6 Committee on Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures. "Notification of the European Communities on Quarantine Measures. G/SPS/N/EEC/93." 
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7 Ibid.
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The space for ad-hoc consultations was narrowing with the compliance date fast approaching. As a result, American
officials took the opportunity to increase pressure on the EU and supported the launch of STC 81 on November 1st,
2000 where Canada requested more time to comply.11 At this point, Chile, Korea and Japan also joined the protest
adding pressure on EU officials to accommodate concerns.12 Filing STC 81 was a pressure tactic and signal to EU 
officials that the progress of the ad-hoc consultations was not considered satisfactory and that the protesting states
believed the timeline for imposing the measures, unjustified. The move worked as shortly afterwards the EU noted
that its own system would not be finalized or in place by January 1st, 2001 so agreed to delay the measures until
further notice.13

Seeing that the problem of pest infested wood required a common approach, the IPPC prompted the US and EU to
engage in developing an international standard for wood-packing material. Whilst, the genesis of this process was
not the result of the SPS Committee inviting the IPPC to consider the establishment of an international standard 
(SPS Article 12.6), the SPS Secretariat was active in coordinating efforts, promoting discussion and debate at the
SPS Committee and IPPC meetings (SPS Article 3.5). As a senior SPS Secretariat official noted: 

“the IPPC did not need any prompting from the WTO – they were well aware of the enormous importance and possible
consequences of implementation of this ISPM, and actively seeking opportunities to make others aware of it as well...
[however,] the discussions at the SPS Committee were extremely useful, and if you look at the record of the meetings
when this was discussed, I think you will find IPPC frequently taking the floor to provide clarifications and other information.”14

Indeed, the IPPC process brought together country scientists and industry representatives sharing information and
knowledge about the wood-packing industry. According to a private sector official who was leading the wood pallet
and container industry delegation, this was the first time that the IPPC had considered wood-packing material and
sought to understand, in depth, how the industry worked and all the potential ways for invasive species to be transferred.15

Through the discussions at the IPPC and at the SPS Committee a number of different areas that needed study were
revealed. There appeared to be a correlation with the presence of PWN and ALB in treated wood if bark was still in
place. This slowed down the negotiations for the international standard which were ongoing in 2001.

The delay in the development of the international standard created political problems for European officials. After continued
detection of PWN in wood-packing material originating from Canada, Japan and the US, Finnish authorities imposed
a unilateral ban.16 As a result, the European Council approved Decision 2001/219/EC on March 12th, 2001 restricting
wood-packing material from the US amongst others in all European ports of entry.17 The matter was immediately
brought up by US officials in the margins of the SPS Committee through Ad-Hoc consultations. Despite, this being
the second time measures were imposed, the US did not seek the assistance of the Chair’s Good Offices, instead,
encouraged that EU to wait for the completion of the IPPC process, which was nearing. After receiving clarifications
from the IPPC, Decision 2001/219/EC was delayed.
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It was not again until October 5th, 2004 that EU import requirements on wood-packing material were proposed. 
This time, the IPPC international standard – ISPM-15 – had been completed but was not scheduled to come into effect
until 2006, despite, the fact that the American wood-packing industry was conforming with the heat treatment, fumigation
and inspection requirements of the IPSM. However, PWN and ALB continued to be detected at European ports of entry.
ALB had been found for the first time in 2001 in Austria and 2003 in France, and PWN was continuing to be detected
in Portugal despite efforts to eradicate it.18 As a result, the EU decided it was necessary impose additional measures
such as that it be completely debarked. The American industry was given six months to comply with this requirement.

Debarking had been a contentious matter during the IPPC process. Based on experience, EU officials believed it possible
for PWN and ALB to survive or get re-established on wood-packing material that maintained more than 25 cm2 of
bark. This view was challenged by American representatives who considered heat treatment and fumigation to be
sufficient. The divide prompted officials at the IPPC to propose further study by the International Forestry Quarantine
Research Group whilst the IPSM-15 process would continue. 

After not receiving a response by the EU to American questions and request for Ad-Hoc Consultations, officials launched
STC 199 on October 1st, 2004. American officials wanted the EU to explain publicly why it was deviating from the 
international standard, ISPM-15.19 Canada, along with Argentina, Chile, China, Dominican Republic, Jamaica, Mexico,
and the Philippines joined the US in arguing that it was important not take unilateral approaches but rather to seek
harmonization as this was the best means to address the problem whilst ensuring the continued flow of goods.20

The US continued to raise these concerns at the subsequent SPS Committee meetings.21 It appears the EU imposed
the debarking requirement based on concerns of its member states and hoped that the supporting scientific evidence
could be produced before they took effect. However, this was not the case and the measures were delayed a third time.22

It is apparent that despite efforts to use the IPPC to resolve this issue, the SPS Committee was used by US officials 
to place political pressure on the EU to modify its restrictions. By debating this issue in the SPS Committee, the proposed
measures for wood-packing material were framed as a trade issue where the threat of a formal trade dispute as a
recourse was present. Arguably, this provided some incentive to find an amicable, harmonized approach at the IPPC.
The availability of mechanisms within the SPS Agreement gave space to American officials to signal, privately and
publicly, their dissatisfaction with the measures. With the participation of the IPPC, the technical/scientific issues
were included in SPS Committee discussions and concerns addressed immediately. 

The wood-packing issue continued into 2005 when EU officials indicated that they provided a technical dossier 
supporting the scientific basis for the debarking requirements to the International Forestry Quarantine Research Group.23

In registering STC 199 the US signalled that more than correlative evidence was required to justify deviating from
ISPM-15 to impose a costly new requirement. The technical dossier was included in the findings of the International
Forestry Quarantine Research Group which found that indeed debarking might be necessary. In the studies undertaken,
it was shown that infestation could still occur in bark segments under 25 cm2 round.
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“Information collected by Australia indicated that 0.5% of ISPM-15 marked material inspected at the point of entry
was infested by organisms of phytosanitary concern. This analysis suggested that material with 10 cm2 or more bark
had higher level of infestation than material with small or no amounts of bark. The European Union and Canada have
also reported similar levels of interceptions to Australia on marked wood.”24

However, the group was cautious in its approach and took a conservative view about whether or not a causal relationship
could be established based on so few circumstances where invasive species had been found in the treated wood.

“Due to the uncertainty in this information of whether or not infestation occurred post treatment, a causal relationship
cannot be determined between the presence of bark and infestation of ISPM-15 compliant material.”25

This undercut the EU requirement and was a step short of what was needed to justify deviating from IPSM-15 in a
trade consistent manner. Accepting this, the EU on February 6th, 2006 officially delayed the implementation of the
debarking requirement initially until January 1st, 2009 but in subsequent meetings renewed the delay indefinitely, 
effectively resolving this issue.26 Since that time, the SPS and IPPC have maintained close contact over the implementation
of IPSM-15 and the challenges associated. In fact, the SPS related Standards and Trade Development Facility (STDF)
provided funding to the IPPC to run workshops for WTO members on how to implement IPSM-15.27

The wood-packing issue elucidates that the constructive engagement mechanisms embedded in the SPS Committee
are effective at resolving EU-US trade conflict, averting formal trade disputes. In particular, the ad-hoc consultations,
STC function and the coordination with three sister organizations help in addressing transatlantic trade issues. 
Whilst, the context for a formal trade dispute over this issue to emerge was ripe, it could be argued that the demand
for wood products versus the costs to the American industry created a positive tension (by scale and nature of the
problem) that almost demanded an informal resolution regardless of engaging in the SPS mechanisms. This might
explain why this issue was protracted over a long period of time. However, it is assumed that all members of the
WTO are committed to resolving trade conflict and revert to formal arbitration only when all other avenues are exhausted.
Indeed, formal trade disputes such the hormones and genetically modified food issues only emerged after many
years of attempts to achieve a mutually beneficial resolution. Therefore, the role of the SPS Committee and the connections
with the three sister organizations in exploring and discovering the scope for resolution still matter. As a result, drawing
on this case to consider where and how the SPS Committee mechanisms could be strengthened, is helpful. 

It is evident from the wood-packing case that informal trade conflict resolution could be improved in four ways: (1)
the promotion of proactive strategizing to predict and take steps to prevent trade conflict arising; (2) development of
forums for strategic coordination between the SPS and three sisters; (3) develop specific timelines for the provision
of information and when ad-hoc consultations will occur; and (4) require member states to use all SPS Committee
mechanisms available in pursuing a resolution.
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4. Strengthening SPS Committee Mechanisms

Efforts to resolve the wood-packing case worked but the process waxed and waned over an extended period and came
close on a number of occasions to the implementation of a permanent ban and presumably full-blown trade dispute.
It is important to consider ways in which the process might be improved including new approaches and re-affirming
use of all the current informal resolutions mechanisms possible. In particular, there are four key areas that could be
strengthened in SPS Committee activities. Fundamentally, the SPS Committee needs to be more proactive in addressing
potential /foreseeable trade conflict issues. Currently, little thought is given to a trade issue prior to being raised in
the SPS Committee. What is needed is an opportunity for Secretariat members to come together and exchange thoughts
and ideas about potential trade issues. The Agriculture section of the WTO holds informal monthly “brown-bag lunches”
to discuss foreseeable issues. Technical and trade implications are considered as a means to raise awareness and
brainstorm about what action can be taken. Establishing such a forum for SPS Secretariat members could provide
impetus for the SPS Committee to be more proactive in strategizing over how to handle potential trade conflict and
where areas for coordination with the three sisters might exist. Essential in instilling a more proactive spirit in the SPS
Committee is also pursuing more coordination and integration with the activities of the three-sisters. Staff at the
three sister organizations are constantly looking to see what areas might need the development of international 
standards. For example, in 2008 the President of the OIE addressed the SPS Committee for the first time ever to talk
about giving consideration to the emergence of private standards.28 These are standards that private industry voluntarily
develop and impose on their products, often to build confidence in the market place. This issue is now a matter of
consideration at the SPS Committee. Developing a coordination mechanism between the Secretariats of the SPS and
three sisters could provide a way to identify and address emerging issues prior to becoming sources of trade conflict
more consistently. This means the leadership of the Secretariats at the SPS, OIE, IPPC and Codex need to work
strategically together, physically meeting to discuss matters on a regular basis. The context already exists for this to
take place, at the margins of the SPS Committee when representatives of the three-sisters are already in attendance.

In the wood-packing case, there were some issues with receiving timely responses to requests for ad-hoc consultations.
Setting timelines to respond would help officials in knowing when to expect a response and in preparing negotiations.
In addition, the SPS Secretariat and the Chairperson maintain a great deal of expertise in SPS issues. More should 
be done to integrate them into the ad-hoc consultations where the stakes are high. This could provide an important
institutional link, as well as assist member states in clarifying technical and legal rules immediately. There is presently
an initiative underway at the SPS Committee to make more use of the Chairpersons Good Office. However, it has been
met with resistance by some members, in particular India, due to concerns over duplication with the Non Agricultural
Market Access (NAMA) negotiations on a similar mechanism for dealing with non-tariff barriers.29 But, there is no
reason why a SPS specific mechanism could not also be implemented. The proposal sets out three steps where time
limits for action would be placed and gives an explicit role to the Chairperson.30 Step A, requires members to request
consultations in writing to a ‘responding member’ directly and through the Secretariat or Chairperson of the SPS
Committee. Step B, requires the responding member to either reject or accept the request within thirty days. Step C,
is the consultation procedure itself where after accepting the request for consultations, members have forty-five days
to organize a meeting. Here, the Chairperson takes on a facilitating role, determining the parameters of the consultation,
when they will occur, if they will be recorded and the necessity for technical expertise to resolve differences. The idea
here is also to include the three sister organizations when international standards are the point of contention. At the
end of the consultation, the Chairperson will report to the SPS Committee on the results. Establishing mandatory timelines
for the ad-hoc consultations process would benefit member states and the overall objective of the SPS and should
be implemented as a priority.
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5. Recommendations

• Create forum for SPS Secretariat to consider potential areas for trade conflict.
• Create forum for SPS and three sister Secretariat members to meet and coordinate.
• Set specific timelines for ad-hoc consultations and integrate SPS Secretariat and Chairperson into discussions.
• Ensure that all SPS mechanisms are used prior to entering into trade conflict.

6. Conclusions

The regulation of risk in trade is a strategic challenge in the EU-US relationship. The SPS Committee offers a number
of mechanisms whereby member states can engage constructively to resolve trade conflict issues. These have been
particularly successful in resolving transatlantic trade conflict, as exemplified in the wood-packing material context.
Strengthening these mechanisms will only serve to promote harmonization and the free flow of goods. A number of
recommendations on how to do this have been offered. Fundamentally, instilling a proactive spirit within the SPS
Committee through creating a forum for the SPS Secretariat to consider issues internally, promoting coordination
with three sisters, integrating Secretariat and Chairperson expertise and creating timelines for ad-hoc consultations
to occur, would cement the role of the SPS Committee as a place to resolve transatlantic trade conflict.
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1. Introduction

Since 30 March 2008, European and American airlines are able to fly from any point in the EU to any point in the US.
This liberalization of transatlantic air services was preceded by long, difficult and politicized negotiations between the
EU and the US, which ultimately resulted in the 2007 EU-US Open Skies Agreement. Before the entry into force of
this agreement, European airlines could de facto only operate services between a city in the US and a city in their
home member state. Indeed, transatlantic aviation used to be regulated by bilateral agreements in which traffic rights
were agreed upon between the US and each European member state separately. The EU-US Open Skies Agreement,
by contrast, is an EU wide agreement replacing the various bilateral agreements between the US and the member states.

On behalf of the EU, this agreement was negotiated by the European Commission, authorized by the member states
to express the EU’s single voice. Consequently, the Commission not only negotiated at the external level with the US
Administration, but it also had to negotiate at the internal level with the member states it represented. This article analyzes
the internal negotiations in the EU between the Commission and the member states with regard to the external 
negotiations leading to the 2007 EU-US Open Skies Agreement.

The reason why the Commission is involved in constant negotiations with the member states lies in article 300 of 
the EC Treaty. This article stipulates that the Commission conducts the negotiations on an international agreement to
which the European Community will become a party. However, the agreement reached (and initialled)1 by the Commission
externally, has to be approved by the member states in the Council internally before it can become legally binding.2

Consequently, if the Commission wants to be successful in the external negotiations, constant internal negotiations
with the member states are necessary in order to anticipate on their reactions and to keep them on board. This is 
the most effective way to avoid an ‘involuntary defection’. An involuntary defection occurs when the Commission is
called back by the member states at the moment it has made a commitment vis-à-vis the external negotiation partner.3

Hence, the EU-US Open Skies agreement is not only negotiated between the EU and the US, but inside the EU, 
between the Commission and the member states, as well.

The First Stage EU-US Open Skies 
Negotiations (2003-2007): A Look at 
the Internal Decision-Making Process 
in the European Union 
by Tom Delreux

1 Initialling an international agreement is the act by which the negotiators confirm that a particular text is the result of the negotiations. It does, however,
not yet legally bind the negotiators vis-à-vis each other, as the signature and the ratification of the agreement still have to follow. Nevertheless, 
initialling an agreement indicates a political commitment of the negotiators vis-à-vis each other.

2 Moreover, as the Open Skies Agreement is a mixed agreement, to which both the European Community and the member states are a party, it has to
be signed and ratified by each member state separately.

3 Lantis Jeffrey (2006) ‘The Life and Death of International Treaties: Double-Edged Diplomacy and the Politics of Ratification in Comparative Perspective’,
International Politics 43 (1): 24-52; Putnam Robert (1988) ‘Diplomacy and domestic policies: the logic of two-level games’, International Organization
42 (3): 427-460.



This article focuses on the internal decision-making process in the EU with regard to the EU-US Open Skies negotiations.
More in particular, it analyzes the opportunities and constraints the Commission is facing vis-à-vis the member states
when an international agreement is negotiated. In this sense, it extends the comprehensive studies by Meunier and
Woll on the relation between the Commission and the member states on the authorization and mandate for the 
Commission to negotiate an Open Skies Agreement with the US.4 However, the internal EU dynamics of the actual
negotiation process (from 2003 to 2007) has not been studied so far. This article fills that gap. The basic question
behind the analysis is how the European Commission has succeeded to reach an EU wide Open Skies Agreement
with the US, which was ultimately accepted by the member states. This question is particularly relevant since for a
long time it did not seem likely that the Commission would succeed in this objective it had since the 90s. 
Three dynamics pointed indeed in the opposite direction.

First, for a long time member states have been reluctant to authorize the Commission to negotiate international air
transport agreements. Because of reasons of national security and prestige, they historically preferred to keep national
authority on the external dimension of aviation policy. This has led to a long-lasting struggle by the Commission to
become active in this domain. Second, for a couple of big member states, these negotiations were extremely politically
sensitive. Big economic interests were at stake, particularly for the UK, since the greater parts of flights between the
EU and the US pass through London Heathrow.5 The UK-US market was very protected, since the air traffic between
both countries was still regulated under an old-fashioned Bermuda II agreement, stipulating that only four airlines
were allowed to fly between the US and Heathrow.6 An Open Skies agreement with the US would open up Heathrow
for all European and American airlines to fly across the Atlantic. Therefore, it comes as no surprise that the UK had
the most reluctant position in the EU. The UK only wanted to open up its market if the US market was opened up as
well and if UK carriers could invest and operate in the US.7 Such a completely liberalized market, called an ‘open 
aviation area’, in which also the American market was opened for investment and for operating air services from 
one point in the US to another point in the US (so-called ‘cabotage’) was therefore the only acceptable starting point
for the UK to engage in EU wide negotiations with the US. Third, in the mandate the member states granted to the
Commission, they indicated that an open aviation area with the US was the final aim of the negotiations. However,
the agreement that was finally presented to the member states after almost four years of negotiations did not create
a completely open aviation area, as it still includes restrictions on foreign investment and as it still does not allow
cabotage in the US. Since the EU-US Open Skies Agreement of 2007 does not reflect the aim outlined in the mandate,
one would rather expect a rejection by the member states than an approval.

Hence, since (a) member states were reluctant to grant the Commission the power to negotiate externally, (b) a lot was
at stake for certain big member states, and (c) the final agreement does not reflect the aim put forward in the mandate,
one would suspect that the member states did not accept such an Open Skies Agreement. However, after almost
four years of negotiations, they did. To explain why the member states approved the agreement, the opportunities
and the constraints of the Commission to bring this negotiation process to a successful end are examined. 
Indeed, to solve this puzzle, one should look at how the Commission managed to reach an agreement that was 
accepted at two fronts: externally by the US and internally by the member states. Figure 1 represents the various
stages in the decision-making process that are discussed in this article.
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Figure 1: chronological overview of the EU decision-making process with regard to the EU-US Open Skies
negotiations (2003-2008)

The empirical data for the analysis of the internal decision-making process in the EU with regard to international 
negotiation process leading to the EU-US Open Skies Agreement of 2007 is collected through triangulation: different
sources are complemented to check each other’s validity. First and foremost, data on the internal decision-making
process in the EU comes from interviews with officials who attended and witnessed this process.8 Second, official
documents, such as Council conclusions or Commission documents, with regard to the negotiations were studied.
Third, the well-documented coverage by Agence Europe of the whole process (from 1995 to 2008) was examined.

The article as structured is follows: section 2 examines the theoretical relevance of the puzzle outlined above for 
the role of the EU in international relations, and more in particular in international negotiations with third countries.
Section 3 overviews the historical context on the EU-US Open Skies negotiations. Before 2003, the relation between
the Commission and the member states with regard to the external dimension of aviation policy can be considered
as a struggle for competences, in which the member states were initially gaining ground, but which was ultimately
won by the Commission in 2003. 
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8 Ten interviews were conducted in March and April 2009: two Commission officials, one representative of the Council Secretariat, one industry representative
who participated as an observer, and six representatives of different member states were interviewed. The selection of the member states assures
that officials were interviewed from big and small member states, from member states having a bilateral Open Skies agreement with the US and member
states that did not have such an agreement, and from member states that were reluctant, neutral and keen towards an EU-US Open Skies Agreement.



By means of process-tracing, section 4 examines the internal EU decision-making process with regard to the external
negotiations with the US, pointing to the behaviour of the Commission vis-à-vis the member states. Section 5 analyzes
the opportunities and the constraints the Commission is facing vis-à-vis the member states in its attempt to bring 
international negotiations with the US to a successful end. Section 6, finally, presents the conclusions.

2. Representing the EU in International Negotiations: Principals and Agents

The question which opportunities and constraints the Commission is facing when negotiating with third parties relates to the
room of manoeuvre and the flexibility the Commission enjoys vis-à-vis the member states at the international level. In prin-
cipal-agent theory, this room of manoeuvre is called ‘discretion’9. It refers to the range of potential independent action the
Commission-as-agent can exert in the international negotiations vis-à-vis the member states-as-principals. The principals
are the actors who delegate a negotiation task to the agent, who represent them and negotiate on behalf of them.

Analyses of the principal-agent relation between the Commission and the member states in international (mainly
trade) negotiations have led to two main conclusions. First, they have shown that the degree of discretion of the former
can vary.10 Hence, examining the internal EU decision-making process with regard to external negotiations contributes
to the understanding of the balance of power in the EU. More in particular, it allows us to understand which actor –
the principals or the agent – is pulling the strings in the EU decision-making process when the EU is involved in inter -
national negotiations. In the case of the EU-US Open Skies negotiations, the principals were dominating in the beginning
(resulting in a low degree of discretion for the agent), but the balance of power shifted in the direction of the agent as
the negotiations evolved (resulting in a increasing degree of discretion for the latter).

Second, those analyses have revealed a couple of factors determining the agent’s discretion. The factors limiting 
discretion – which are thus the constraints for the agent – mainly relate to control exerted by the principals on the
agent. Indeed, control is an essential feature of a principal-agent relation, insofar that delegation and control go hand
in hand in principal-agent models.11 The principals not only delegate a certain task to their agent (in casu the authority
to negotiate an Open Skies Agreement with the US), but they simultaneously establish control mechanisms as well.
They do so because they want to avoid that the agent acts opportunistically12 and against their wishes. In the context
of the Commission negotiating internationally on behalf of the member states, the latter have five control mechanisms
at their disposal.13 First, they can refuse to authorize the Commission, for instance by contesting its competences.
Second, the member states can grant a mandate with instructions to the Commission. Third, the principals can attend
the international negotiations and monitor the negotiation behaviour of their agent. Fourth, they set up a special committee
with representatives from the Commission and the member states. This committee frequently meets during the 
negotiation process to discuss the state of play of the negotiations and to instruct the Commission. Finally, the member
states can blow the whistle on the Commission by not accepting the agreement reached by the Commission. If they
do so, they confront the agent with an involuntary defection. However, as outlined above, even in a situation like the
EU-US Open Skies negotiations in which there were reasons to reasonably expect that the member states would not
accept the agreement – and thus to deploy the final control mechanism –, they did not do so. This implies that the agent
is able to provide some counterbalance for the control exerted by the principals and for the constraints the agent is facing.
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This counterbalance is based in the opportunities for the agent to increase its discretion. Traditionally, the agent is
likely to increase its discretion if it has own preferences, which are diverging from those of the principals14, or if it en-
joys an information benefit vis-à-vis the principals.15 Moreover, second generation principal-agent studies of the EU
decision-making processes with regard to international negotiations revealed other factors that may increase the
agent’s discretion. In this sense, the agent is likely to enjoy a higher degree of discretion if an agreement is negotiated
in a rather regulatory than distributive policy area16, if the principals have heterogeneous preferences, which allows
the agent to play a divide and rule game17, or if the agent performs its international negotiation task in a compelling
external environment.18

By analyzing the principal-agent relation between the Commission and the member states in the context of the EU-US
Open Skies negotiations, this article examines the opportunities the Commission had at its disposal to transform its
limited discretion in the beginning of the process into an increased degree of discretion at the end.

3. Historical Context: Commission versus Member States on External Aviation Competences

Since the beginning of the 90s, the external dimension of the EU’s aviation policy has constantly been subject to tensions
and disagreements between the member states and the Commission about the question whether the Commission
could negotiate international air services agreements on behalf of the European Community. For a long time the member
states have been able to preserve their authority in this domain, but the battle has finally been won by the Commission
in June 2003, when the Council granted a mandate to the Commission.

Member States Gaining Ground in the 90s

Since 1944, international air transport is organized under the Chicago Convention and by bilateral air services 
agreements between states, in which the routes, frequencies, capacities and fares are regulated for each flight between
the two countries that are a party to that bilateral agreement. In the 90s, as a result of deregulation in domestic air
transport policy and the wish of the US to expand the number of transatlantic routes, the US wanted to renegotiate
their old bilateral agreements with European countries. Although the European Commission was very much opposed, 
most of the member states concluded such bilateral Open Sky agreements with the US. Meunier argues that the US
could exploit the absence of a single EU voice by ‘picking off one country at a time’.19

At the same time, the Commission made a few attempts to get an authorization of the member states to negotiate a
Community agreement with the US. In 1990, the Council rejected the Commission’s proposal for a mandate. Also in
Council meetings in 1993 and 1995, the member states confirmed that the external relations on aviation matters should
remain their responsibility. Hence, until the mid-90s, the member states deployed their first control mechanism by
contesting the Commission’s negotiation authority and by refusing to grant a mandate. In June 1996, the Commission
achieved a small success, as it obtained a mandate from the Council to negotiate an air transport agreement with
the US. However, this win quickly seemed to be a Pyrrhic victory, since the mandate only covered secondary air transport
issues (‘soft rights’), such as computer reservation systems, state aid, competition rules and ownership restrictions.20
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Indeed, traffic rights were left out of the mandate. Since these ‘hard rights’ are the corner stone of every international
air services agreement, the mandate was de facto meaningless. Here, the member states limited the Commission’s
discretion considerably by deploying their second control mechanism, namely the instructions in the mandate. 
After two rounds of negotiations between the Commission and the US Administration, negotiations broke up since 
the US was not interested in an agreement on soft rights if the hard rights could not be negotiated. The main reason
why the US wanted a EU-US Open Skies agreement was after all to gain access to London Heathrow. Therefore, 
traffic rights should indeed be negotiated.

Disappointed about this failure – both about the restricted mandate internally and about the collapse of the negotiations
with the US externally – the Commission twice requested the Council to extend its mandate to incorporate traffic rights
in 1997 and 1998. However, by opposing the extension of the mandate, the Council again deployed its control mechanisms.

Commission Gaining Ground: Authorization and an Ambitious Mandate

After years of struggle between the Commission and the member states, the Commission finally succeeded in getting a
mandate from the Council to negotiate a comprehensive Open Skies agreement with the US. In June 2003, the Council
authorized the Commission to negotiate such an agreement, with the aim to achieve an open aviation area between
the EU and the US.

Explaining authorization
Why did the member states ultimately authorize the Commission in 2003, while they considered the external dimension
of aviation policy as a national sovereignty before? As also argued by Woll, the answer partly lies in the activism by
the Commission, which changed its approach and deployed two different strategies to become the European negotiator
for an EU wide agreement with the US.21 The other part of the answer can be found in substantive evolutions in 
international aviation.22

The main reason why the Council granted a mandate to the Commission was the fact that the Commission made use
of its role of ‘guardian of the Treaties’. In 1998, the Commission decided to bring eight member states, which had
concluded bilateral Open Sky agreements with the US, before the European Court of Justice.23 The Commission argued
that their bilateral agreements affected the European single aviation market, since airlines from a member state having
an Open Sky agreement with the US enjoyed an unfair advantage compared to airlines from a member state that did
not have such an agreement. Indeed, airlines from the eight accused member states could operate services to any
point in the US, while airlines from the other member states were not able to do so.

In November 2002, the Court issued its ruling.24 On the one hand, it disagreed with the Commission’s claim that 
the Commission had exclusive EC competences to negotiate international agreements on air transport. On the other
hand, the Court judged that three kinds of provisions of the bilateral Open Skies agreements violated EC law: 
the establishment of fares on intra-EU routes, rules on computerized reservation systems, and the so-called ‘nationality
clause’. Such a nationality clause entails that both parties to the bilateral agreement have the right to refuse carriers
on their routes that are not majority owned by citizens of the other party. In other words, only carriers that are designated
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by one party to the agreement can fly from and to cities of the other party to the agreement. In the case of the bilateral
agreements with the US, this means that only carriers that are owned by a particular member state could fly between
that member state and the US. The Commission – followed by the Court – found these clauses illegal, since it 
discriminates carriers from different member states in the European single aviation area. The Court ruled that the 
nationality clause should be replaced by a Community designation.25 This means that the designation of European
airlines no longer happens on the basis of national ownership, but on the basis of European ownership.

The Court ruling had three main consequences. First, in regulation 847/2004, member states agreed on new rules
for continuing their bilateral negotiations with third countries.26 According to this regulation, member states have 
to inform the Commission and the other member states on the progress and results of their bilateral negotiations.
Moreover, they have to propose Community designation to be included in their bilateral negotiations. Second, the
Council granted the Commission a mandate to negotiate exclusive Community agreements with third countries with
the aim to replace the nationality clause by Community designation. In other words, this mandate authorized the
Commission to conduct so-called ‘horizontal agreements’ with third countries in order to get a Community designation
that immediately holds for every member state that has a bilateral agreement with this third country. Nowadays, 
approximately 50 horizontal agreements are concluded in this way and this practice has become uncontroversial 
in the EU. Third, and in the context of this analysis most importantly, member states also granted a mandate to the
Commission to negotiate an Open Skies agreement with the US.

The Commission’s activism by using the Court ruling is only one strategy used by the Commission.27 Furthermore,
the Commission also tried to convince member states with economic and commercial arguments. It ordered a study
by the Brattle Group to analyze the effects of liberalizing the EU-US aviation market. The primary purpose by the
Commission was to support their case for having a mandate with commercial arguments. The study indeed showed
that an open aviation area between the EU and the US would imply big economic advantages for the member
states.28 Hence, the Commission enforced its legal claim with commercial arguments, reasoning that a comprehensive
EU-US agreement would make it easier to consolidate European airline companies beyond strict national limits. 
The Commission argued that it was archaic that airlines could not develop further because they were hindered to 
fly to other destinations than those destinations that were in the bilateral agreements of the member states in which
the airline was majority-owned.

Beside the increasing activism by the Commission, also substantive evolutions in international air transport contributed
to a growing awareness among the member states that a strict national approach to external aviation relations was
no longer tenable. An open aviation area would not only facilitate reorganizations (e.g. mergers) within the EU29, 
but it would also enable carriers to engage in transatlantic modes of cooperation and alliances. Briefly, liberalizing and
opening the markets would generate business opportunities that were still latent at that time because of the absence
of a liberalized market, but they would become possible with an EU-US agreement. Moreover, since the European
single aviation market was being implemented, the Community could offer provisions to the US that the member
states could no longer offer in their bilateral agreements. Indeed, if the member states would enter into an agreement
with the US on e.g. aviation safety or access to intra-EU routes, they had to work through the Community.30
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An Ambitious Mandate
The mandate granted by the Council to the Commission in June 2003 was very ambitious: it envisaged a comprehensive
agreement with the US leading to an open aviation area. This means that the mandate included a complete liberalization
of the EU-US aviation market with the full possibility of free foreign investment and control and in which European
and American carriers could deliver free air transport services without restrictions, including cabotage.

Beside substantive provisions, the mandate also prescribed that the Commission would negotiate the agreement 
in consultation with a special committee composed of member state representatives, like it is stipulated in article
300 TEC. The special committee assisted the Commission in conducting the negotiations, both ex ante and ‘sur place’.
On the one hand, internal European coordination meetings between the Commission and the member states took
place in the context of the special committee, aiming to determine a common position. On the other hand, the members
of the special committee attended every negotiation session with the US, although they did not take the floor as the
EU position was exclusively expressed by the Commission. As mentioned above, this committee also functions as a
mechanism for the member states to control the Commission.

At both sides of the Atlantic, the conditions to start real credible negotiations on an EU-US Open Skies Agreement were
now fulfilled. On the one side, the Commission was finally authorized by the member states. On the other side, since
traffic rights were now included in the mandate, which was not the case in the 1996 mandate, the US was keen to
engage in negotiations with the EU as well. The negotiations kicked off at the EU-US Summit of June 2003, followed
by eleven formal negotiation rounds in Brussels and in Washington DC, to finally lead to a signed agreement in
March 2007. However, in this negotiation period, a number of hurdles still had to be taken, not at least by the 
Commission vis-à-vis the member states.

4. Opening the Black Box of the EU during Transatlantic Negotiations on Open Skies

This section discusses the EU decision-making process with regard to the EU-US Open Skies negotiations from the
moment the Commission was granted a mandate (June 2003) to the approval by the Council of the agreement negotiated
by the Commission (March/April 2007). In an initial phase of the negotiations, the Commission faced an involuntary
defection by the member states, followed by a parallel negotiation process at two levels aiming to rectify the situation,
interrupted by an involuntary defection for the US Administration, but nonetheless finally leading to an agreement.

An Involuntary Defection for the Commission

One year after it got a mandate from the Council, the Commission intended to finalize the negotiations and to agree on a
deal with the US. Timing is crucial for understanding why the Commission aimed to have an agreement in June 2004.
On the one hand, the Commission strived for an agreement finalized before the EU-US Summit at the end of June. On the
other hand, since the US would enter into a pre-election period, the Commission believed that if it did not present a deal
to the Council at that time, it would have to wait for the new US Administration (in Spring 2005) to continue the negotiations.
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Hence, in June 2004, the Commission presented the principles for an agreement to the Council. The Commission
aimed to get an approval of the Council for an outlined proposal of basic principles, on the basis of which an agreement
was intended to be reached with the US, approved by the Council. Indeed, the Commission wanted to get that deal
approved by the member states, at the same time being convinced that the US would accept it afterwards.31

However, the Council did not accept the Commission’s proposal, leaving the Commission with an involuntary defection,
since the Commission had indicated to the US that it would be able conclude a deal in June 2004. Here, the member
states deployed their most powerful control mechanism. They did not approve the draft agreement proposed by the
Commission because they considered it as insufficient, in particular about opening the US market for European airlines.
The lack of significant progress on cabotage and on foreign investment and control made the member states reject
the deal. For the Commission, it was important that the legal issue was solved. Indeed, the US accepted the Community
designation in exchange for more liberalization on the EU side. However, that was not what the most reluctant member
states, and in particular the UK, wanted. The UK’s position was that the European market, including Heathrow, could
only be opened if the American market was opened as well. The provisions on foreign ownership and control of
American airlines were considered clearly insufficient by the UK.

Although there were substantive reasons why the Council rejected the Commission’s proposal on the principles for a
deal with the US, the question remains why the Commission miscalculated the reaction of the Council in June 2004.
Why could it not foresee the reasoning of the reluctant member states, as sketched above? Why did the Commission
expect the member states to agree on their proposal? Or in theoretical terms: why was the agent not able to anticipate
on the deployment of the most stringent control mechanism by the principals? These questions become even more
intriguing if one reads the Council Conclusions of March 2004 (i.e. three months before the involuntary defection), 
in which the member states declared that ‘the proposals on the table for an initial agreement this year, including a
movement by the US to 49% foreign ownership of its airlines, would, in principle, be acceptable only if a tangible 
improvement could be made to those proposals’.32 As these ‘tangible improvements’ were not reached in June 2004,
the Commission could reasonably have anticipated on the rejection by the Council. Why did the Commission fail to do so?

First, officials from the member states and the Commission acknowledge that the Commission at that time had insufficiently
involved the member states in the negotiations and that the Commission had not taken enough time to discuss with
the member states to assess what they could support. Indeed, the then responsible officials in the Commission did
not pay sufficient attention to the cooperation with the member states in order to keep them on board or to be able
to estimate accurately the range of agreements that could be approved by the Council. Second, some officials in the
Commission considered it possible to get the deal supported by the Council by isolating the most reluctant member
state, namely the UK, and to present the UK a kind of fait accompli that was supported by other member states.
However, the June 2004 experience clearly showed that such a strategy does not work. Third, since the Court 
ruling of 2002, negotiating international agreements in the field of aviation was a new arena for the Commission. 
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Negotiating such a politically sensitive agreement with one of the EU’s most important aviation partners confronted
the Commission with a new configuration. In other words, the practice of the institutional setting, in which the Commission
negotiates and a special committee of member state representatives assists, could not rely on a practical modus operandi
that had proved to function in the past. This situation was not only new and unprecedented for the Commission, but for
the member states as well since this was the first negotiation on an air transport agreement that they could not conduct
themselves. Finally, after the struggle by the Commission in the 90s, the resulting tensions with the member states and
the fact that the Commission even brought the member states to the Court, the atmosphere between the member states
and the Commission was rather conflicting between June 2003 and June 2004. Member states did not fully trust the
Commission at that time and they were somewhat upset about the situation in which they had arrived.

After the involuntary defection of 2004, the Commission was very disappointed that the Council had not followed 
the Commission. Also the US negotiators, to whom the Commission had hinted that reaching an agreement would 
be very likely, were dissatisfied. Moreover, the decision of the Council not to support the Commission had two other
consequences. On the one hand, the negotiations were put on hold for a while. A change in staff of the Commission,
the US elections of November 2004 and the damaged trust between the negotiating partners made continuing the
negotiations inappropriate. On the other hand, the Commission started infringement proceedings against twelve
member states that had concluded bilateral aviation agreements with the US. It concerns the eight member states
that were subject to the Court rulings of November 2002, as well as France, Greece, Italy and Portugal. Moreover, 
the Commission also sent out letters of formal notice under article 226 TEC to Spain, Ireland, Hungary, Poland, 
the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Malta, which had also concluded a bilateral aviation agreement with the US, 
although not necessarily an Open Sky agreement. Hence, at that moment, twenty of the twenty-five member states
were subject to infringement proceedings by the Commission, although they were in different stages of the proceedings.33

Repairing the Damage at Two Levels

After the failure of June 2004, the US was not willing to restart negotiations unless it could be sure that the next
agreement it negotiated with the Commission would be supported by the member states. Therefore, the Commission
engaged in two kinds of discussions, at the international level with the US and at the European level with the member
states, both intending to repair the damage and to restore confidence.

In the first months of 2005, the Commission held informal discussions with the new US Administration, explaining
what happened in the Council in June 2004, why the draft agreement was not accepted, and aiming to create the
right level of expectations about what would be an acceptable deal for the EU. In order to be able to deliver adequate
messages to the US, the Commission needed to have a good insight about how far it could go. That is the reason
why parallel and intense discussions were held with the member states. Moreover, the Commission intended to restore
confidence with the member states after the insufficient involvement of the member states that was partly at the
basis of the involuntary defection of June 2004. This attempt seemed to work, as most European representatives in
the EU-US Open Skies negotiations describe the atmosphere and confidence in the EU in terms of ‘before’ and ‘after’
June 2004. The consultations with the member states did not only allow the Commission to understand what the
member states really wanted substantively, or what they ultimately could (not) accept to be included in an EU-US
Open Skies agreement. The Commission also learned how to conduct negotiations on behalf of the member states 
in a more effective way. The distinction between the representing Commission and the represented member states,
which was to a certain extent the case until June 2004, decreased as from 2005. In this context, an illustrative 
observation is that before June 2004, the member state representatives were seated behind the Commission officials
during the negotiations with the US, while from 2005 onwards, they were seated alongside the Commission negotiating team.
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Formal negotiation rounds were held with the US in October and November 2005. The main European message was
that the US should liberalize to a greater extent its foreign investment and control rules. In US law, the foreign investment
and control of American airlines by foreign companies was limited to 25% of the voting stock. In the draft agreement
of June 2004, the US had committed itself to increase this to 49% of the non-voting stock. Since in practice this increase
would not really matter for European airlines, this was considered insufficient by the Council. Hence, the EU wanted
the US to open its foreign investment and control rules more significantly. As the US could not deliver stronger com-
mitments on this under its existing legal framework, the US committed itself to produce a reinterpretation of its law
that would be more open to foreign investment and control. After this declaration of intent by the US, the Commission
thoroughly checked with the member states – and especially with the UK – whether such a reinterpretation would be
acceptable by the Council. The special committee signalled that this US commitment would be sufficient for the member
states to accept an agreement. With this message in mind, the Commission and the US Administration initialled a
draft EU-US Open Skies Agreement in November 2005, which was presented to the Council in December 2005. 
As indicated by the special committee, the Council indeed stated that it would accepted such a deal, but only if 
the US indeed delivered its commitment.34

An Involuntary Defection for the Negotiation Partner

The agreement of November 2005 was subject to the US Administration delivering the reinterpretation of its internal
legislation. However, after one year of discussions at the domestic level of the US, the American negotiators had to
report to their European counterpart that they were not able to change their internal legislation of foreign ownership
and control and, hence, to deliver their commitment. The reason of this failure lies in internal US politics. Indeed, 
two years and a half after the Commission had faced an involuntary defection with its member states, the roles 
were reversed as the US Administration was now called back by the US Congress.

When the US Administration initialled the agreement in November 2005, it was well aware that changing US law 
on foreign investment and control would be politically very difficult, since it could provoke opposition in Congress.
Therefore the US Department of Transportation opted to change the rules by an administrative reinterpretation of 
the law, instead of changing the law by a legislative process in which Congress would be the central (veto) player.
However, the strategy of bypassing Congress failed because of internal developments and concerns in American 
politics in the course of 2006. The issue of foreign investment and control in the transport sector became extremely
politicized in the US. In February 2006, the Dubai Ports World, a state-owned company in the United Arab Emirates,
was planning to buy the management of six main American ports. The controversy on foreign control of important
American ports and the perceived impact on national security generated a spill-over effect to the air transport area.
The link between national security and US airlines controlled by foreign companies became subject of political controversy.
Moreover, the increasing level of politicization took place in a post-9/11 context, in which the possibility that an airline,
controlled by a European company, would be able to fly between two American cities became extremely sensitive 
because of national security concerns. As a result, the likelihood of the Department of Transportation being able to
resolve this issue by an administrative reinterpretation of the law decreased considerably. When Congress passed
legislation making it impossible for the Department of Transport to reinterpret the rules on foreign ownership and
control, the US negotiators failed to deliver the commitments they had made to the European partners in the international
negotiations. Hence, after the US negotiators announced their decision to withdraw the proposal to amend American
foreign ownership and control legislation, it did not come as a surprise that the Council in November 2006 expressed
its ‘deep disappointment and regret at this decision’ and ‘requested the Commission to enter into urgent consultations
with the United States’.35
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Towards a (First Stage) Agreement

Besides engaging in negotiations with the US, the Commission consulted the member states very intensively after the
November 2006 Council. The challenge for the Commission was clear: it had to find an agreement that was acceptable to
the US and to the member states, without having the possibility of an amendment of the US rules on foreign investment
and control, while this issue was of key importance for the member states, and in particular for the UK. Unlike in
June 2004, the Commission did not opt anymore to present a fait accompli to the member states. By contrast, 
the Commission now was convinced that an agreement could only be reached if was supported by the UK.

How did the Commission succeed in finding an agreement, without having the possibility to make significant progress
on the foreign investment and control issue, and while keeping the member states on board? This question is particularly
relevant because the EU-US Open Skies agreement that was going to be reached in February 2007 did not include 
a full liberalization of the American investment and control rules. In this sense, the basic demand of the UK, namely
opening of the US market in exchange for opening up Heathrow, was not completely fulfilled in February 2007. 
In other words, the goal outlined in the mandate (an open aviation area) was not realized, yet the member states did
not reject it anymore. The explanation of this situation lies again – like in June 2003 when the mandate was finally
granted to the Commission – in a combination of factors relating to Commission strategies and to substantive evolutions.

The Commission opted to activate the possibility that was already foreseen in the mandate of June 2004 to complete
an open aviation area between the EU and the US in multiple stages. This means that a first stage Open Skies agreement
was opted for, including the intention to hold second stage negotiations on a second stage agreement while the first
stage agreement provisionally entered into force. However, in order to get the most reluctant member states accepting
this, an additional guarantee for further liberalization needed to be included. Therefore, the EU-US Open Skies agreement
of 2007 contains, on the one hand, an article with the commitment to negotiate a second stage EU-US Open Skies
Agreement in the future and a list of issues to be included in that second stage agreement36, and, on the other hand,
a so-called ‘sunset clause’. This clause, basically stipulating that the parties to the agreement have the right to suspend
the (traffic) rights if no second stage EU-US Open Skies Agreement is adopted before the end of 2010, was a necessary
condition for keeping the UK on board and guaranteeing an approval of the agreement by the Council.37 During intense
– and often bilateral – discussions between the Commission and the UK, the UK had clearly indicated not to accept 
a first stage agreement without such a clause. Since the Commission now considered it politically and commercially
impossible to impose an agreement with such a big impact to the UK and since the Commission was keen to have
an agreement with the US and thus to avoid another involuntary defection, it presented the acceptance of a sunset
clause as an absolute requirement for having agreement to the US. From the UK perspective, this clause guarantees
that the UK in the long run still realizes its ultimate aim: only opening London Heathrow in exchange for full market
access to the US.

Besides insisting on the sunset clause, the Commission, which aimed to conclude the negotiations with the US, 
also deployed three strategic tools in order to increase the ‘cost of no agreement’ for the member states. First, 
the Commission used the resumption of the infringement proceedings against most of the member states as a threat
to win the support of the member states for a first stage EU-US Open Skies agreement. The infringe ment proceedings
had been put on hold during the negotiations, since it was expected that the negotiations would succeed and that 
the legal problem would be solved through an EU wide Open Skies agreement with the US. At this point in the negotiations,
resuming these proceedings was presented by the Commission as a feasible option, thereby increasing the pressure 
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to the member states to agree upon an agreement with the US. Hence, the argument by Woll that the Commission is
able to make use of rulings by the Court to receive a negotiation mandate and to become active in the international
aviation relations38 can be extended towards making use of the Court rulings to avoid an involuntary defection and to
increase the likelihood of an approval by the Council of commitments made by the Commission vis-à-vis third countries.
The member states – and certainly their airlines – aimed to avoid at all cost that the infringement proceedings were
resumed, since this would probably lead to the Court judging that the bilateral agreements with the US should be 
terminated, causing legal chaos and uncertainty for European airlines.

Second, by closely involving member states in the negotiations and by bilaterally discussing the most difficult and
sensitive issues with the most reluctant member states, the Commission succeeded in transmitting to the internal
level the difficult situation it faced at the external level. This helped to pass on the compellingness of the international
negotiations towards the member states, and to the member states getting to understand that approving a first stage
agreement was the most feasible result at that moment.

Third, in its attempts to increase the cost of no agreement for the member states, the Commission also could appeal
to other actors in the EU, who were, just like the Commission, in favour of reaching a first stage Open Skies agreement
with the US. Most importantly, the member states that did not have a bilateral Open Sky agreement with the US, 
such as Ireland or Spain, were said to be desperate to have an agreement and to be prepared to sign almost every
text lying on the negotiation table. Those member states also exerted pressure on their more reluctant colleagues to
approve an agreement. Also Germany, holding the Presidency in the first half of 2007, wanted to finalize the negotiations,
as the EU-US Open Skies agreement was one of the few concrete deliverables that could be presented at the April
EU-US Summit. This issue was even at the agenda of a meeting of German Chancellor Merkel and US President
Bush in January 2007.

This strategic behaviour by the Commission vis-à-vis the member states finally worked since these procedural dynamics
were complemented with substantive evolutions in the agreement. Between December 2006 and February 2007, 
a new annex on foreign investment and control was added to the agreement. Although this did not in the least go as
far as proposed amendments of US legislation in November 2005, the Commission and the member states considered
it as an additional – and feasible – effort by the US, as they had recognized the difficulties related to changing the
American legislation on foreign investment and control. Another substantive – yet minor – gain for the EU was that
European airlines were allowed access to the ‘Fly America’ programme, which covers air transport of passengers
and cargo financed by the US federal government. Finally, the UK also achieved a delay in the provisional application
of the EU-US Open Skies Agreement until almost one year after the signing of the agreement, i.e. until 30 March 2008,
after a fifth terminal at London Heathrow was opened, allowing additional airline slots to be used.

The first stage EU-US Open Skies Agreement, replacing the existing bilateral agreements of the member states, 
was initialled on 2 March 2007 in Brussels. A few weeks later, member states politically approved the agreement 
at Transport Council meeting. After legal linguists had finalized the agreement, it was formally adopted by a written
procedure at 26 April 2007, after which was signed in Washington DC at the EU-US Summit on 30 April 2007.
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5. Opportunities and Constraints for the Commission vis-à-vis the Member States

As mentioned in the first section, the unanimous approval by the member states of the EU-US Open Skies agreement
in March 2007 can be considered somewhat counterintuitive since the Commission was not able to fulfil the main
objective outlined in the mandate (i.e. the establishment of an open aviation area). Moreover, the negotiations took
place in a political context where member states had been reluctant to the Commission becoming active on international
aviation policy and where the issues at stake were economically and commercially of great importance for the member
states. On the basis of the process-tracing presented in the previous section, this section discusses the opportunities
the Commission can use to make an approval by the Council more likely, as well as the constraints the Commission
faces when it attempts to do so. In this sense, it sheds a light on the factors shaping the Commission’s discretion
vis-à-vis the member states in negotiations with third countries.

Using Third Actors to Increase the Cost of No Agreement

The Commission’s main strategy to avoid an involuntary defection is to increase the cost of no agreement for the
member states. The Commission can do so by itself, but it can also call on third actors helping to increase that cost.
First, the Commission was able to make use of its role as the guardian of the Treaty and the opportunity this implies
to take legal action against the member states. This allowed the Commission to realize its preference in two crucial
stages of the internal decision-making process. On the one hand, it brought the member states that concluded a 
bilateral Open Sky agreement with the US before the Court, resulting in the member states giving up their opposition
against a mandate for the Commission to negotiate an EU wide Open Skies Agreement with the US.39 Here, the Court
was used as leverage to start the negotiations. On the other hand, the Court was also used to be able to finish the
negotiations in a successful way. For the Commission, a successful ending of the negotiations consisted of reaching
an agreement, which solved the legal problem and thus contained a clause on Community designation, and which
was approved by the member states. In the final phase of the negotiations, i.e. after it had became clear that the US
could not deliver its commitment to amend its internal legislation, the Commission pressurized the member states to
bring them before the Court if no EU wide agreement was reached. In this sense, the Commission gradually increased
the cost of no agreement of the member states. This cost was related to the legal uncertainly and possible inability 
to operate transatlantic services this would generate for the European airlines. Presenting the threat to resume the
infringement proceedings as a sword of Damocles hanging over the member states, the Commission was able to
strengthen its position vis-à-vis the member states at the end of the negotiations. To be able to do so, it took the 
first legal steps under articles 226 and 228 TEC in 2004, after it had faced an involuntary defection in the Council.
These legal steps were not only addressed to the member states that were subject to the Court ruling of 2002, but
also to other member states, aiming to increase the scope of its leverage in the final phase of the negotiation process.

Second, not only the Court is the Commission’s ally in increasing the cost of no agreement for the member states. 
To enlarge the pressure on the most reluctant member states to approve the agreement, the Commission can make
use of two other opportunities. On the one hand, the member states that are in favour of reaching an international
agreement pull in the same direction like the Commission, as they also try to convince the most conservative player
in the EU not deploy its veto power. In the case studied in this article, the member states that did not have bilateral
Open Sky agreements with the US yet, helped the Commission to keep all the member states on board. In other words,
the preference heterogeneity among the member states helped the Commission in convincing the most reluctant ones
to approve the agreement. On the other hand, also the member state holding the Presidency during the semester in
which the agreement was planned to be signed is most likely an ally of the Commission. Indeed, as the finalization
and the signing of an important international agreement with a crucial international partner is often considered a 
significant deliverable for a Presidency, the Presidency mostly strives for a successful conclusion of the negotiations.
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Involving the Member States or Presenting Them a Fait Accompli?

The case of the first stage Open Skies negotiations between the EU and the US has shown that it is beneficial for the
Commission to involve the member states as much as possible in the negotiations if its aim is to reach an agreement
with the external negotiation partner. During the negotiation process, the Commission tried to use both strategies:
presenting the member states a fait accompli, and involving them to a large degree in the negotiations. The former
strategy failed (in June 2004), the latter succeeded (in March 2007).

The fait accompli logic, in which the Commission conducted the negotiations in a more isolated way without sufficiently
involving the member states and presented them a ‘take it or leave it’ proposal in the Council, did not work out since
the interests of the member states on the issue were too big and since the negotiations were politically and commercially
very sensitive in a couple of member states. In the run-up to the June 2004 Council, the Commission considered
reaching an agreement quickly, i.e. before the EU-US Summit and before the US elections, as more important than 
a step-by-step approach in which the member states were kept on board by transmitting the difficulties and the
compellingness of the external negotiations and by preparing them little by little for the unavoidable situation that 
an open aviation area could not be completely realized in a first stage agreement. After it had faced an involuntary
defection in 2004, the Commission changed its strategy, as it then chose to involve the member states very closely
in the negotiations, to check every step and every concession with the most reluctant member states, and to repair
confidence with them. Indeed the pre-June 2004 situation was characterized by a tense relation between the member
states and the Council, having its roots in the continuous struggle about external aviation competences between
them in the 90s.

The post-June 2004 period, by contrast, showed that an institutionally dense EU decision-making process, in which
the member states can trust their EU negotiator, is more instrumental for the Commission. Indeed, the degree of trust
in the Commission increased, just because the Commission did all it could to involve the member states and to take their
positions, concerns and sensitivities into account as much as possible. The post-June 2004 developments demonstrate
that it is possible for the Commission to avoid an involuntary defection – and to realize its preference of reaching an
international agreement – if the member states are sufficiently involved, even if the result of the negotiations does not
fulfil the purposes set up by the member states ex ante, and even in a highly politicized context where authorizing
the Commission to negotiate an agreement on their behalf was not in the least evident for the member states. 
Hence, before June 2004, the EU decision-making process was characterized by a split between the Commission and 
the member states, a lack of trust, an insufficient involvement of the member states and an unprecedented negotiation
configuration, ultimately resulting in an involuntary defection. When the decision-making process is, by contrast, 
characterized by cooperation between the Commission and the member states, trust, a constant involvement of the 
member states and a satisfactory negotiation configuration, an approval of an even imperfect agreement becomes 
increasingly likely. The explanation is that this allows the member states to experience that such an agreement is at 
that moment the best feasible deal. This is only possible if the Commission performs as a transparent, trustworthy
and confidence building interface between the external and the internal negotiations.

Just like presenting a fait accompli to the member states is counterproductive for the Commission, trying to get one
of them isolated – or even outvoted – does not function well in the context of international negotiations. Although it
would have been theoretically and legally possible to isolate the UK, being the most reluctant member state, the
Commission had understood that this would turn out counterproductive as well. There is a twofold reason for this. 
On the one hand, the fact that the EU decision-making process takes place with regard to international negotiations
makes this decision-making process more cooperative than traditional Community policy-making on internal legislation.
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The presence of a third player outside the EU assembles the Commission and the member states around a common
European position against an external partner. On the other hand, although the decision to sign the EU-US Open
Skies Agreement is taken on the basis of QMV40, the nature of the agreement remains mixed, meaning each member
state is a party to the agreement as well and that, as a consequence, all member states have to sign the agreement
separately before it can enter into force.

6. Conclusion

This case study identified the constraints and opportunities the Commission faced in its bilateral negotiations with
the US on the 2007 Open Skies Agreement. On the one hand, it has shown that the Commission was faced with several
constraints in its internal negotiations with the member states: the high degree of political sensitivity on the issue, 
the tensions between the Commission and the member states based on a long struggle on external aviation competences,
the resulting lack of trust between them, and an ambitious mandate. Being faced with these constraints, presenting
a fait accompli to the member states or attempting to isolate the most reluctant member states did not work for the
Commission in order to reach an Open Skies agreement with the US. On the other hand, as the negotiation process
evolved, the Commission was able to transform these constraints into opportunities, which it could use to obtain the
approval by the member states on an agreement that did not completely correspond to the mandate. First, by involving
the member states more closely in the external negotiation process, the Commission was able to build a more 
cooperative EU decision-making process in which the degree of trust augmented. Second, the Commission made
use of the opportunity to increase the cost of no agreement for the member states in a politically sensitive domain 
by exploiting the advantages of internal allies: mainly the Court of Justice, but also member states with Commission-
like preferences and the Presidency wanting an important transatlantic deliverable.

Theoretically, this analysis revealed two additional factors that may increase the agent’s discretion vis-à-vis the principals
when the former negotiates on the latter’s behalf: closely involving the principals in the agent’s delegated task, 
and increasing the cost of no agreement for the principals by using other actors in the EU that also want a successful
end of the agent’s task. Further and more systematic research, possibly taking into account multiple decision-making
processes, should indicate whether these opportunities might be applied by the European agent more generally, e.g.
also in other policy areas, in multilateral negotiation settings or in different time periods. Therefore, this in-depth analysis
of the Commission-member state relations in the EU-US Open Skies negotiations not only provided empirical insights
in this particular case, but it may also have identified new dynamics in EU decision-making processes with regard to
international negotiations, when they are examined from a principal-agent perspective.
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Part Five
Migration

1. Introduction

In the international competition for highly-skilled labour, many industrialized countries are changing their policies 
in order to become more ‘attractive’ for highly-skilled migrants. The ‘traditional immigration countries’ (Australia,
Canada and the United States) have long offered flexible admission criteria and attractive residence rights to highly-skilled
migrants. European countries, as to the contrary, have for a long time been reluctant to give up their ‘zero-migration’
policies of the past. However, European countries have become increasingly involved in changing their labour migration
policies in order to attract highly-skilled migrants from third-countries. It is beyond doubt that so-called ‘replacement
migration’ cannot be the sole option to deal with shrinking labour forces and an ageing population. Labour immigration
can only be part of a ‘policy mix’ addressing these problems, next to labour migration policies, higher retirement ages,
higher labour force participation rates of women and migrants and active family policies.1 Be that as it may, there is 
a growing recognition for the need of the EU and its Member States to implement more attractive migration policies
for highly qualified immigrants. Europe has thus emerged as a new player in the ‘global competition for talent’, 
competing with traditional countries of immigration for the brightest migrants.2

In recent years, a growing number of European countries have introduced national migration policies specifically 
targeted at highly-skilled migrants. National admission schemes were supplemented in May 2009 by the adoption of
a Community instruments for the admission of highly qualified labour: Directive 2009/50/EC. In spite of such efforts,
the number of migrants entering and residing in the Member States under such policies has been lower than expected.
The number of highly-skilled migrants coming to the EU is still relatively low, especially in comparison with traditional
immigration countries. The United States, in particular, attract a considerably higher share of internationally mobile
skilled labour force than the EU as a whole.3

The Legal Framework for Highly-Skilled
Migration to the EU: EU and US Labour
Migration Policies Compared 
by Anja Wiesbrock and Metka Hercog
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Despite the potentially significant societal and labour market implications of highly-skilled migration policies in Europe,
the new dynamics have only been subject to few inquisitive studies in the academic literature.4 This paper seeks to
close this gap by comparing the existing legal framework on highly-skilled migration in three EU Member States,
namely the United Kingdom, the Netherlands and Germany, and their main competitor country in the international
competition for highly-skilled labour force, the United States of America. The three EU Member States were selected
for the paper firstly, because of their relative importance for skilled migration within the EU and secondly, because of
the targeted migration policies. We look at a set of immigration policy dimensions, assessing the ‘attractiveness’ of
national rules for potential highly-skilled migrants. The comparative analysis addresses the question whether it is still
justified to consider Europe as restrictive in this respect. 

We start our paper by introducing the theoretical framework for the analysis of immigration policies. Based on the
existing body of literature, we develop a set of comparative criteria by which national policies are assessed. For each
of the five criteria chosen, we explain why they are considered relevant and in what way they play a role in affecting
the attractiveness of the legislation. The subsequent section first describes the national context for the four case
studies by each of the specified criteria. Secondly, the paper compares and evaluates the chosen immigration rules
on the basis of the five selected criteria. In addition, we consider in what way the implementation of the EU Blue Card
Directive can be expected to raise the attractiveness of the EU for highly-skilled migrants. The last section concludes
by summarizing the findings. 

2. Theoretical Framework

This paper builds on two strands of literature. Besides adding to the debate on comparison of immigration policies,
this paper also contributes to the convergence/divergence debate. The “convergence hypothesis”5 proposes that the
industrialized labour-importing countries are becoming increasingly similar in terms of policy instruments, efficacy
and public reactions to immigration. Sassen6 further argues the state authority is decreasing due to the increasing
effect of economic globalization, taking effect on immigration policies through the growing role of supranational 
organizations and the transnational legal regime for cross-border business transaction. Quite on the contrary,
Shachar7 does not see nations losing control over their own immigration policies. The competitive recruitment 
environment leads to an even more active role of immigration agencies. According to her, national immigration 
policies are no longer insulated from actions of other countries. Instead, they are part of a multilevel game where
countries are learning from and emulating each other. The policy convergence of competitive immigration regimes 
is, thus, also a product of interjurisdictional competition. Our paper explores whether, in a situation where many
countries have the same policy goal of attracting and retaining the skilled labour force, we can actually observe 
convergence of immigration policies. 
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While the convergence literature focuses primarily on the reasons for policy changes, our paper comes closer to the
second strand of literature, which instead uses comparative methodology to analyze the differences and similarities
between migration schemes. Several studies have identified the criteria for comparison of immigration policies.
McLaughlan and Salt8 compare thirty-one schemes towards highly-skilled workers in ten countries. Policies in each
of the countries are described according to four broad categories of criteria: permits, application procedures, marketing
of a particular scheme, and collection of statistics. The article provides rich information for each of the described
schemes, but leaves out the analytical comparison across policies and across countries. Lindsay Lowell9 corrects 
for that and contributes to the comparative immigration policy debate by constructing an index, which ranks twelve
countries according to seven criteria10 in order to place them on a scale from controlled to competitive programmes.
Due to the rapid changes in immigration laws, the rankings are subject to constant changes. The index ranks policies
in 2004, which is before major policy changes took place in several countries under observation. With the intention
of showing that the legislation and policies on highly-skilled migration differ considerably among countries, Cerna11

updated and expanded Lindsay Lowell’s index to a larger group of countries. She observes twenty-four different 
temporary programmes for highly-skilled migrants in terms of admission mechanisms and employment rights. Christian’s
paper12 adds to the debate by pointing to regulatory mechanisms not only at the nation-state level but also at the
multilateral and regional level. The paper compares advanced industrial countries in terms of class of admission, 
the use of quotas, requirements and procedures before and following entry, and terms applying to time limits, 
transition to permanent residence, limits on employer, and family reunification options. 

Zaletel13 differs from the above mentioned papers since it compares the temporary migration schemes for the highly
skilled only for three countries, namely the USA, Germany and the UK. It basically looks at the eligibility criteria, 
benefits for the employee and requirements for the employer. The major divergence between the schemes is found 
in the limited period of residence allowed by the German Green Card. Two other factors, highlighted as important 
determinants of the scheme’s attractiveness, are the right to family unification and the flexibility in terms of looking
for other employers in the country. Shachar14 compares a number of traditional and new migration countries and
contributes to the debate on the competition for skilled migrants by emphasizing one aspect of immigration policy;
that is the citizenship factor. According to the citizenship theory, individual knowledge migrants select the destination
country most suitable to them in terms of economic as well as citizenship rewards. The economic advantage of the
United States is challenged by the innovative ways of other traditional and new migration countries to attract skilled workers.

It is noticeable that previous papers in the field of comparative migration policies either choose for a detailed account
of only a few case-studies or for a systematic comparison of a number of policies by clearly specified criteria. In the
above mentioned papers, one of these two qualities is chosen at the expense of the other. Our paper aims to overcome
this divide and combine the attributes of both approaches. It provides a clear disaggregation of policies into sub-categories
as well as a detailed description of immigration policies. In comparison to the comparative studies mentioned above,
we come closer to the approach of Zaletel’s work and purposely chose a limited number of cases, in order to allow
for an in-depth evaluation of national policies. Moreover, we build on the comparative papers15 and select a clear list
of criteria, by which we disaggregate policies on the terms attached. 
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The comparison of migration policies for our paper is done by looking at five different aspects of policies, which we
consider to be relevant in migrants’ decision to move to a particular country. The observed dimensions are: (1) eligibility
criteria, (2) special provision for young migrants and options for transition to the labour market for former students,
(3) validity of permits and access to permanent residence, (4) family migration options and (5) employment rights and
social security provisions. The selection of the chosen categories follows the previously discussed literature as well
the elements of immigration policies. 

A specific goal of this paper is to assess the relative attractiveness of migration policies of the three chosen EU
Member states as compared to the US. Acknowledging the different levels of regulatory mechanisms,16 we extend
the comparison at the nation-state level to include the contribution of the EU Blue Card Directive to the attractiveness
of the concerned Member States and to the EU as a whole. The next section examines each of the chosen criteria
and explains why they were selected as the indicators of attractive highly-skilled immigration policies. 

3. Comparative Criteria for Immigration Policies

The selection of criteria for our analysis is based on different theoretical approaches on determinants for migration17

as well as on the overview of earlier comparative studies in this field. When choosing a country of destination, potential
highly-skilled migrants are influenced by a huge variety of factors, including migration policies, wages, tax regimes
and the political environment in the host country as well already existing migration networks.18 In this paper we will
focus on the first factor, namely the potential of highly-skilled migration policies in countries of destination to 
influence migration choices. 

We assess the policy as successful when immigration process is made easier from a perspective of a potential migrant.
In our comparative evaluation, each element of policy is considered to be closer to best practice when it facilitates
the entrance and stay of migrants. Although we acknowledge that immigration policies have various other objectives,
this paper looks solely at the goal of making policies more welcoming for foreign workers. The comparison of immi-
gration policies is concerned with the legal framework of immigration policies and not with enforcement mechanisms.
It is important to note this, since the gap between policy goals and outcomes can be partly attributed to problems 
regarding policy implementation. However, the focus of the paper is on the legislative framework and does not go 
as far as evaluating policy implementation.

One of the crucial aspects determining the attractiveness of host countries for highly-skilled migrants is the definition
of who constitutes a highly-skilled migrant and the nature of eligibility requirements. As there is no agreed international
definition of ‘highly-skilled workers’, the use of the concept varies amongst countries and is closely linked to national
eligibility requirements.19 Receiving states generally use a person’s level of education and/or occupation in order to
determine whether he/she falls within the category of ‘highly-skilled migrant’.20 The more open these criteria are for
skilled migrants, the more attractive we consider that country’s policy. This same category was captured by the above
mentioned comparative papers in both, the classification of admissions and in the sub-category on quotas. Among
the observed countries, only the US limits the inflows of skilled migrants by an imposed annual quota. Thus, we do
not include it as a separate sub-category but instead consider the use of quota as a limiting factor for the attractiveness
of eligibility criteria. 
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Secondly, we look at whether immigration policies give special provision for making entry for younger migrants more
accessible. In comparison with other categories of highly-skilled workers, young professionals and students educated
in the host state hold a great potential to be active in the labour market for a long period. Younger, educated people
are the most likely to migrate because of the longer period they will be able to reap the returns of the migration decision.
At the same time, young highly-skilled migrants at the beginning of their career often lack the required work experience
and salary level to be admitted under the ‘ordinary’ highly-skilled migrant programmes. An additional advantage of
foreign students transitioning to host country’s labour market as highly-skilled workers is that they have already
proven themselves in the host country’s education system. Consequently, several countries have adopted special
rules applicable to young migrants and in particular to former students, allowing them to benefit from less demanding
entry requirements. It is a relatively new feature of immigration policies, which might be one of the reasons why 
special provisions for young migrants have not been included in the comparative studies so far. Inclusion of this 
sub-category substantially improves the framework for comparing immigration policies since it better captures recent
developments in the policy area. Considering the fact that migrants are concentrated in the younger age groups and
that foreign graduates demonstrate high stay rates after the graduation in OECD countries,21 our paper corrects for
the omission of an important aspect of immigration policies. 

The third policy dimension that we observe are the rules concerning the validity of the residence permit offered to
highly-skilled third-country nationals. The opportunity to acquire a stable and secure residence status as well as access
to permanent residence rights after a certain period of time have become a valuable ‘good’ that countries can offer
to highly-skilled workers in exchange for their skills and knowledge.22 The failure of the German Green Card to attract
the expected number of highly-skilled migrants is often attributed to the terms applying to the period of residence,
since this scheme did not allow for the possibility of permanent residence in Germany.23 Example of studies on
skilled temporary migrants in Australia24 and on Slovakian return and potential skilled migrants25 confirm the strong
link between temporary and permanent migration. In general, both studies show that many migrants, especially
those coming from developing countries, would like to become permanent residents. Moreover, many respondents 
in the Australian case study indicate the option of permanent residence as an important reason for initial migration.
At the same time, temporary migration facilitates permanent migration; many people who initially came only for the
purpose of international exposure later on change their initial plans and want to apply for permanent residence.
There are numerous reasons why people want to become permanent residents. The significance of this option for
prospective migrants has been accepted by the earlier literature,26 which gives the edge in terms of attractiveness to
countries with easier access to long-term residence. The maximum allowed duration of residence and conditions for
access to a permanent residence status are therefore important in determining the attractiveness of national highly-
skilled migrant programmes. 
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A further crucial factor influencing highly-skilled migrants’ considerations when considering moving abroad, concerns
the possibility to be accompanied/joined by members of their family. Also the rights granted to family members upon
arrival can play a decisive role in their decision-making process.27 Research has shown that job relocation is a stressful
event for employees28 and even more for ‘trailing spouses’.29 Highly-skilled workers usually have partners who are also
interested in their own careers. Greenbury and Shortland list the following problems that a spouse could face: work
permit restrictions, lack of job opportunities abroad, language and cultural differences, lost promotional opportunities,
lack of transferable skills, and financial implications.30 Offering the principal migrant’s spouse a possibility to work in
the host country is an important factor in the decision to move of dual-career couples, which are very common among
highly-skilled workers.

Highly skilled third-country nationals are likely to inform themselves about employment rights and social security 
provisions in their future country of residence, which is use as the fifth criteria for the comparative analysis. Providing
prospects for professional development is an important aspect for career-oriented migrants. Enabling foreign workers
to switch jobs without facing huge administrative burdens increases their opportunities to meet their career aspirations.
Especially for people from developing countries, international migration offers means to overcome missing or failed
markets for capital, credit, and insurance.31 When receiving countries’ conditions are to some extent independent of
economic conditions in the sending country, migration is considered as insurance against deterioration. Welfare-state
benefits are found to have positive effects on the concentration of skilled and low-skilled workers.32 For those highly-
skilled people that migrate due to a risk-diversifying strategy, a country will, hence, become more attractive when it
provides more security for migrants and their families.

The following section observes each of these elements in US, British, German and Dutch immigration policies for the
highly skilled and draws transparent tables at the end of each section, which enable clear comparison of policies in
the chosen parameters. Although other channels of entry for the highly skilled exist in all the observed countries, 
the focus in this article lies on policies envisaged as special programmes to attract highly-skilled migrants. 
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4. Comparing Highly-Skilled Migration Policies in the US and the EU

The Definition of the ‘Highly Skilled’ and Eligibility Requirements

The US Immigration and Nationality Act provides several ways for foreign nationals to come and live in the United
States on a temporary basis (holding non-immigrant visas). In this analysis we focus on provisions in respect to H-1B
visas, which specifically apply to persons in a specialty occupation (as defined in section 214 (i) (1) of the Act). 
A further reason for focusing on H-1B programme is also the dominance of its use as compared to other programmes.
Intra-company transferee visa programme (L-1 visa) is the second most utilized programme but in that case migrants
themselves have less of an influence on where they will move for work. A discussion of all the different entry categories
goes beyond the scope of this paper. For an immigrant to be eligible for H-1B visa in The United States he/she must
demonstrate that he/she is able to work in the specialty occupation for which he/she is being hired by the sponsoring
employer.33 This can be demonstrated in a number of ways. Basically, the applicant should have at least a four year
US bachelors’ degree or its foreign equivalent. However, requisite experience can substitute for education, as three
years of progressive work experience can substitute the fourth year of the US bachelors’ degree. In addition to that,
particular specialty occupations require State or a Federal license in order to practice that occupation. An additional
requirement for obtaining H-1B visa is that the prospective employer has to pay a salary equivalent to U.S employees
engaged in a comparable position in the same field. 

The British government introduced a so-called Points-Based immigration system with five different tiers in 2008.34

This analysis focuses on Tier 1, which is explicitly targeted at highly-skilled migrants, even though highly-skilled migrants
may possibly also enter the UK under Tier 2 on the basis of a fixed work contract or under Tier 4 as students. In order to
be granted leave to enter under Tier 1 applicants must receive 75 points for their attributes as well as 10 points for
English language skills and 10 points for available maintenance.35 As far as attributes are concerned, for the 
general category of highly-skilled migrants, relevant criteria are the applicant’s qualifications, previous earnings, 
age and UK work experience. 

In Germany, the current rules on highly-skilled migrants were introduced with the entry into force of the 2005 Residence
Act (Aufenthaltsgesetz, AufenthG). Section 19 of the Residence Act provides for the admission of ‘highly qualified’
workers but does not contain a general definition of who is considered to be ‘highly qualified’. Three different categories
of persons generally fall under the regime for highly qualified immigrants. The first category includes scientists and
academics with outstanding qualifications. The second category refers to teaching personnel in high-rank positions
(that is, tenured professors or academics who are leading scientific projects or research groups). Under category
three, specialists and executive personnel are considered to be highly qualified if they have adequate professional
experience and an annual minimum income of €63,600 (lowered from €85,500 as off 1 January 2009). In respect
of these three categories of persons, a prior approval of the Federal Labour Agency is not necessary for the granting
of a settlement permit.36 In addition to being considered a highly qualified worker, there are four general conditions
for the granting of a settlement permit. Firstly, there must be a specific job offer.37 Secondly, there must be reasons
to assume that the immigrant will become well integrated into German society. This requirement is, however, mitigated
by the fact that highly qualified workers (and their family members) are not obliged to pass a German language test
prior to entry. Thirdly, the immigrant must demonstrate that he can sustain himself without relying on state resources.38

Lastly, the entry of the person concerned must constitute a ‘special case’ (‘in besonderen Fällen’) in the sense of
paragraph 1 of Section 19 AufenthG. 
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The Netherlands introduced a Knowledge Migrant Scheme (Kennismigrantenregeling) targeted at highly-skilled migrants
in October 2004. The criteria to assess whether a person qualifies as knowledge migrant are exclusively based on
the salary offered to the prospective migrant. Knowledge migrants are defined as immigrants who have been offered
a position by an eligible employer and are set to receive a certain minimum income as stipulated by the Minister of
Social Affairs and Employment on an annual basis. The prospective employer must have signed an agreement with
the Immigration and Naturalization Service (IND) in order to become eligible for the accelerated procedure under the
Knowledge Migrant Scheme. For 2010, the minimum annual gross salary for knowledge migrants is stipulated at
€50.183 for employees 30 years of age or older, and €36.801 for employees below 30 years of age.39 Since November
2006, an exception to the salary criterion is made for scientific researchers and foreign doctors completing their
studies in the Netherlands to become a specialist.40

The following table (Table 1) summarizes the eligibility criteria for the four observed countries looking at the requested
criteria to be fulfilled by migrants. 

Table 1 – Eligibility

United States United Kingdom Netherlands Germany

Minimum Salary Equivalent to a No, but previous €50.183 (aged 30+), €63,600
comparable earnings relevant €36.801 (aged <30)
US employee

Required level 4-years BA, or BA (30 points), No No
of qualifications 3-years BA + MA (35 p.), PhD (50 p.)

work experience

Required work 3 y. substitute one 5-45 points No Yes
experience year of studies

Required employment Yes No Yes Yes
contract

Language test No Level 1C CEFR No No

Integration test No No No No

Maintenance obligation Yes Min. £2,800 Yes Yes

Special rules for J-1 visa No No salary threshold for No salary threshold 
scholars/researchers for researchers, researcher, lecturers for highly qualified

professors, interns academics/lecturers
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Special Provisions for Young Migrants and Former Students

In the United States, the option to stay for up to one year and receive practical training has been given to foreign
graduates of US universities for a long time.41 This OPT (Optional Practical Training) is open to F-1 visa holders42 and
currently about 70,000 students take part in it. They work in their specific field of studies and get a chance to gain
valuable experience in preparation for the job market. Graduates in the fields of Science, Technology, Engineering 
or Mathematics can now be granted a longer extension of up to 17 months. All OPT participants may later have the
option to change their status to become a regular labour migrant.43 Overseas graduates from post-secondary US 
institutions may take up employment in the United States on a temporary basis with a H-1B visa. Annually, there is 
a limit of visas given out in this category. For the fiscal year 2010 the maximum was set at 65,000 H-1B visas. 
Yet, the H-1B Visa Reform Act of 2004 made 20,000 new H-1B visas available for foreign workers with a Master's 
or higher level degree from a US academic institution. For each fiscal year, 20,000 beneficiaries of H-1B petitions on
behalf of persons who hold such credentials are statutorily exempted from the cap.44 Employers filing a petition have
to pass a labour attestation proving that they could not find a national for the position in the same way as for other
immigrants. 

In the United Kingdom, young professionals are in a favourable position to reach the 75 points under Tier 1 of the
new United Kingdom points system, as youth (that is, those under 32 years) are awarded additional points. Special
rules apply to third-country nationals who have pursued their studies in the UK. So-called ‘post-study workers’ can
obtain 20 points each for having eligible qualifications, having studied at eligible UK institutions and having obtained
qualifications whilst in the UK as well as 15 points for having applied within 12 months of obtaining the qualification.
These points will be added towards reaching the pass mark of 75 points. Moreover, in May 2007 the UK introduced
the International Graduates Scheme (IGS), allowing non-EEA graduates with a bachelor degree in any discipline from
a recognized institution in the UK to remain in the country for 12 months to work after their studies. After the expiry
of the one-year working period, graduates must either return to their country of origin or file a new application and
comply with the criteria of the Tier 1 Highly Skilled Migrants scheme.

In principle, the German Residence Act does not distinguish between older and younger highly-skilled workers. This has
been widely criticized as the tough entry conditions and high income ceiling make it extremely difficult for young 
professionals to enter the German labour market.45 Section 19 AufenthG is clearly more directed to experienced 
scientific personnel (such as executive staff or executive managers) rather than graduates and young professional
who stand at the beginning of their career. Yet, Section 16(4) AufenthG makes it possible for foreign students who
have successfully completed their studies in Germany to obtain a prolongation of their residence permit to search 
for a job for a period of one year. Moreover, since 1 January 2009 the following categories of third-country nationals
may obtain approval from the Federal Employment Agency to acquire a residence permit for the purpose of carrying
out work corresponding to their qualification: 1) foreign university graduates with a recognized diploma, 2) third-country
nationals holding a comparable qualification in the IT sector, 3) foreigners holding a German university degree and 
4) graduates of German schools abroad with a recognized university degree or a vocational qualification obtained in
Germany.46 In respect of the latter two categories approval will be given without the application of a labour market test.47
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The Dutch Knowledge Migrant Scheme takes into account that it is more difficult for younger migrants to reach the
designated salary threshold. The required salary level is adjusted for people below 30 years of age, which makes it
possible for younger people who are just starting their careers to reach the criterion.48 For 2010, the lowered threshold
for the minimum annual gross salary is €36.801 as compared to €50.183 for employees older than 30 years. 
An additional attribute of the Dutch migration policy is the job-search period after completion of studies at a university
in the Netherlands (Article 1d (1) (a) no. 2 Decree implementing the Law on the Employment of Foreign Nationals).
Foreign students have one full year to look for positions as highly-skilled migrants after the completion of their studies
in the Netherlands. Moreover, a different salary criterion, applies to former students who find work at their education
level immediately after the completion of studies. For 2010, the minimum starting salary for students, using a one-year
job-search period, is stipulated at €26.376. The lowered salary criterion corresponds better to the actual salary levels
of beginners on the labour market. Moreover, in January 2009, the Netherlands introduced a new pilot Admission
Scheme for Highly Educated Migrants which allows recent graduates to get an authorization for temporary stay even
without a job-offer.49 A person who has completed a master’s degree or a doctorate from a Dutch university or from
a non-Dutch institution of higher education which ranks among the top 150 universities on the Times Higher Education
list or the Academic Ranking of World Universities can within three years after graduation ask for a one-year residence
permit and look for employment in the Netherlands without a prior job-offer. In addition to the academic-degree 
requirement, foreign nationals will be assessed on the basis of a point system, which awards points with regard to
age, level of education and other performance indicators in the Netherlands. 

Table 2 compares the four observed countries with regard to giving preferable access to younger educated migrants. 

Table 2 – Policies for young migrants and former students

United States United Kingdom Netherlands Germany

Special provisions for Equivalent to 20 extra points if Lower salary N/a
young migrants comparable US < 28 years threshold if <30 years

employee

Admission of former Special H-1B Special points system Reduced minimum No income requirement,
students from host visa quota salary threshold no labour market test 
state’s universities of €26.376

Admission of former N/a Extra points for higher One-year permit for No income
students from foreign education degrees, students from 150 top requirement for
universities especially when universities of THE IT graduates

in English ranking list

Job-searching period 12-17 months 12 months 12 months 12 months
for former students practical training
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Validity of the Permit and Access to Permanent Residence

In the United States, the H-1B visa is valid for three years and can be extended for additional three years up to a total
of six years.50 A further extension is possible if the application for a permanent residence is being processed. H-1B
visa holders are allowed to change employers, provided that the new employer sponsors another H-1B visa. Unlike
other non-immigrant visas, H-1B visa also allows for dual intent, which allows migrant to apply for permanent residence.
In this way, H-1B holders are implicitly encouraged to become permanent Green Card immigrants.51 The Immigration
and Nationality Act establishes two main channels through which an alien may obtain lawful permanent residence
status in the United States: family reunification and employment. In the context of highly-skilled migration employment-
based immigration is of particular interest. There are five different types of employment-based immigration which 
are classified in order of priority. Each priority category has an annual admission ceiling. Overall the Immigration 
and Nationality Act provides an annual minimum of 140,000 employment-based immigrant visas.52

In the United Kingdom, third-country nationals entering under Tier 1 will initially be granted three years’ leave.53

After expiry of this period, the highly-skilled worker can be granted a subsequent grant of leave to remain for two years.54

Highly-skilled third-country nationals in Tier 1 are permitted to change jobs within the UK. Young workers remaining
in the UK under the sub-category of Post Study Workers, will only be granted a leave for two years, which is not renewable.
After five (three plus two) years of residence in the UK, highly-skilled workers can obtain indefinite leave to remain
(ILR) if the following requirements are fulfilled:55 the applicant and his/her dependants must be able to maintain
themselves without recourse to public fund and have accommodation; applicants must demonstrate that they have
adequate English, Scottish or Welsh language skills and impose over sufficient knowledge of life in the UK. It is additionally
required from highly-skilled migrants that they are still lawfully economically active in employment or self-employment.56

Highly-skilled workers residing in Germany on the basis of Section 19 AufenthG have an unlimited right of residence
in Germany. The permit is neither restricted in time nor in scope, allowing the worker to change his employment position
as he wishes. Only a few professions are exempted and may not be taken up by foreigners, such as the medical 
profession and employment in the civil service. In addition, after five years of residence in Germany in possession of
a residence title, highly-skilled migrants can acquire an EC long-term residence permit.57 Yet, the only major advantage
of obtaining a long-term residence permit in addition to a settlement permit is the possibility to move and take up
employment in another Member State. 

The validity of the residence permit in the Netherlands depends on the type of employment contract. A migrant gets
a residence permit for a period of the work permit if he/she holds a temporary work contract. When a knowledge 
migrant holds an employment contract for an indefinite period, a residence permit is granted for the duration of 
five years.58 The residence requirement to acquire EC long-term residence status is five years of uninterrupted legal 
residence for a non-temporary objective, such as employment or family reunification. Applicants for a long-term 
residence permit also have to fulfil certain material conditions. Sufficient and regular income to support his or her
family is required. In addition, all non-EU/EEA immigrants have to pass an integration examination, which tests 
migrants for Dutch language skills and knowledge of Dutch society.59
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The following table (Table 3) compares the described countries according to initial validity of the permit, possibility for
extension and requirements for permanent residence. 

Table 3 – Permit validity and access to permanent residence

United States United Kingdom Netherlands Germany

Initial validity of the permit 3 Years 3 Years Up to 5 years Permanent

Possible extension 3 Years 2 Years Depending on previous r.p. N/a

Requirements for N/a
permanent residence

Residence N/a 5 Years 5 Years N/a

Maintenance No No recourse to public funds Sufficient & regular income N/a

Language test No Yes Yes No

Integration test No Yes Yes No

Family Reunification Rights

In the United States, the H-1B visa allows principal migrants to bring with them a spouse and minor children and
they are admitted to the US in the H-4 category. Dependants are not allowed to work, however they can change the
status to H-1B or any other status which allows employment. The principal migrant has to show that he is able to 
financially support the dependents. 

Third-country nationals who have obtained permission to enter the United Kingdom under Tier 1 of the Points-Based
System may be immediately accompanied by their spouse or civil partner/unmarried partner and dependent children
under the age of 18. However, a precondition for the entry of family members is that the immigrant can maintain his
dependants. The right of residence of family members is generally equal to that of the sponsor. Family members of
the sponsor have the right to work for any employer but cannot switch into a points system tier. If they wish to obtain
a residence permit in their own right, family members are required to leave the UK and to apply from abroad.60

In Germany, family members of highly qualified workers within the meaning of Section 19 AufenthG are exempt from
the requirement of proving a certain degree of German language proficiency before entry,61 as long as the marriage
already existed at the moment the highly qualified worker entered Germany and that the worker has shifted the central
point of his life to Germany. The incoming family members of highly-skilled workers are automatically entitled to take
up paid employment and can obtain an independent right to reside and work after marital cohabitation in Germany
for at least two years. 
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The Dutch Knowledge Migrant Scheme subjects family members of the skilled worker to a facilitated procedure
when applying for a residence permit. When an application is submitted simultaneously with the principal migrant’s
application, the accelerated procedure applies also for family migrants. In the beginning, spouses are granted a residence
permit of one year which will be extended, upon renewal in the next year, to a period equal to that of the principal 
migrant.62 For children, the residence permit is valid for the same period of time as for the principal migrant. 
Moreover, there are no restrictions for family members to perform in the Dutch labour market. Knowledge migrants
as well as accompanying family members are also exempt from integration requirements before entering the Netherlands.

Table 4 compares the countries with regard to family migration possibilities, which clearly shows that the observed
countries pay attention to the fact that migration often involves other family members, with a notable exception of 
refusing the automatic right to work for spouses in the US. 

Table 4 – Family reunification rights

United States United Kingdom Netherlands Germany

Family members Spouse & minor Spouse/partner & Spouse/partner & Spouse/same-sex 
children minor, dependent minor, dependent partner & minor,

children children dependent children

Waiting period No No No No

Integration conditions No No No No

Right to work for No Yes Yes Yes
spouses

Employment Rights and Social Security Provision

In the United States, H-1B visa holders are allowed to change jobs under the condition that the new employer files a
transfer petition to the USCIS (US Citizenship and Immigration Services).63 The transfers to new jobs are not counted
towards the annual quote if the concurrent employment is in cap-exempt position (positions at certain types of educational,
non-profit or governmental organizations)64 or if the H-1B visa holder was already counted towards the cap for his/her
first employment and is now transferring to new employment which would otherwise be subject to numerical limitation.
Temporary workers generally do not have access to unemployment or any other social security benefits in the US
Their status is tied to employment and upon losing their job they are required to leave the country. The principle applicant has
to prove that he or she is able to support any family member joining them, which is a measure to prevent abuse of welfare.
Concerning retirement benefits, the general regulation in the US is that you have to work legally for 10 years in the country.
Since the described temporary visa categories mostly limit the stay to a shorter time period, temporary workers are
generally not eligible for Social Security retirement benefits.65 Other benefits including food stamps, supplemental security
income, temporary assistance for needy families and Medicaid are not accessible for the first 5 years of residency.
On the other hand, state and local public benefits may be available right away, depending on state legislation.
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Highly skilled third-country nationals entering the United Kingdom under Tier 1 have the right to work and are permitted
to change jobs within highly skilled categories of work. Immigrant workers in the UK have access to the national health
system and are exempted from charges for NHS services. As regards other social security provisions, highly skilled
immigrants generally have no access to public benefits, as the maintenance obligation implies that they may not rely
on public funds.66 The prohibition from reliance on public funds also applies to social housing, which falls under the
category of public benefits.67 A further hurdle is the ‘habitual residence rule’ introduced in 1994. The requirement of
habitual residence implies that in order to obtain access to public benefits, highly skilled workers must feature a certain
“length, continuity and general nature” of actual residence as well as a “settled intention to remain in the UK”.68

Factors such as the claimant’s centre of interest, stable employment, length and continuity of residence, reasons 
for coming to the UK and future intensions are taken into account.69

As already mentioned, the permanent permit acquired by highly qualified migrants in Germany is neither restricted in
time nor in scope, allowing the worker to change his employment position as he wishes. Only a few professions are
exempted and may not be taken up by foreigners, such as the medical profession and employment in the civil service.
Section 39(2) Aufenthaltsgesetz stipulates that the wages, working hours and other terms and conditions of employment
of foreign employees may not be less favourable than those applicable to comparable German workers. They also
enjoy freedom of association and have free access to the entire territory of Germany. Moreover, highly qualified workers
are subject to the same tax regime as native Germans. Highly skilled workers have the right to receive Unemployment
Benefit I if they have been employed and subject to social security contributions for at least 360 days during the last
two years70 and are registered at the Federal Labour Agency.

The Netherlands, knowledge migrants are allowed to change jobs or employers within the Netherlands as long as
they meet the conditions to qualify as knowledge migrant. The new employer must inform the IND Office for labour
and highly-skilled migrants of the change of employment and provide all necessary documentation.71 Conversely,
employment protection is much more limited. When an employment contract is terminated without this being attributable
to the worker, the Knowledge Migrant Scheme allows a period of three months to search for a new job. During the
job search period the migrant has to support him or herself. When knowledge migrants hold temporary contracts
which come to an end without foreseen extension, they can no longer stay in the country on the basis of their current
residence permits. The situation of a migrant who becomes sick or occupationally-disabled is rather insecure. Essentially,
the rule applies that as long as a migrant meets the salary criterion, he or she is allowed to hold the residence permit
as knowledge migrant. This criterion can be met on the grounds of the salary or the benefits that a person receives
in case of illness or partial occupational disability. However, when illness results in complete occupational disability,
the residence permit will be revoked. On the contrary, the Netherlands has one of the more attractive taxation
regimes when it comes to highly-skilled workers. Fiscal incentives for attracting high earners have been recognized
in the so called 30 per cent tax rule. 30 per cent of the salary is reimbursed tax-free if the Tax and Customs Administration
considers the applicant eligible.
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Table 5 compares employment rights and social security provisions in the four countries under consideration.

Table 5 – Employment rights and social security provisions

United States United Kingdom Netherlands Germany

Employment contract Yes No Yes Yes
required?

Employer portability Yes, new employer Yes, also self- Yes, within knowledge Yes
options files a petition employment migrant scheme

Social security access No No, only health care No, only child benefits Yes

5. European vs. US Policies and the Added Value of the Blue Card Directive

European and US Policies Compared

The comparison of European and US Policies applicable to highly-skilled migrants shows that recent legislative changes
in the EU Member States have diminished existing differences. All observed countries are liberalizing their policies
and making it easier for the highly-skilled migrants to enter, but this trend “is not going on to the same extent or at
the same rate”.72 In terms of eligibility requirements, the US rules are still rather favourable, as applicants are not 
required to comply with a minimum salary threshold and will be able to qualify for an H-1B visa on the basis of their
professional qualifications or a combination of qualifications and work experience. However, the disadvantages of the
American system are the requirement to impose over a work contract and the granting of H-1 B visas on the basis of
a quota system, which results in a considerable degree of uncertainty for potential applicants. Within the European
Union, highly-skilled migrants are likely to face the smallest hurdles for admission in the UK, as no employment contract
is required and eligibility is assessed on the basis of a number of different characteristics of an individual. This means
that for instance a lack of professional qualifications can (at least partially) be compensated by other factors, such 
as previous work experience or age. In Germany and the Netherlands, on the contrary, applicants have to impose 
over an employment contract and comply with a minimum salary threshold, which is higher in Germany than in the
Netherlands. In both countries an exception to the salary requirement is made for high-level academic researchers
and teaching personnel. 

When looking at specific rules for young migrants and former students, the US does not set a particularly favourable
example, as young age is no advantage in the application for an H-1B visa. However, a special quota applies for former
students at US institutions and former students are also eligible for a 12-17 months practical training period. The EU
Member States seem to have gone further than the US in adopting specific rules for young migrants and former students.
In particular, the Netherlands has adopted favourable rules for these categories of applicants, as a lower salary
threshold applies to migrants below a certain age and to former students from a Dutch or a high-ranking foreign 
university. Also in the UK points will be granted for young age and post-study workers benefit from a special points
system. Very recently Germany introduced a new rule, exempting former students from the labour market test. 
In addition, all three Member States allow former students from respective countries’ universities to search for 
a job within the highly-skilled category for a period of 12 months after graduation. 
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Concerning the validity of the permit acquired and access to permanent residence status, migrants in the United
States are in a privileged position, as they have the possibility to apply for a permanent residence status at any point
of time when residing in the US. However, the backload of cases means that in practice they will face a substantial
waiting period of around five years before acquiring such a secure residence status. The situation looks rather differently
in the EU Member States, where in principle a period of five years of residence is required in order to become eligible
for a long-term residence permit or indefinite leave to remain. An exception is made for highly-skilled migrants in
Germany, who are immediately granted a permanent residence permit. Thus, in terms of residence rights, Germany
offers the most favourable conditions to eligible highly-skilled migrants. In the UK and the Netherlands, on the other
hand, requirements for obtaining a long-term residence permit are rather demanding, including language and integration
tests which are not applied in the US. In this respect, these two countries make it quite difficult for migrants to settle
down for longer periods of time which is contrary to generous possibilities for short-term settlement. 

With respect to family reunification rights, it is notable that all four countries under consideration operate very similar
rules in respect of which categories of family members will be admitted (spouses and minor children) and abstain
from applying waiting periods or integration requirements to family members of highly-skilled workers. The US rules
are, however, less favourable than European legislation in that they do not allow the incoming spouse to work.

Comparing the employment rights and social security provisions granted to skilled migrants in the observed countries,
no country stands out in a particularly positive light. Highly-skilled migrants are in all countries under certain conditions
allowed to change their employers within highly-skilled categories of work, which gives them better chances for 
improving their career prospects. On the contrary, access to social security is, with a noteworthy exception of Germany,
very restricted even for the highly-skilled category of migrants. The Netherlands and the UK still make certain positive
exceptions while short-term migrants in the US are basically ineligible for any kind of social security since it is conditional
on long periods of residence in the country. Limited social security might work as a disincentive if migrants move due
to risk-diversifying strategy. 

The Blue Card Directive: What Does it Add? 

In May 2009 the EU Blue Card Directive for the purpose of highly qualified employment was adopted. The Directives
aims at attracting highly-skilled workers in order to address labour market shortages in the Member States (see recital 7
of the Directive’s preamble). It defines the rules for admission and residence for a period of more than three months
applicable to highly-skilled workers and their family Member States. The Directive also contains a number of socio-
economic rights and the right to move to a second Member State for employment if certain conditions are fulfilled
(Article 1). With the exception of the UK, Ireland and Denmark, the Member States will have to transpose the Directive
into national law by 19 June 2011 (Article 23). However, it is important to note that the Blue Card will only complement
rather than replace national policies for the admission of highly-skilled labour (Article 3(4)). This raises the question
on whether the introduction of the Blue Card can be expected to lead to facilitated admission procedures or extended
rights of third-country nationals. What will be the added value of the Blue Card for highly-skilled migrants from third
countries? This is a question that we will address in the last part of our paper. 

In June 2011 the implementing provisions of the Blue Card Directive in Germany and the Netherlands will enter into
force. As pointed out above, the implementing provisions will supplement rather than replace national legislation on
highly-skilled migrants. Even though, the relationship between the Directive and national rules is not entirely clear,
Peers73 has pointed out that Member States remain free to adopt higher or lower standards than the Directive or a
combination of both. This section addresses the question of the added value of the provisions in the Blue Card Directive.
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The key question is in how far the implementation process will lead to more favourable provisions for the entry and
residence of highly- skilled workers in the European Union.74 In the following part, we will assess the likely effect of
the introduction of the Blue Card Directive for each of the policy dimensions analyzed above. 

First, the eligibility criteria in Directive 2009/50/EC are extremely demanding. Potential applicants for a Blue Card have
to comply with four sets of requirements. First, they must impose over higher professional qualifications. This means
that they must hold at least a higher educational qualification diploma granted after a recognized three-year programme.
As an alternative, five years of professional experience may be sufficient when provided for by national law (Article 2(1)(g)).
Secondly, applicants must be in possession of an employment contract or job offer for at least one year (Article 5(1)(a)),
which complies with a salary threshold of at least 1.5 times the average gross annual salary (Article 5(2)).75 Thirdly,
next to the usual requirements of valid travel documents and sickness insurance, Blue Card applicants may be required
to provide their address in the potential host country (Article 5(2)). Fourthly, the admission of highly-skilled workers
may be restricted by way of national labour market tests and quotas (Article 6). Admission under the Blue Card scheme
will in many respects be more difficult than admission under the national schemes in Germany and the Netherlands.
Even though the salary threshold can be expected to be lower than the current threshold applied in Germany (and
will be about the same as that applied in the Netherlands), the additional requirements imposed upon applicants are
very demanding. In particular, it is notable that Blue Card applicants may be subjected to labour market tests and
quotas, which is not the case for the admission of highly-skilled migrants under the national schemes. 

As regards special provisions for young migrants and former students, the final version of Directive 2009/50/EC does
not introduce any improvements for highly-skilled migrants from third countries. This was different in the original
Commission proposal, which contained a special reduced salary threshold for young workers under the age of 30.
Moreover, the Commission had proposed to exempt third-country nationals who have studied in the host Member
State from the salary requirement. These special rules for young migrants and former students were not included 
in the final version of Directive. This renders an application under the Blue Card scheme ‘less attractive’ for these
categories of highly-skilled migrants than under national schemes, where facilitated access is available. 

Also with regard to the validity of the permit and access to permanent residence rights, the Blue Card adds little if
anything at all to national admission schemes. The Blue Card will be valid for a period of between one and four years,
according to a standard period of validity set by the Member States and provided that the work contract has an
equivalent duration (Article 7(2)). The Directive does not mention anything about possibilities of renewal. This means
that highly-skilled migrants will be dependent upon national law in order to attain access to a permanent residence
status. Rules are significantly more favourable in the national legislation of Germany and the Netherlands. Both countries
allow for access to permanent residence either directly upon arrival (G) or after the initial residence permit has been
renewed. An aspect that might come to the benefit of highly-skilled migrants applying under Directive 2009/50/EC is
the possibility to accumulate periods of residence in different Member States in order to fulfil the five-year residence
requirement to obtain long-term residence status76. In addition, highly-skilled migrants are permitted longer periods
of absence from EU territory than other (potential) long-term residents. However, these benefits are partially undermined
by the fact that the Blue Card will only be valid for up to four years, falling short of the necessary residence requirement
for obtaining long-term residence status.
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Family reunification rights granted on the basis of Directive 2009/50/EC are more favourable than those applicable
to ‘ordinary migrants’ under Directive 2003/86/EC. They may neither be subjected to a waiting period nor to integration
abroad requirements. Family members of highly-skilled migrants also benefit from a swifter decision making procedure
and must be immediately granted access to the labour market of the Member State of residence (Article 15). Yet, even
though Blue Card holders are in this respect privileged over ordinary family migrants, the Directive will not add any
additional benefits to existing national schemes. None of the countries under consideration applies waiting periods or
integration abroad requirements to family members of highly-skilled migrants and direct access to the employment
market is in all cases guaranteed. 

As far as employment rights are concerned, the Blue Card Directive is less favourable than national highly-skilled migrant
schemes in Germany and the Netherlands. As opposed to the two national policies, during the first two years of ‘legal
employment’, Blue Card holders will not only be tied to highly qualified type of work but also to a specific employer. 
A change of employment is only possible upon authorization of the Member State (Article 12(1) in conjunction with
Article 12(2)). Even after this initial period, free access to highly-skilled work will only be available upon discretion of
the host Member State. In Germany, the Netherlands and the UK, as to the contrary, highly-skilled migrants are from
the start free to change their employer within highly-skilled categories of work. The only visible advantage of the Blue
Card scheme is the possibility to take up employment in a second Member State (Article 18). However, it must be
stressed that in the case of free movement the same conditions have to be complied with as for first admission.
Member States may even apply quotas in respect of highly-skilled migrants moving from another Member State.
These restrictions diminish the value of the free movement provision for highly-skilled workers to a significant extent. 

6. Conclusions: Assessing the Attractiveness of National Rules on Highly-Skilled Migration

The comparison of different policy dimensions with regard to the admission and residence of highly-skilled migrants
offers a rather complex picture. It appears that, whilst the US has employed migration policies that allow for the 
admission of highly-skilled workers for many years, the EU Member States are only gradually transforming their 
legislation with the view to attracting highly-qualified labour from abroad. Nevertheless, in recent years European 
migration policies have become increasingly favourable towards the admission of highly-skilled workers and have 
in certain respects become more ‘attractive’ than the H-1B visa in the United States. 

In particular, EU Member States have in recent years adopted specifically favourable rules for young migrants and
former students and allow spouses of highly-skilled migrants to start working in the host state immediately. Rules on
access to permanent residence status and citizenship are rather similar in all four countries, except for Germany where
a permanent residence permit is acquired directly upon arrival but the acquisition of German nationality is more difficult.
The only policy dimension, in which the US still scores better than at least the continental European countries, is eligibility.
Rather than setting a fixed minimum salary level, the US makes use of a more flexible admission category of employment
in a specialty occupation. 
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Be that as it may, when looking at various policy dimensions from an objective point of view, the EU Member States
are at least as ‘attractive’ for highly-skilled migrants as the US. This complies with the previous findings of Cerna,
where H-1B visa ranks lower in terms of attractiveness relative to all the other observed programmes.77 Cerna ranks
the Dutch and the UK immigration policy as they stood in 2007 among the most open programmes for attracting
skilled migrants, with the German work permit standing just behind the best performing programmes. H-1B visa is 
in the middle field of the overall ranking, but ranks in the lower end of the scale for the work rights of migrants. 
This outcome is slightly surprising as it runs counter to the general public perception of the US as an ‘immigrant
friendly’ country of destination, and Europe as a place with zero-migration policies. The results also indicate that EU
governments have already come quite far in adopting more favourable admission policy in order to compete with the
US and other immigration countries in the competition for the best talents. If we compare the highly-skilled immigration
policy indexes in 2004 by Lowell with an updated similar exercise for the year 2007 by Cerna, we can already observe
a noticeable improvement of ranking for the German work permit scheme and decline in the ranking for the H-1B
programme. Arguably, the largest remaining obstacles to transforming EU Member States into attractive countries 
of destination for highly-skilled migrants are first, the public perception of the EU as ‘fortress Europe’ and, second,
the fragmentation of the European labour market and the lack of free movement rights for third-country nationals. 

As regards the first issue, it is important to note that the public discourse at European and national level not only with
regard to highly-skilled migration but also in respect of family reunification, integration, citizenship, illegal migration
and asylum are important factors in shaping the image of Europe as a potential destination for third-country nationals.
Concerning the second aspect, the Community has made a first attempt at harmonizing the rules on highly-skilled
migrants and offering them an opportunity to move to other Member States with the adoption of Directive 2009/50/EC.
However, the negotiating process for adopting the Blue Card Directive and the discrepancy between the proposed
and the final version of the Directive speak against Sassen’s theory78 of transnationalization in migration policy 
formation and related hypothesis in favour of convergence among policies due to efficiency arguments.79 The final
version of the Directive, as adopted by the Council of Ministers, leaves a lot to be desired in terms of offering an 
attractive option for highly-skilled migrants. In particular, highly-skilled migrants only acquire the right to move to a
second Member State after eighteen months and must comply with the same requirements as for entry. This means
that the possibilities for highly-skilled migrants to rely on Directive 2009/50/EC, in order to benefit from a larger 
European labour market have been reduced significantly. 

Moreover, the distinction between high and low skilled labour in all countries under consideration can be criticized
from a human-rights perspective. It underlines the utilitarian approach to labour migration dominant in migrant receiving
countries, allowing for the entry and residence of third-country nationals only and as long as they are considered
‘useful’ for the national labour market. Moreover, the exclusively demand-based approach in all countries but the UK
as well as the restricted rights granted to labour migrants can be criticized. Consequently, in spite of the fact that EU
Member States have become more ‘attractive’ for highly-skilled migrants in comparison with the US, many aspects
of EU and national labour migration policies remain open to discussion and criticism. 
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